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FICTION! POETRY! FICTION! 
IF CUPID FAILED TO SHOOT STRAIGHT, TRY THE PERSONALS - PAGES 34 & 35. 
2 Casco Bay Wetkly 
HAM 
In honor of Presidents' Day 
we're making a bit of history. 
This is going to be an exciting year for our growing Toyota dealership, with many new changes that we know will 
build on 15 successful years. Not the least of which is our decision to finally clear up any confusion about our 
location. So, in honor of Presidents' Day, we are officially changing our name from Brunswick Toyota to 
TOPSHAM TOYOTA. What we promise not to change is our fair, honest and simple approach to serving 
customers ... the very same principles that earned George and Abe a place in history. 
Tops in Value 
We' re dedicated to helping you 
get the most driving value for 
your dollar with America's best 
selling, high quality import 
Toyota. You'll never need a 
"special invitation" to get a 
great price. 
Tops in Service 
As an exclusive Toyota dealer-
ship, we are trained to be 
experts in servicing what we 
sell. At Topsham Toyota, we 
haven't forgotten what it 
means to give personal atten-
tion to our customers. 
Tops in Selection 
Whether you choose to shop 
from our extensive on-site 
inventory, or prefer to order, 
we'll work hard to be sure you 
are 100% satisfied with your 
purchase. 
'94 2WD Pickup '94 Tercel '94 Corolla '94 4WD Pickup 
$8,699 
order in your choice of color 
• All weather guard 
• 2.4 4 cyl EFI engine 
• 3500 Ibs. towing capacity 
• 1710 Ibs. payload capacity 





6.99% APR, $250 down or trade 
. $167.26 for 60 months, total 
0,035.60 for qualified buyers 
FREE "framed" pictures of the 
Presidents .... that's six bucks ... when 
you test drive a new '94 Toyota before 
February 28! No purchase necessary. 
See us for detailsl 
$8,799 
STK.# 3513 
• All weather guard 
• Drivers side air bag 
• 1.5 liter, 4 cyl 
fuel injected engine 





6.99% APR, $250 down or trade 
equity, $169.24 for 60 months, total 
pmts. $10,154.40 for qualified buyers 
$12,999 $13,499 
STK.# 3818 
• All weather guard 
• Driver & passenger airbags 
• 1 .6 liter 4 cyl 16 valve EFI engine 
• Power assisted steering 




6.99% APR, $250 down or trade 
equity, $252.38 for 60 months, lotal 
pmts. $15,142.80 for qualified buyers 
STK.# 3059 
• All weather guard 
• 2.4 4 cyl EFI engine 
• AMlFM, chrome package, 
sport stripes, sliding rear window, 
power steering. 





6.99% APR, $500 down or Irade 
equity, $257.33 for 60 months, lotal 
pmts. $15,439.80 for qualified buyers 
Tax, title and doc. fees not included 
LOOKING FOR USED? 




Take Exit 24, Topsham/Lewiston 
From Augusta, 
Take Exit 24 B,Topsham/Brunswick 
". 
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A conversation with Fritzi Russell 
Fritzi Russell of Gorham competed in 
figure skating in the 1928 Olympics at St. 
Moritz and the 1932 OlympicS at Lake Placid . 
Bu t Russell, who was skating for her native 
Austria, had the misfortune of reaching the 
top of her form at the same time another 
young skater was hitting her stride: Sonja 
Henie of Norway. Russell took silver medals 
to Henie's gold in both Olympic compe-
titions, and came in second to Henie in four 
other international skating events. 
Fritzi Russell: "I don't 
know what's going to 
happen with figure 
skating. It's not sport. 
It's show." 
Feb. 26th, 8:00 pm 
Alison Krauss 
and Union Station 
with special guest 
talk 
Russell subsequently married an Ameri-
can, moved to the United States and retired 
to Maine in 1969. Now 83 years old, Russell 
comes to Portland several times each month 
to skate at the lee Arena. 
How has skating changed since you 
first co,!,peted? 
Television has changed it. It's more 
athletic and there's more showmanship-
the costumes, the music, the expression, the 
way the skaters move their arms around. We 
paid more attention to the skating part - it 
was more of a sport. None of us even did any 
double jumps. 
And there' s the money. We didn't have 
endorsements. Now, there' s big money 
involved. If you win a gold medal, you win 
millions. I think there are a lot of mothers 
pushing hard behind those little girls. 
What do you make of this Tonya 
Harding Incident? 
What a mess! Have you ever heard of 
anything as clumsy and stupid? It would 
make a wonderful movie, maybe with the 
Marx Brothers. And they didn' t even have to 
do it. Tonya's jumps are better [than 
Kerrigan's), her skating is more fluid and 
faster. 
Have you heard of other Incidents of 
sabotage In figure skating? 
Just once. At the world championships in 
Stockholm in '1926 somebody sliced through 
the boots of Herma Planck-Szabo, who won 
the gold medal in 1924. She didn't notice it 
until the morning when she was just about to 
skate. The referee was a Swede and he 
postponed the competition for a couple of 
hours while the boots were repaired. But 
nobody did anything about it. 
Who was the best woman figure 
skater of all time? 
That's hard to say. But the most under-
rated skater might be Carol Heiss. She won 
the Olympics in 1960 and was one of few 
skaters who could jump an axel from either 
foot. I liked her style - graceful and fast. 
Who will you be rooting for next 
week? 
I don't think I'll root for anybody. I think 
the best should win. 
tTy Wayne Curtis; photos .tTy Tonee Harbert 
STJ1Tf THfJ1TRf 
Feb. 19th Radical Radio 
Feb. 22nd Brother Cane 
Feb. 25th South Side Johnny & Asbury Jukes 
Feb. 26th Alison Krauss 
Bluegrass Supply ~~~~~ Mar. 4th Bob Goldthwait 
Mar. 5th WideSpread Panic wI Col Bruce Hampton 
Mar. 12th Children's Museum Auction 
Company 
Doors open at 6:00 
For dining. 
Look for a delicious 
Southem Style Menu 
• Show starts at 8:00 
Mar. 13th Hugh Masekela wI Miriam Makeba 
Mar. 19th Spring for Life AIDS Auction For tickets 
Mar. 20th Beausoleil wI Michael Doucet call 879.1112 
& the Dirty Dozen Brass Band 
Mar. 31st Robert Cray Band (Second show just added) 
Apr. 1st Robert Cray Band -SOLD OUT-
.' .' . 
4 CaseD Bay Weekly 
newsreal A review of the top news stories affecting Greater Portland February 9 through 15. 
Portland's police chief was rebuked for saying that Hillary Rodham 
Clinton visited a Portland housing complex because it was safer than others she 
considered visiting. Chitwood also used the first lady's visit to urge the Clinton 
administration to provide more care for young mentally ill people so they don' t 
have to reside in the same housing with elderly people. In a letter to Clinton, 
Chitwood said public housing complexes have turned into" combat zones," 
where elderly live in a "climate of fear." 
But Chitwood's strategy backfired. Sen. George Mitchell, who arranged 
Clinton's visit, issued a statement that the first lady visited 100 State Street not 
because of security concerns about mentally ill residents and the number of 
police calls at other projects - as Chitwood claimed - but because it was more 
convenient and accessible. 
Chitwood's remarks also drew flak from Lisa Lopez, 27, one of the residents 
at 100 State Street. Lopez complained that the chiefs comments fueled prejudice 
against people with mental illness. "By saying they are dangerous and potential 
time bombs, he's creating an unnecessary atmosphere of distrust and fear. And I 
think he's wrong and unfair," she said . 
Lopez also complained that when Chitwood noted there were 54 police calls 
to 100 State Street last year, he didn' t explain how many were 
February 17, 1994 5 
talk 3 
news real 5-6 
Al Diamon 7 
fiction slam 9 
slogan city 14 
boomer be gone 14 
A blueprint for Maine's economy was unveiled by the Maine Alliance 
and the Maine Chamber of Commerce and Industry. The plan identified 11 fronts 
on which the state's economy should move. Fronts included marine science and 
technology, international trade, forest products, environmental goods and 
tourism. The plan set specific goals for progress in these areas, such as tripling 
the state's volume of exports by the year 2000. 
The plan also claimed to be shaped by public opinion polls of Mainers, who 
supported its key points. For instance, 77 percent of Mainers believe state govern-
ment should assist defense contractors to convert to peacetime products and 53 
percent said the state should take risks with tax dollars to help the growing field 
of marine science in Maine. Polls also offered good news for the next governor-
91 percent of the public believe the next governor should " aggressively promote 
Maine products around the country and the world." Bon voyage. 
Portland students will get a condom survey in March . The survey, 
which the School Committee approved in a 5-3 vote on Feb. 9, will ask high 
school students about their sexual activity and their opinions of free condom 
distribution in the schools. Parent and teacher attitudes on condoms will also be 
surveyed . 
Portland schools have a new weapon against alcohol. Hand-held 
"passive" alcohol sensors will help Deel'ing and Portland high 
schools weed out intoxicated minors and adults who attend 
sporting events and dances at the school. The sensors detect 
alcohol when they're held in front of a person's mouth while 
"directly because" of young people. uThere are a lot of the elderly 
residents here with differing degrees of senility, Alzheimer's 
disease and paranOia," Lopez said . "One elderly woman called 
four times in a week. It was kind of sad . She kept thinking she 
was burglarized. But she was losing things due to 
I I they speak. 
~""'l,-+-+--f--t--,- I I "We don't allow anybody with alcohol on his or her 
Alzheimer's." 
A Portland club owner was rebuked by L.L. 
Bean for trying to use his company connections in a 
battle with the city. Jason Clark. the owner of Zootz 
and the son of Linda Bean, is opposed to a 1 a.m . 
club curfew sought by Portland police. So Cla rk 
wrote "an open letter to the city of Portland." 
In the letter, Clark said that if the city passed a 
curfew, " I wiII never do business in Portland 
again. Ever." 
If that wasn't enough to frighten city officials, 
Clark noted that he has served on L.L. Bean's board 
of directors, expects to serve again and hoped "to report 
to the board that the city is accommodating and 
business oriented ." 
The company quickly issued a statement distancing 
itself from Clark. "His speculation as to how L.L. Bean 
might respond to city actions is totally without 
foundation. L.L. Bean simply does not behave in a 
threatening or vindictive manner. L.L. Bean com-
pletely disavows any connection to the views 
expressed by Mr. Clark." the statement said . 
Meanwhile, the City Council's Public Safety 
Committee has postponed a decision on the 
curfew. Committee chair Peter O'Donnell said 
he asked the police department to monitor calls in the next couple months to see 
if a curfew is warranted. 
Central Maine Power was discredited by a nonprofit research group. 
CMP blamed their contracts with companies making electricity from renewable 
resources for most of the rate hikes that drove household bills from an average of 
$35 per month in 1988 to $58 per month in December 1993. Renewable energy 
producers caused about 25 percent of the hike, said Mainewatch, not 77.5 
percent, as CMP claimed during hearings on their $88-million rate hike request 
in 1993. 
Mainewatch's study showed that electricity bills went up mostly because of 
"inflation (responsible for 40 percent of the increase), increased energy consump-
tion ... and [CMP's] investment in Seabrook Nuclear Power Plant." The Feb. 10 
report credited the renewable energy industry for creating jobs, noting that 1,800 
Mainers have found work producing energy from renewable fuel since 1989. 
And the study found the industry, which makes electricity from renewable 
sources like wood chips and trash, helped cut Maine's dependence on electricity 
produced by imported oil. 
It ain't quite plowshares but military contractor Saco Defense bagged a 
civilian contract. The company, which has specialized in making machine guns 
and grenade launchers, announced that it landed a deal to make rifles and 
shotguns for a California company, Weatherby Inc. 
Weatherby had been buying guns from a Japanese company, but patriotic gun 
buyers prefer to purchase American-made weapons. 
breath into our events," said Kathy Bouchard, assistant 
principal at Portland High School. "But until now, we've 
had to rely on our noses to keep out people who've been 
drinking." Bouchard said school officials may be trained to 
use the alcohol sensors in time for the senior prom. 
The two sensors cost $1,530, but they were free to the 
schools. They were purchased by Project Portland, a 
group fighting alcohol abuse among minors, with funds 
donated by alcohol brewers, vintners, distillers and 
wholesalers. 
Paying people to collect signatures 
for state referendums will be illegal if Rep. 
Marge Kilkelly has her way. The Wiscasset 
Democrat said she was " appalled" to find out 
organizers of a drive to limit the terms of 
Maine's congressional representatives paid 
canvassers up to $1.40 for each signature they 
garnered .Xilkelly will introduce a bill to 
prohibit the practice. 
"There are two reasons to sign a petition," 
Kilkelly said. "Either you believe in the . 
question or you feel it ought to be put to a 
vote. But if a friend walks up and says, 'Look. I 
really need money, would you sign this?' That... 
taints the. process." 
A proposal to limit the rights of abusive parents got a hearing 
before the Legislature's Judiciary Committee. The bill sponsored by Rep.Mary 
Cathcart of Orono would limit, and in some cases eliminate, visitation rights of 
parents with a history of domestic violence. Parents who have abused their 
children or ex-spouses would not be allowed to visit their children without 
supervision. The supervisor could be any adult acceptable tei both parents. 
Violent parents would only regain their visitation rights, the bill states, if they 
"successfully complete a treatment program, are not abusing alcohol or 
psychoactive drugs, pose no danger to the child, and [if the] contact is in the 
child's best interest." 
Cathcart, who· has worked with battered women for 10 years, said that al-
though "the best interests of the child are usually served when parents are free to 
see them, that's not so in cases where one or both parents have abused the child." 
weird news Police in Xiangzhou, China, who jailed the members of two prostitution rings, noted that all the women were over 70 years 
old and the oldest was 93. The women reportedly worked in the city's central 
Fengboshan Park. servicing 200 clients a month. Pleasures included nude peeking 
(costing 5 yuan), bosom-touching (10 yuan) and oral sex (60 yuan, rising to 80 yuan 
if the client wanted the woman to remove her teeth) . "This is not just a moral 
issue," a spokesperson from the vice squad explained. "More seriously, these 
people are clearly contravening the terms of their pension by continuing to work." 
Reported by Step/ume Fitch, Roland Sweet, Bob Young and The Associated Press; 
illustrated by John Bowdren. 
,. 
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Presidents Day 
Washington 
Prefers This ... 
While Lincoln 
Elects This ... 
Easy Step Menu VCR 20" diagonal 
• On Screen Programming _ VCR Plus+ Programming with Cable Box 
Channel Conlr~1 • 4-Hea~ Double Azimuth Video System 
.181 Channel TUning_ Multi Brand Remote. AudiofVideo Jacks 
SENTFIV2 
Closed Caption 
Color Tv • Unir'ied 1V/VCR Remo1e 
... ~~ • ReceivcrlMonhor • Closed Captions 




• On-Screen Menu 
• F1ilShbad & Sleep 
• Earphone Jack: 
• Siale Finish ' 
Model#VRL4170 • 
AIL-s »N"N Electronics on 
sale Now thru March 2nd at 
Your stereo will never 
beg or rollover. But now it 
can pla~ Dead and Vivaldi 
and Third World and 
30 different music 




1/11 \ Ir"" "-
MC stands for Music Choice. The new 
music service that gives you 30 diffel rent 
stations of commercial-free, CD-quality sound. 
Just can your local cable company. 
Music Choice. It's choice music. 
3O-Station Music ServIce 
Call 1-800-0RDER-MC today. 
And get free installation. 
is AVAiLABLE THROUGH 
Public Cable ----71[(8 
o Digital Cable!: Radio Assodatr:d, LP., 1993. Me and Music Choice are service: rTWIrks of Digital (able; RadIo As5odates, LP., Horsham, PA 
Boot camps: give them a boost or the boot? 
Building a better criminal 
Will boot,camps rehabilitate juvenile 
offenders or just turn them into more 
muscular and disciplined criminals? 
York County Sheriff Michael Bemis 
wanted to create military-style boot 
camps for juvenile offenders, but his 
IitMitU£j I ~:;::' 
county 
commissioners Feb. 14. Still, boot 
camps are being considered by state 
officials, even though they have not 
proven effective at deterring crime, and 
could backfire unless they are comple-
mented by intensive supervision 
programs for graduates. 
Bemis, who's running for Congress, 
envisioned seven.<:\ay camps "with 
very strong counseling and education 
components" to identify problems that 
led juveniles to break the law. " In seven 
days you're not going to accomplish a 
whole lot, but you can make it intense 
enough to find out what's troubling the 
juveniles," he explained. "What we 
really have to fear are not [weapons] in 
children's hands, but what's in their 
hearts and minds." 
But others feared that boot camps 
could backfire. "Unless the boot camps 
are followed up with proper aftercare, 
what you've got is young criminals in 
really good shape," warned Evelyn 
Hanneman of the Coalition for Juvenile 
Corrections. 
And the criminals would be more 
organized, added Peter Tilton, 
director of the state's Division of 
Probation and Parole. Tilton recalled a 
story he heard about Georgia boot 
camp graduates who marched into the 
stands at a high school football game 
and ripped off fans. "They robbed 
everybody, but they did it with 
precision," he said. 
Hanneman also claimed that studies 
showed that boot camp graduates re-
offend at higher rates than other 
juvenile offenders. 
"The jury is still out on both adult 
and juvenile boot camps," Tilton 
agreed . "It will take a long time to 
detennine if they're really worth the 
money. But the concept is sexy and 
legislators look at it as a quick fix." 
The concept is also gaining popular-
ity because a proposed federal crime 
bill would funnel up to $3 billion to 
states to build new prisons and boot 
camps. Tilton said the state Department 
of Corrections will consider boot 
camps. "But as Commissioner [Don 
Allen] says, we're not going to jump 
into it," Tilton added. "We're going to 
look at all the guidelines [of the federal 
crime bill] and see what itwould take 
to implement them." 
Bemis' plan didn't exactly call for 
shipping youths to stalags ringed by 
barbed wire. Instead, he hoped to use 
schools for boot camps during vaca-
tions in an effort to give juvenile courts 
another way of "intervening early and 
often" with juvenile offenders. 
Bemis said his boot camp plan was 
not an opening salvo in his campaign to 
unseat Rep. Tom Andrews. But the 
sheriff aims to make crime a theme in 
his campaign. "I'd like to see crime and 
violence be a major issue in this election 
year," he said, "because we have the 
opportunity to maintain the kind of 
state we presently have, where people 
are still largely safe and feel largely 
safe. We need to be aggressive to hold 
on to what we've got because it's 
precious." 
Trains on time, but station isn't 
In October, trains will be running 
between Boston and Portland and a 
national group of rail advocates will 
hold their annual convention in 
Portland. But the city's train station 
won't be built by then, and there's still 
no telling how the station will look. 
While the station won' t be com-
pleted by October, according to City 
Manager Bob Ganley, work on the 
station is creeping forward . 
The committee overseeing the 
station project has selected the Port-
land architectural firm of Van Dam & 
Renner . The city has also received an 
appraisal of the station property that 
continned earlier price estimates. And 
the city learned it can site the station 
where it wanted to on the property. 
The state and federal governments 
will ante up $1 .3 million for the 
station, but it's still not clear what the 
station will cost Portland. "What's not 
concrete is how much to spend on 
concrete," said. Cindy Garfield, a 
member of TrainRiders Northeast who 
serves on the station committee. 
Frustrated by city officials' lack of 
support for the project, TrainRiders 
Northeast is running ads asking 
people to lobby city councilors to build 
a station that's a "proud landmark." 
According to Amtrak, a spartan, 
trailer-like station - which has been 
advocated by some councilors - could 
reduce potential ridership by 20 
percent. And that reduction could cost 
Portland over $1 million a year in 
tourism revenues, claimed TrainRiders 
Chairman Wayne Davis. "Nobody bats 
a lash at the potential loss of a couple 
million dollars," said Davis. "It's all a 
puzzlement to me." 
City transportation director Tom 
Valleau called the station" one of the 
more difficult projects" he' s worked 
on. "There are a lot of actors, a lot of 
high-profile politics, community and 
budgetary issues, and the specter of 
environmental issues, all under a 
demanding timetable," Valleau said. 
"Detennining the look of the station 
is a ways away," he continued. "We're 
in the middle of other tasks - how 
will the station layout, how will 
people get in and out, how to connect 
utilities .. . [whether] the city will take 
any properties and demolish them ... 
and then the fanfare of how beautiful 
should it be." 
Ganley expects the committee to 
"get all the pieces together" and come 
up with a firm cost estimate before 
coming to the City Council for ap-
proval. " I think the council approved a 
certain concept," he said, "and they 
don' t want to make an appropriation 
and then find out the station needs 
more money." 
The city can get by without a station 
for the first six months of service 
before it will start to hurt ridership, 
Davis said. In the meantime, he added, 
it will be a "little bit embarraSSing" 
when the 13,OOO-member National 
Association of Railroad Passengers 
comes to Portland in late October and 






• By Al Diamon 
Excitable boy 
Dick Barringer isn't afraid to take a 
risk. That could be because Barringer is, 
as he puts it, "bold, specific, imagina-
tive, creative." Or it could just mean he's 
a political dummy. 
Barringer is one of six Democrats 
running for governor. Since he's never 
held elective office and has spent much 
of his career in policy wonk hea ven 
. (state conservation commissioner, state 
planning director, director of the Muskie 
institute), Barringer entered the race 
without any ready-made base of 
support. He had hoped to separate 
himself from the pack by uniting the 
Democratic Party's left wing and 
disaffected liberals in the Green move-
ment, thereby establishing himself as, in 
his words again, "the progressive, 
environmental alternative for gover-
nor." (His original slogan called him the 
progressive alternative to Joe Brennan, 
but somebody apparently wised him up 
about the disadvantages of promoting 
his principal opponent.) 
Barringer's plan started to crumble 
when the Greens decided to field their 
own gubernatorial candidate, Jonathan 
Carter. Then, liberal Democrats in the 
New Leadership '94 movement, which 
Barringer helped found, decided he was 
too elitist to be electable. 
That left him with lots to say, but 
hardly anybody to applaud. In order to 
get noticed, he's offered a package of 
specific proposals, including a universal 
Single-payer health care system, 
doubling the amount of public land, 
doubling enrollment in Maine's techni-
cal colleges and ending power company 
monopolies. Those ideas leave him wide 
open to the sort of attacks by his rivals 
Ihat garner lots of juicy publicity. But 
only if any of them thought he was 
worth attacking. 
So far, none have. 
The lack of reaction leaves Barringer 
frustrated . "I'm trying to get a dialogue 
going," he says. " And not another one 
of the candidates is saying a god-
damned thing. I'm trying to provoke 
them into saying things." 
His latest provocation is to take The 
Pledge. 
"I'm going to pledge that there'll be 
no increase in the tax burden on Maine 
citizens because there can't be," 
Barringer says. "Taxes are already too 
high in Maine." 
This wouldn't be a particularly 
remarkable statement from the average 
Republican, but when it's made by a 
liberal Democrat with a cranium 
crammed with expensive new pro-
grams, it's not only remarkable, it's 
risky for him and tough for the rest of us 
to believe. 
Barringer promis~~o release a 
detailed budget in March, showing 
exactly how he'd pay for everything. He 
says that budget will contain some 
major cuts in state spending, particu-
larly in the departments of Corrections 
and Mental Health. 
For instance, he'd buck the current 
political fad of calling for locking up 
more criminals for more time. Instead, 
he'd close the Super-Max in Warren and 
poSSibly the state prison in Thomaston. 
Nonviolent offenders would stay in the 
community under intensive supervision 
programs, and be put to work. "I would 
send people to prison only when they 
are a threat to society," he says. 
He'd replace the Augusta and Bangor 
Mental Health Institutes and Pineland 
Center in Pownal with private regional 
programs paid for with a state bond 
issue. "I want the state to stop ware-
housing people," says Barringer. 
The University of Maine System 
would be broken up and reassembled. 
The University of Maine in Orono and 
the University of Southern Maine would 
have their own separate boards of 
trustees. Orono would take over control 
of all the small northern campuses and 
Maine Maritime Academy. USM would 
run Fannington. The Augusta campus 
would be merged with the Maine 
Technical Colleges to create a two-year 
community college system with twice 
the enrollment of the current tech 
schools. 
The state work force would be 
reduced by 10 percent through attrition 
and something called" perfonnance-
based budgetini" which is Barringer's 
buzzword for setting specific goals for 
each state department and cutting off 
money for agencies that don't meet their 
goals. The fact that politicians of all sorts 
are always proposing something that 
sounds more or less like this, and the 
fact that it always ends up working 
about as well as a perpetual motion 
machine, doesn't discourage the 
candidate, or even seem to interest him 
very much. 
Finally, there's Barringer's promise to 
set up a Canadian-style health care 
program in Maine. He says the state is 
too small for more than one insurance 
program if it's going to be cost effective. 
And he admits that even if he's right 
about his plan saving 80 percent of 
current administrative costs, the state is 
still too poor to pay the whole bill. So 
he's counting on Congress to bail us out. 
If that doesn't happen, he's vague about 
how he'd fulfill his goal without 
breaking his no tax increase pledge. 
Maybe he'll come up with something 
else with an even higher risk factor. 
After all, we're dealing with a guy who 
claims to be out there on the cutting 
edge, one who's ready to try the radical 
approach, a candidate with the guts _ . 
or the lack of basic political survival 
skills - to say, "The last creative, 
imaginative, bold thing that was done in 
this state was [creating] the income tax." 
Whatever else can be said about Dick 
Barringer, he's not dull. That certainly 
distinguishes him from most of the 
other candidates. 
But that's hardly high praise. 
If you spend Presidents Day lcicking ror 
tires, and accidentally kick a few rondidntes' 
shins instead, let us knaw how they reacted. 
Write to this column, rore of Casco Bay 
Weekly, 551A Congress St., Portland, ME 
04101, or fax a photo of the bruise to 775-
1615. 
Warm golden oak finish enhances 
this sturdy arm design. Opens 
to a full ~Ize b:d with a tug. 
Also available III queen size. 
Futons by Cfj22d f3o;;;V 
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Compare our Quality and Value. 
FUTON FURNISHINGS 
The Futon Store 
343 ForestA~ue, Portland, Maine 871-0578 
Monday - Friday 1~ 7. Saturday 9-6 • Sunday noon-5 
VtSIl, ~AmmcanF.xpress, Diswver anJperstmAl checks welcome 
lI;]~iiSatisfoction~EE GtutmnreeJ· .Ex#6B Rt:. 295· Plenty of Free PmlDng 11!! 
Before 
r LO~T 100 POUND~! 
I LOV~D TH~ PROGRAM! 
I LOV~D TH~ M~DICALLY 
~UP~RVI~~D ~T Ar:r:! 
I LOV~D IT ~O MUCH •••• 


















You feel like you're living on a farm. There's a trail worn in your living room rug that leads straight to the kitchen. You want a new carpet that feels like a spring-time pasture of plush baby grass. 
So put the kids out to graze and come talk to us about carpeting that helps resist the stain and wear from high traffic areas in your home. It comes In any color you want - Even grass color. 
".; .. : .: .. : :: .:. : '".: .;.:; .:. ; :;: .. ': . 
It's Wonderful 
Putmayo's Early Spring 







25% to 50% off all 
winter clothing 
and shoes 
41 Exchange Street, Portland 
Upon climbing Mount Katahdin, 
Dan and Gretchen were presented 
with adorable bear cubs by the Park 
Ranger with the orange hair ... 
It seems he had"a vision that Dan and Gretchen would 
someday have their own restaurant and name it Katahdin. The 
bear cubs, he suggested, should be talismen, for they had magi-
cal properties. 
Years later when Dan 
and Gretchen began the 
renovations here for that 
restaurant of their own, 
they discovered a mural 
(M ount Katahdin), remembered 
the bear cubs (Mount Katahdin) 
and said in joyful unison, "Let's 
call this place Katahdin!' And they did. 
The bears by the way, do indeed 
have magical properties. They work 
in tandem with the alarm system ... selling off 
such a squeal that they can be heard at the ranger's station back 
on the mountain. Isn 't life grand? 
774-1740 Spring &. High 








317 MARGINAL WAY 
PORTLAND MAINE 04101 
(207) 775-2434 
Ba\'f1 Work§ 
IS Jpmpl~ Strut, Portland lO1l819-Z4ZS 
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Tuesdays On A Different Note 
Open Jam Hosted BySyd's Kids 
$1 PBRs & $2 Well Drinks Till 1 1 :30 Doors 9 PM No Cover (21 +) 
Wednesdays P'fore KOO/O Broadcast 
An Eclectic Mix Of Alternative, Progressive & College Rock 
Beat The Clock, $1 PBRs & $1 Well Drinks Till 11 No Cover (21+) 
Thursdays Decade: PoGo-A -GoGo 
The Best of 80s, New Wave, Affernative, Punk & Dance 
Make Love Under The Sfrobelife To All Your 80s Faves 
Beat The Clock, $1 PBRs & $1 Well Drinks Till 11 No Cover (21+) 
Fridays vefTlgO Dancing Til/3AM 
9-72 Alternative & Industrial 12-3 Techno, Rave & House 
All Ages, No Alcohol Doors, 9 PM $5 Cover 
Live At ZOOTZ In February 
Sat 19th FREE SHOW The Curtain Society with Puddle & Product 
Mon 21st Aristo Recording Artist Stick wffh Tripe & Nicoffne Sneeze 
Wed 23rd Amphetamine Repff/e Artist HAMMERHEAD with Rotors To Rust 
Sat 26th Mung with Peace Corpse, Slick Willy & f_rn'lI,c 
Sat March 5th Pluck Theatre with Miles Death muffin & Between Dreams 
31 FORESTAVEPORTLAND 
All work and no play makes 
Portland a dull city - and that's 
especially true during the long, dark 
months of winter. Fortunately, 
Portlanders know how to entertain 
themselves. And if this year's fiction 
contest - our fifth annual - is any 
indication. more than a few 
Portlanders amuse themselves by 
holing up with a sheaf of paper and 
letting their imaginations run wild. 
CBW received 62 submissions for 
our Fiction Slam this year. The 
stories ranged from taut and sus-
penseful yams to contemplative tales 
of self-discovery. Our goal was to find 
stories that offered insight into life in 
southern Maine and were told in a 
compelling voice. 
Two of the three 1994 winners 
have appeared in CBW in years past. 
David Simpson. a carpenter and 
writer on Peaks Island, was a finalist 
in CBW's 1991 fiction contest. USM 
professor Ken Rosen's story. 
"Trouble with Zamboni." appeared 
in last year's fiction issue. The 
newcomer is S.A.E. Smith. who 
works at a Portland law firm, This is 
her first published story - and the 
first story she's submitted anywhere. 
The judging process went some-
thing like this: each and every story 
submitted was read by three CBW 
editors. The editors then selected 
seven stories that showed excep-
tional merit. These were then passed 
on to our three judges. who ranked 
and graded each for their creativity 
and flair, 
This year's judges were: 
• Jeanne Wells, a bookseller at the 
Monument Square Bookland. She's 
also a poet and fiction writer. and her 
poems have been published in Home 
Planet News. Black Fly Review and 
Sojourner. 
• Rick Hautala, a writer of horror 
stories. To date he's published II 
horror novels and 40 short stories. 
His newest novel. "Twilight Time." is 
slated for publication in October. 
• Taylor Hali. a poet and play-
wright and organizer of poetry slams 
at Granny Killams. Hali was born in 
New York. attended Bowdoin and 
completed his graduate work at 
Kansas State University. where he 
wrote his thesis on slam poetry. 
(Read all about the slams on page 
17.) 
What follows is the full text of 
Simpson's story. which received the 
highest combined mark, and the 
opening passages of Rosen's and 
Smith·s stories. We regret that we 
lack the space to publish all three 
stories in their entirety. Ifyou'd like 
complete versions of the runners ..... p. 
stop by our office or send :;a self-
addressed. 9" by 12" envelope with 
98 cents worth of postage to: Fiction 
Winners, CBW. 551A Congress St .• 
Portland HE 0410 I. 
Once again. our thanks to the 
judges - and all the writers who sent 
us their stories. 
The Editors 
The Accident 
• By David Simpson 
I'm still in the shower when I hear 
Jim Richards comin in the apartment. I 
hear him gain through the fridge. For a 
squirrelly guy, the boy can eat. He's 
always tryin to eat at someone else's 
place, too, cause he's too cheap to buy 
his own food . I mean, he'd go through 
the fridge if I was out there, but you 
just know if I don't get out there to see 
him stuff his face he won't say any-
thing about it. 
I'm dryin off when I hear him start 
talkin to Lynx, my cat. Jim loves teasin 
Lynx. He starts tappin him on the head. 
Lynx starts crouchin down lower and 
pickin up his paw, makin these sort of 
test swipes at Jim's hand . Then Jim 
goes to usin both hands, distracting 
Lynx with one hand then boppin his 
head with the other. After awhile Lynx 
will get pissed off and tear out of the 
room. 
I come out of the bathroom with a 
towel around my waist and see Jim has 
Lynx in a comer on the kitchen floor. 
Jim's up to usin both hands and he's 
wearin his leather work gloves to keep 
from getting all scratched up . Jim's real 
particular about how he looks. At work 
people are always wiping their hands 
off on his T-shirt and givin him shit 
about his tryin so hard to stay all dean. ' 
J say, "Christ, Jim, give the cat a rest." 
Jim says, "He likes it. Watch this," 
and starts mavin in slowly with both 
hands at once. Lynx is twistin his head 
all around tryin to watch out for both 
Jim's hands. Then Lynx can't take it 
anymore. He makes this shriek and flies 
into Jim's face, perfect hit, dead center. 
He latches onto Jim's nose with his 
teeth and gets his claws in both cheeks. 
Jim goes over backwards on the floor 
and Lynx takes off. I'm dyin. I'm 
laughin so hard my towel comes off. 
Jim's face is bleedin in these diagonal 
scratches down both cheeks like Indian 
war paint or something. Jim says, "Fuck 
you, Stan. You better find that fuckin 
cat and take him in for rabies tests. 
Man, I'm serious. You don't and I'll 
fuckin kill him. I'll blow him away." 
This just makes me laugh harder. I can 
hardly see now I'm laughin so hard . 
"Hey, shut the fuck up. Cut the 
laughing or find someone else to drive 
your ass to work." I can't stop laughin 
cause, I mean if you were there ... it 
really was funny. Anyway, Jim starts 
pushin me around. I'm bigger than he 
is but can't push back much cause I'm 
trying to stop Iaughin. J see he's going 
to leave, so I get in front of the door and 
block him. He gets his hand on the 
doorknob. I'm sayin, "Jim, I'm sorry. 
Come on man, lighten up. I'm not 
laughin at you. I'm laughin at the 
situation." Jim turns the doorknob real 
quick and pushes me out backwards. 
I'm not expecting this so I'm not ready 
for it, and I fall right down the steps. 
Jim slams the door on me and locks it 
before I can get up. 
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Things at work go pretty smooth 
until lunch. This guy Mac that's workin 
with us is buyin a new truck from 
Craiger Chevy. J wasn't going to start 
talkin trucks again, though, cause we 
had about wore the subject out, but Jim 
likes talkin about em like he's the one 
doing the buyin, and I need to get him 
off the subject he's been on. All morn-
ingJim's been getting Mac worked up 
about the French Canadian drywallers 
from up in Lewiston that are on the job 
with us. Jim is sayin how they underbid 
everyone and are getting all the good 
jobs down here. He's putting on a fake 
French accent and saying Dui, Dui, 
instead of yes. l'm sure one of the 
French guys will hear him and catch on. 
I say, "So, Mac, pickin up the truck 
tonight?" Jim answers for Mac half the 
time cause he can't stand to wait. 
Jim says, "Qui, oui, and after that 
we're gonna get a couple sixes, cruise 
around a bit, check it out and see 
what's happenin in the big city. You 
wanna come? Mac's buyin to celebrate. 
There's plenty of room for you in the 
back. Sounds like a plan, don't it Stan?" 
Mac wads up his Coke can. It's still 
dripping and he tosses it at Jim and 
says, "Shit, I'm buyin. I ain't got money 
now for five years, be lucky if I can buy 
gas." 
I say, "Well, guys, this has been a 
true pleasure, but I guess we should do 
some work this afternoon." Jim would 
continued on next page 
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talk 'til it was time to go home, and 
Mac would sit there mashing sheetrock 
scraps under his size 12 work boots and 
listen to him, if I didn't get up and put 
my tool belt on. 
Goin out, Mac stops and watches 
one of the drywallers opening a new 
mud bucket. I see Mac stiffening up. 
"Mac," I say, "you comin out or what?" 
The drywaller looks up at us watchin 
him and makes this exaggerated stare 
back at us . 
Mac goes, "What's that, the French 
way to open a mud bucket?" 
The taper stops cutting all those little 
plastic tabs with his utility knife and 
stares at Mac. You could tell the guy 
was pissed. He goes, "How do you 
open a mud bucket, son?" 
Mac walks up to the guy. He's 
almost twice the Frenchie's size. Mac 
takes out his framing hammer and says, 
"Step back, Frenchie," and slams his 
hammer into the top of the mud bucket. 
The hammer bounces back and gets 
Mac in the shoulder. Mac don't say 
anything, just swings at the lid even 
harder. This time the bucket tips over 
and the hammer ricochets off and 
almost hits the Frenchie. Mac goes after 
the bucket and stands it up again. The 
lid's barely cracked and he goes wild 
on it, swinging like crazy. 
Sometimes the hammer goes 
through and catches inside, and he 
yanks it back out all covered with that 
white mud. The more the hammer 
catches the madder he gets. He throws 
the hammer across the room, don't 
even look where it goes, and starts 
tearing at the lid with his hands. He's 
slingin mud and pieces of plastic all 
over the place. When he gets most of 
the top off from it, he carries the bucket 
back to the Frenchie and drops it on the 
floor right in front of him. The Frenchie 
just folds his arms and stands there. 
Mac's hands and arms are all cut up. 
He's dripping sheetrock mud and 
blood everywhere. Mac don't look at 
me, just walks out dripping mud and 
blood all the way across the parking lot 
to his car. 
After work Jim says, "Come on, Stan, 
it's Friday, you never want to do shit 
anymore." 
I say, "Shit, I'm tired ... Go find Mac. 
See if he's picked up his new truck." 
"Yeah, right, like he'll be full of 
laughs tonight." 
"Yeah, he'll be in stitches." 
"You think he had to have stitches?" 
UNo." 
"What did you say it for, then?" 
"Forget it." 
"You're some weird dude. Come on, 
I'll pick you up around seven." 
I'm still sayin I ain't up for it when 
he leaves me off, but I can tell he's not 
listenin, so I'm kind of surprised when 
it gets to be about eight and he hasn't 
showed up. I'm about to give up on the 
lV when I hear Jim poundin on my 
window yeIllin something. I open it 
quickly so he don't get the attention of 
everyone else in the apartment com-
plex. He's standing there peeing against 
the wall . "Come on, Stan, get off your 
ass. It's Friday night and you're 
partyin." 
"OK, Jim, if you say so." 
"Get out here and look at Mac's 
truck." 
The truck is impreSSive, cherry red, 
four-wheel drive, three-quarter ton 
with running lights on top of the cab 
and a plow rig. Mac's got Band-Aids all 
over his hairy wrists, but I can see he's 
happy. 
"Think quick!" Mac tosses a beer at 
me out his window. I don't see what it 
is right off and then when I do it's too 
late and it smashes and foams on the 
pavement. "Klutz. Get in." 
We go into the Range Light. Jim tries 
to get Mac to buy, but Mac's not into it, 
so Jim sips a Budweiser for half an 
hour, loses a couple of games of pool 
and says we should go somewhere 
where there are some babes. I say name 
the place and he can't come up with 
much, so we hang out awhile longer. 
Mac's off somewhere in never-never 
land, at the bar not talkin much, mostly 
watchin the lV. Finally Jim says, "Let's 
cruise. This place is dead." 
In the truck Jim says, "Give us a 
patch, Mac. Let's see what this truck 
can do." Mac ~ays no, but Jim keeps at 
him. "Come on, how long you going to 
baby it? It's a truck man. Break it in a 
little. You're never gonna take it off-
road." We're sittin at a red light; it 
hasn't gone green yet, but Mac stomps 
on the gas and about breaks our necks. 
We cut off this little Datsun coming at 
us from the side, with its blinker on. Jim 
is watchin it comin at him, lookin 
scared as shit. Mac starts laughin. 
"Need some clean underwear, Jimmy?" 
"Fuck you, man. He was coming at 
my side." Now that it's over I'm 
laughin too. The guy in the Datsun is 
right behind us, though, blowin his 
horn. "Fucker," Mac says, and hits the 
brake hard for a second so the car 
almost rear~nds us. The Datsun pulls 
out and passes us. Mac doesn't care and 
gives the guy his dumb face smile and 
wave. Jim is hoppin off the seat. "Catch 
him. You going to let him pass you like 
that?" 
The guy in the Datsun is haulin. His 
taillights are all we can see when Mac 
decides he'll go for him. I'm watching 
the speedometer and countin off the 
miles per hour out loud . "Sixty ... 
seventy ... eighty ... no way this truck 
will do a hundred . Eighty-five, 
ninety ... " We're riding the little car's 
ass again before we go a mile. Jim's 
yellin, "Pass him. Pass him." 
Our headlights are goin in their back 
window. A guy is drivin and there is a 
good lookin chick leanin around her 
seat and squintin back at us. I say, "I 
think she's trying to get your license." 
But Jim is on to their bumper stickers: 
Dukakis for President, U.S. out of EI 
Salvador, and I heart Vegetarians. 
"Look at their stickers, Mac. Their 
fuckin pussies. They don't belong on 
the road, Mac. These are the kind of 
people you can't stand." 
We're coming up to the intersection 
with Route 1. The guy in the Datsun 
slows down and Mac steps on it again 
and passes him. Jim's hangin halfway 
out the window, yelling something at 
them. Now the guy in the Datsun slows 
down to stay way back of us. We're 
almost up to the light when it goes red. 
Jim opens his door to get out. "Come 
on, Stan, let's smack some sense into 
the wise ass Commie. Come on, man." 
"Get out, Stan," Mac says like all of a 
sudden he's in charge. Jim is halfway to 
the little car when I jump out of the 
truck. He's yellin, "Get her side, I got 
him." 
The guy in the car must be shittin 
himself. I hear him grind in gears trying 
to find reverse. Jim's tryin to open the 
door when the guy burns rubber going 
backward. Jim lets go, but I can see 
they're not goin far - there's like two 
more cars comin right up behind them 
and we're runnin up to em from the 
front. 
Then the guy surprises me. He gets it 
in first while he's still rollin back and 
launches his car at us. I'm thinkin he 
ain't gonna run us over but he keeps 
comin. When I see he isn't going to 
slop, I jump out of his way. Jim pounds 
the windshield as the car goes past him. 
I guess he got a wicked charley horse 
from not gettin all the way out of the 
way cause he's limp in a little and yellin, 
"Bastard, you're dead. I'll kill you. I'll 
fucking kill you." 
The Datsun goes out into the 
oncoming lane to get around Mac's 
truck and through the red light. Man if 
anyone had been coming, it would 
have been a head-on right there. 
I'm only halfback in the truck and 
Jim is yellin, "Go. Go. The fucker's 
gettin away," and Mac takes off. "Yes!" 
Jim slams the dash when we see the 
next light go red on the Datsun, but the 
guy don't even slow down for it. Mac 
slows down a little for it just to look, 
and I can see we're losin ground . Jim's 
spit sprays the windshield, "Stand on it, 
stand on it." I'm pretty pumped now, 
too. I'm watchln to see if the Datsun's 
brake lights come on for the next light, 
but they don' t. 
I didn't see the other car or truck or 
whatever it was coming from the side 
until just as they hit. There was this 
cloud of dust or steam or something 
and their lights go out. We're too far 
back to hear anything. I don' t think 
Mac realizes what happened as soon as 
I do, but when he does he slams on the 
brakes and goes for this dark, sort of 
residential side street. The truck's tires 
are screeching across the pavement. I 
think we might roll, he cut the corner so 
hard. I'm watchin this phone pole 
comin at my side and leanin, you know 
like I think it will help the truck turn. 
I'm thinkin we made it when the back 
of the truck sideswipes the pole. 
"Fuck! Oh fuck. My truckl" We're 
stopped, two wheels up on the side-
walk. Mac gets out to look at the 
damage and slams the door on Jim, 
. who was getting out behind him. Jim 
goes, "Christ!" like Mac shouldn't be 
mad. Mac just keeps hollerin, "Fuck!" 
like he can' t believe it. I'm thinkin we 
got to get out of here, these porch lights 
are coming on. I'm seein window 
shades go up. I get out and see Mac 
walkin off fast down the street. Jim is 
chasing after him, yellin, "Mac, where 
are you goin?" He catches up to Mac 
and grabs his shoulder. Mac turns 
around swinging, hits Jim in the chest 
and knocks him right off his feet. "Fuck 
you," Jim says but Mac is walkin away 
again. I'm thinkin someone has to have 
a cool head now and do the right thing. 
A man is coming onto the porch of the 
house across the street. Jim is walking 
back to the truck slow, still watchin to 
see where Mac is goin. "So goddamn 
touchy ... " 
"Shut up, Jim, and get back in the 
truck." Jim stops and looks at me . 
"What's the matter with you now." 
"Get back in the goddamn truck. 
Someone is going to call the cops in a 
minute." 
"It's not my truck. I wasn't driving." 
God, Jim can be such a selfish asshole 
sometimes. 
"Walk home then," I say and slam 
the door. When I look in the rear view 
mirror I see him running after me, but I 
think maybe he will learn something 
from this and drop it into first and burn 
rubber. 
It's after midnight when I leave the 
truck off in Mac's driveway and start 
walking home. I'm thinking how all 
three of us are probably walking home 
at the same time and I'm thinking about 
the couple in the Datsun. It really sucks. 
The guy was an idiot driving like that 
but it still sucks. And that good looking 
chick, it wasn't her fault. It was one of 
those things that wasn't anyone's fault 
really ... it just sucks. 
When I get back to my apartment, 
I'm still pretty disturbed. I get in the 
door, and it's like I don't know what I 
want to do, what room to go in or 
anything. I'm standing around looking 
at the living room carpet like I don't 
recognize it and feeling like I have a 
wicked caffeine buzz and can't think. I 
don' t even know if I need to go to the 
bathroom. There's no way I'm turnin 
off the light and trying to sleep. I know 
I got to do something to distract myself 
for a while. I realize I'm hungry and 
raid the refrigerator. I bring everything 
I can find to eat back out to the couch, 
turn on the TV and open a beer. 
Lynx is in his chair watchin me stuff 
my face. The tip of his tail is twitching 
up and lying down slowly. His eyes are 
staring at me and don't move. I say, 
"Here, Lynx, come on kitty baby," and 
pat the sofa beside me. He don't move. 
"Come on, right here." He blinks once. I 
peel a piece of baloney out of the 
package I'm eating from and tear a thin 
strip off it for him. "Want something to 
eat?" I hold the strip and jiggle it. He 
keeps staring right through me. "Fuck 
you, stupid cat!" I throw the baloney at 
him and start clicking through the 
stations with the remote. CBW 
AS If Warm Days 
Will Never Cease 
(an excerpt) 
• By Kenneth Rosen 
Tony Ameroso came sauntering into 
my backyard, miserable I knew about 
turning fifty, apprehensive about my 
young guests, concealing his baldness 
with a pork-pie rainhat, his shortness 
with high-heeled cowboy boots, his 
awkwardness by pinching the late 
September blossoms off my tomato 
plants. 
My tomato plants were way behind. I 
have a shaded backyard due to the 
thriving maple planted by the proud 
widow from whom we bought the 
house. It was a two-foot sapling when 
she filched it from Calvary Cemetery. 
Now it was a towering weed whose 
leaves didn' t have chiseled edges or tum 
red and cling bravely all fall. They were 
of nondescript shape, turned cat-vomit 
yellow, and dropped in thatches like 
someone going bald from fever or 
loneliness. Several friends besides Tony 
Ameroso have gone bald like that, 
though I have male-pattern baldness, a 
forehead hoving like a mountain bluff, 
the top covered with thin, valiant grass. 
At the instant of Ameroso's advent in 
my backyard, several people were 
arrayed there as if on a complex stage. I 
was chatting with Noreen, a friend of 
my daughter, who I had helped relocate 
from Portland to upstate New York. 
Noreen was accompanied by her 
boyfriend, John-Peter, and her older 
sister, an unsettled women of about 
twenty-seven, whose blouse was tied 
above her exposed midriff and whose 
cut-off jeans' frayed threads hung an 
inch at the arc of her legs. Rebecca also 
heaved sighs and smiled apologetically. 
We four had taken tentative seats in 
lawnchairs to watch my wife struggle 
with tools and my bicycle. The visit was 
to thank me for being helpful, to honor 
my effective advice and good connec-
tions. Noreen, the beneficiary, was a 
stunning blonde with glistening eyes 
and fishhook lashes. Her boyfriend was 
a bouncer and aspiring policeman, not 
tall, but the size of an easy chair. Every 
now and then he removed his baseball 
cap to run his hand over a full head of 
brown hair, wavy and parted near the 
middle, combed straight back. My wife 
was squatting on our sidewalk next to 
our enclosed back porch, trying to fit 
clamps from Portland Cycle for a water-
bottle cage onto my 20-year-old racing 
bicycle, whose metal tubing was too fat 
for them: immense changes in the 
bicycle world in twenty years. At that 
moment I still believed I'd be competing 
in the Rockland biathlon, 10-K running, 
twenty miles cycling, my age group 
insanely merged with fellows in their 
late forties . The biathlon would cap an 
intense summer of weight-loss jogging 
with a peak adventure that filled me 
with dread, the sources of which I barely 
understood: I could run six-and-half 
miles faster than at least someone, and 
likewise pedal a bike for another twenty. 
I feared obscure injuries both mental 
and physical: that I'd climb on my 
bicycle in sweaty running shorts and 
tear the tender interiors of my thighs, be 
unable to pedal and walk as if I'd pissed 
my pants; or grow confused from 
excitement and fatigue, get a blinding 
headache and forget where I was, 
unable to find my bicycle after the run, 
requiring humiliating guidance, a 
stretcher, and ambulance. 
I suppressed these anxieties with a 
steely effort of will that exacted near 
total concentration. Virtually everyone 
who came within eye or earshot 
constituted a nuisance. Yet I managed to 
be nice. I reached deep within myself for 
the sweet water, clear honey and 
fraudulent transparency that gathers at 
the bottom of the well of self-absorption, 
sharing this with friends, visitors and 
family. I developed an easy smile. I 
became a listener. But I was a pool 
whose surface could be shattered by a 
bug ... 
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aravan 
Win a $20.00 Gift Certificate! 
Entry blanks available at our Portland store. No purchase 
necessary. We'll pick a new winner every week till the 
end of April. Guaranteed more fun than shoveling! 
both stores open daily 
Main Street, North Conway NH 449 Forest Ave (2nd fl oor of Forest Ave Plaza) 
(directly across from the train station) Portland, ME 04101 
603-356-7608 207-761-2503 
{ 
Annual February Framing 
25% OFF SALE 
on all custom framing February 1-28, 1994 
I SIIWI..QqIDtIld 
42 Exchange St., Portland 772-8766 
tion & Meditation 
of us, the demands of modern life 
overwhelming and lead to 
ress. Instead of feeling at oeC:lce 
• Isolation 
• Sadness 
, we experience inte 
feelings of: 
.Phys 
• • Financial Crisis • 
The professionals at Jac~~s 
led by Candace .-..,,-,"'" 
free workshop 0 
through relaxation 
lead to a refreshed an 
life - and red 
If you or someone you love are 
of the above symptoms, p 
attend this free workshop. 
7:00 P.M., Monday, 
bruary 21, 1994 
""·,,ti,,"., are recommended_ Please call Julie 




175 Running Hill Rood 
South Portland. Maine 
(At the Maine Mall, take the road that runs west between 
Toys 'R Us and the new Lexus dealership.) 
Or, call us at the number below for more information. 
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4 to 7 pm 
Our Full Menu served from 
llam to lam (Sunday's 'til 
Midnight) Best 
Steamers in Town 
Mixing Good People, Good 
Food and Good Drinks for 
16 Years 
5 Portland Pier 




We've disCtlVered 1m 
aloe-based petroleum-free 
"wax" for those who just 
arm't into that pain-pleasure 
thing. 
No 'IIUJn shaving. 
And ahsolutely no '11J(ff'(! 
plucking qr bleaching. 
What are you waitingfqrf 
CaIJ Now 773-4457 
PICTURE 
YOURSELF 
OPEN 7 DAYS 
ON THE CORNER OF MIDDLE AND 
EXCHANGE STREETS IN THE OLD PORT 
Uolfl.-qIIo#',9tPtzt.. 
Lower Lobby 
151 Middle St. 
Portland 
Open 10·10 Daily 
773·1999 
Show your Vldeoport Card 











Why are you 
still paying 
a monthly fee 
• 
for checking? 
"It's only $6, or $7, maybe it's $8 a month." 
Well that's $72, $84, or a whopping $96 a year 
you could put to better use. That's why it's time 
to open a Citibank Checking Account. 
No Monthly Fee with Direc.t Deposit 
It's easy to enjoy Citibank checking with no 
monthly fee. Simply have your payor pension 
directly deposited to your Regular Checking 
Account, we'll waive the monthly service 
charge plus your first order of checks will be 
free. Then write as many checks as you like, 
because there are no per check charges. Plus, 
there's no charge to use your 
Citicard® to make purchases 
and get up to $200 cash back 
from checking at your nearby 
Shop 'n Save Supermarket. 
No Monthly Fee 
Just For Trying Citibank 
If your employer doesn't offer Direct 
Deposit, it's still easy to enjoy Citibank 
checking with no monthly fee. Right now 
we're offering six months of checking with no 
monthly fee plus your first order of checks 
free. ~fter that, we'll waive the monthly 
service charge every month you maintain a 
combined average balance of $1,500 in your 
Citibank accounts. And there's no monthly fee 
for your money market and savings when 
they're linked to your checking account. 
Try Us! 
We're sure you'll like us, and the 
sooner you open a Citibank check-
ing account, the sooner you can say 
goodbye to monthly fees. 
THE CITI NEVER SLEEPS ~ 
South Portland Portland Kennebunk Falmouth 
Mill Creek Citicorp Park Northgate Old Port Downtown Route I 200 U.S. Rt. I 
170 Ocean St. 100 Foden Rd. 362 Allen Ave. 176 Middle St. 102 Lafayette Center 781-4292 
767-5573 761-2620 878-8655 761-5926 985-4731 
With Direct: Deposit of your pay, pension or Social Security benefit to your Citibank Regular Checking account the $6 monthly service charge will be waived. Fee waiver is guaranteed 
for at least one year. For accounts without Direct Deposit. the $6 Regular Checking monthly service charge will be waived (or the first six months and then waived each month you 
maintain a combined average balance of $1 .500 for the statement period in your checking. savings, money marker.. CD, IRA Money Market and IRA CD accounts. When linked to 
a checking account, there is no monthly service charge for money market or savings accounts . Six month trial offer and first order of 200 standard checks free offer valid only (or 
new customers thru 6/30/94. Monthly service charges and fee waiver policies are subject to change. No charge for withdrawals from Citibank ATMs worldwide, $1 fee for ash 
withdrawals from shared network ATMs. Citibank (Maine), N.A Member FDIC 
Lungs 
(an excerpt) 
• By S.A.E. Smith 
In a shoe box under my mothers 
bed I find a picture of myself as a baby, 
drinking a beer. In the photo I am 
sitting on a couch covered with an 
afghan. Some man's hand is tilting a 
bottle of Lewiston Beer to my mouth . 
The hand is pale and very hairy with a 
large, dark-stoned pinkie ring. 
I am cleaning out my mothers 
apartment in a creaky tenement 
building, kneeling on the clotted shag 
carpet at the foot of her bed. Her 
landlord wants to get new tenants in as 
soon as pOSSible, and he says there's no 
way he can show it in its current 
condition. 
The next photo is of my mother in 
front of the Casco Club, where she 
worked when I was a boy. In the shot 
my mother wears a short dress and 
shiny knee-high boots. Her hair is like a 
blonde helmet and her eyelids and lips 
are almost white. There are two other 
women in the photo on either side of 
my mother, cocktail waitresses whom 
she worked with. She called them "the 
girls." I recognize the features of her 
two friends, Darlene and Jeannette, 
from the funeral this morning. In the 
photo they bend their legs at the 
camera and the brick building behind 
them is shiny with sunlight. The 
shadow of the man taking the picture 
stretches across the parking lot pave-
ment. There is a hat on his head. 
On the nights that my mother 
worked at the Casco Club I stayed with 
our downstairs neighbors, the Petosas. 
When she was leaving for work my 
mother would bring me into their 
apartment and kiss me good-bye. Her 
lipstick smelled like Tootsie Rolls and 
she would wipe the waxy color left on 
my face away with her fingertips. Mr. 
Petosa always had the TV on and was 
usually watching baseball: the Yankees 
and the Red Sox glowing like phantoms 
as they moved across the cloudy screen. 
When he was not in the chair there was 
an oily smudge where his head had 
rested. 
He would watch my mothers rear 
end as she talked to Mrs. Petosa, who 
was usually sitting at the kitchen table, 
smoking cigarettes. Mrs. Petosa was 
shaped like a potato. Next to her my 
mother, in her tight leopard skin outfits 
and high heels, looked like some kind 
of exotic animal, a giraffe looming 
gracefully over the clutter of food and 
bric-a-brac, beautiful and out of place. 
The Petosa girls, vague and overstuffed 
- Natalie, Nadine and Natasha - hid 
in their rooms whenever my mother 
was in the apartment. She was so 
blonde and beautiful that she seemed 
to give off light. 
There are more pictures, with thick 
white borders and a heavy glossy 
finish. Some are curled and some have 
my mothers old lady handwriting on 
the back: "1967 - Mark's First Christ-
mas," "Pretty View from North Conway 
- July 1966." "1971 - The Girls and I at 
Hampton Beach - Fun!" 
The woman I visited in the hospital 
three days ago was not my mother, not 
the woman in these pictures. Mrs. 
Petosa had opened up the door to her 
apartment and found her outside on 
her hands and knees in the hallway, 
too weak to walk. She had been in the 
hospital only a week before her lungs 
gave in. The last time I went to visit her 
I sat in the chair next to her bed, 
watching the trails of white that her 
fingers left as she moved her hands. It 
was as if her ghost was beginning to 
form. I leaned close to her face to hear 
her raspy voice. Through the window 
the fall sky was a harsh blue, almost 
too painful to look at, and the electric 
heater clicked like insects. We watched 
Joe Cupo, her favorite weatherman, on 
the television, and when she asked me 
to, I poured her a careful glass of water. 
She lifted the glass to her lips deli-
cately, giving me a smile like she had 
given hundreds of men in hundreds of 
bars. "To us," she toasted, and sipped, 
savoring it as if it were a gin and tonic 
on the hottest day of summer. I was her 
last boyfriend ... 
Be on the lookout for our 
Best of Portland ·Issue 
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You can have a natural, permanent hairline again, thanks to the 
most advanced techniques of surgical hair replacement. 
Most surgery done painlessly, in-office. 
Mini-grafts, micro-grafts, strip grafts, scalp reductions, scalp 
flaps. 
VERNE WEISBERG, M.D. F.A.C.S. 
Cenified, American Board of Plastic Surgay 
STEPHEN P. FOX, M.D. 
Plastic Surgery Center of Maine. 
Mm1bers. Amman Society of Plastic and R«onstructive Surgeons, Inc. 
232 St. John St. Suite 321 Portland, ME 04102 1-800-688-9133 (U.S.A.) 
Visa, Mastercard· Alternative Financing Available 
D. B. A Plastic COlmuic &: Hand Sur cry, Chartered 
cutting or trimming trees 
along miles of public 
roads to guard against 
power outages. 
To protect the health of your 
trees, our contractors use 
techniques endorsed by the 
National Arborists Association. 
You have a legal right to consult with eMP 
New Maine law gives you the right to consult with CMP 
before our contractors trim or cut trees along roads that 
border your property. · This law does not apply to trimming, cut-
ting or removal o/trees undertaken in emergency conditions or 
during construction. 
If you would like to be consulted, please write the following 
department at CMP: CMP, LINE CLEARANCE DEPART-
MENT, EDISON DRIVE, AUGUSTA, ME 04336. Please 
include your name, street address (not mailing address), and 
your CMP account number. To ensure that your request is 
noted, please send your letter separate from your bill pay-
ment. 
If you have already contacted 
CMP, a second letter is not nec-
essary. You will be consulted 





Energy service thai WOfks for Maine 
Areas CMP tree 
trimming contractors 
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Discover the 
city within 
Later this month, Portland's economic development 
department will kick off an effort to select a slogan for 
our fair city. Once selected, the lucky slogan will be 
plastered on the city's signs and promotional litera-
ture, much as "Maine: The Way Life Should Be" 
adorns every flat surface that the state office of tourism 
has so much as looked at. 
Every self-respecting city should have a nickname 
or slogan, of course. Think. of The Hub, The Big Apple, 
The City of Brotherly Love, The Motor City and The 
Mile-High City, just to name a few. Portland was once 
known as The Forest 
[ Iii I City, but that was :J. ~ { I ] ~ fj 1 b~fore Dutch elm 
disease swept from 
prom to prom. And .. . well, sadly, "Portland: The 
Forest City" just isn't very marketable among today's 
action-oriented consumers. 
The most alarming thing about this whole christen-
ing process is that it will involve a committee. The city 
plans to form a slogan committee, which in tum will 
hire an advertising agency to do the heavy work of 
locating the right words and moving them around so 
that they sit just right. This committee will include 
representatives of the chamber of commerce, politi-
cians and other civic cheerleaders. Committees of these 
sorts are best known for coming up with middling 
solutions that generate neither enthusiasm or opposi-
tion. As a result, we'll probably be tagged with a 
slogan like "Portland: A City By The Sea!" A fine 
headline for a Press Herald editorial perhaps, but we'd 
just as soon not see it on bumper stickers. 
To help avoid this senseless tragedy, the staff and 
friends of CBW respectfully submit these ideas to the 
city for consideration: 
• The BigOam 
• Gateway to Aroostook County 
• No ... the other Portland! 
• Home of the Old Port Barfing Festival 
• More than just hake! 
• Bricks 0' plenty! 
• Mostly white, but still a lot of soul 
• Portland: We're pretty close to Maine 
• Home of John McDonough 
• Sort of like Boston, but with more letters 
• A little city with just the right number of 
halfway houses 
• Big Sigh Country 
• We're just wild about Wyland 
• Water, water everywhere, and lots of beer 
to drink! 
• Where the graffiti is spelled correctly 
• Wha(s that smell? 
• Alternative music? Nein danke! 
• Portland: A free toaster for everyone 
• Soleyopolis! 
• Cuter than grouper, but quaint we ain't 
• Snow? What snow? 
• Halfway between Trenton, N.J. and 
New Glasgow, Nova Scotia 
• Melting pot of Cumberland County 
• Less body hair than Burlington 
• Peninsula of LOVE 
• More sister cities than you can shake a stick at 
• Walk-upSIoasting on an open fire 
• Visit world-famous Junk of Pork 
• Live here for a few years. We'll see if we like you. 
• Almost as far away from Los Angeles as you 
can get and still be in America 
The virtual generation 
Hey, Boomer: Get off my wave 
• By Paul Doiron 
I am 28 years old, and according to everything I 
have seen and read over the past year, I am a fairly 
representative specimen of the generation born 
between 1961 and 1981. In my time I have been both a 
"slacker" (an aimless college graduate working a 
citizen 
McJob without benefits) 
and a "boomerang 
baby" (an adult child 
who has returned home, 
for financial reasons, to live with Mom and Dad). And 
if I am better educated than most, I can still quote the 
Brady Bunch more easily than Shakespeare, and that 
counts for something. 
Some time ago, while seated in a dentist's office 
waiting to get my teeth cleaned, I came across an 
article in The Atlantic titled "The New Generation 
Gap," by Neil Howe and William Strauss. The essay 
proposed that a war was brewing between people of 
my generation and those of the Baby Boom. I had 
never thought of myself as belonging to a generation, 
let alone a bellicose one, so the article's tone of looming 
apocalypse struck me as exaggerated, if not laughable. 
No longer. The media's discovery of the so-called 
"twentysomething generation" has prompted no less 
than a blitzkrieg on young consumers. From 
television's "Melrose Place" to fashion's grunge, from 
music's Lollapalooza to Donna Tartt's best-selling 
novel, "The Secret History," we are assaulted by 
cultural icons purporting to represent us. 
Overexposure by the media tends to induce 
boredom first, then cynicism. So it's hard to argue with 
the New Republic when it calls the twentysomething 
generation" a myth." One can't help feeling that the 
new generation gap is really just an old marketing 
trick. 
But to retreat into cynicism is to ignore letters like 
the one published recently in the Maine Progressive in 
which the college-aged writer blasted Baby Boomers 
with these words: "Frankly, we are sick of you and all 
your media-amplified hypocrisy." 
And what do we make of the counterattacks by 
angry Boomers? "If these pusillanimous purveyors of 
pseudo-angst would put as much effort into getting a 
life as they do into writing about their horrible fate," 
wrote a 43-year-old essayist in Newsweek, "we'd be 
spared the weekly diatribes that pass for reasoned 
argument in newspapers and magazines." 
Beneath the hype and hucksterism, lurk real 
differences, a genuine grudge. Whether it will deepen 
into something more depends entirely on how it is 
treated - with misanthropy and opportunism or 
understanding and good humor. 
While the manufacturers of taste are more than 
ready to exploit people of my age, they seem to have 
'no interest in communicating with us. What does it 
mean to be a young person in today's America? No 
one has asked, and so no one has answered. 
I work in an office with several Boomers, and there 
have been moments over the years when I've said to 
myself, "If I hear just once more about the night Dylan 
went electric or the wonders of polarity yoga, I am 
going to pierce my navel." 
Wake up, I want t6 say, times have changed. You 
Boomers made free love, my generation worries about 
AIDS; you toked marijuana, we smoke crack; you had 
the '80s, we get the debt. Am I envious? Of course. 
Would I trade places with one of you. Not a chance. 
Because this is my time. I shouldn't have to apolo-
gize for liking Pearl Jam and U2's "Zooropa," "The 
Simpsons" and E-mail. These are the artifacts of my 
youth. If Baby Boomers can't understand this, if they 
are unable to see why some of us would rather go to a 
rave than a Grateful Dead concert, then they have 
forgotten what it is to be young and riding your own 
wave. We are not latecomers to the Boomer party, even 
if they sometimes make us feel that way. 
Our generation is not lost. In fact, we have never 
been found. Witness the media's frantic - and I 
would argue, futile - attempts to pin a name on us, 
from Baby Busters to Generation X to 13th Generation. 
The lamest of the lame, the twentysomething genera-
tion (no caps please), derives from of all places that 
most self-indulgent and archetypal of Boomer televi-
sion series " thirtysomething." 
I suspect this generation war was plotted in a 
Madison A venue skyscraper by the likes of Faith 
Popcorn, pushed by a hungry press and taken up on 
both sides by opportunists eager for attention. Nothing 
is simpler than claiming membership in a generation. 
All you need is a valid birth certificate and a readiness 
to ride the bandwagon. 
The woman I am dating is 33 and thus technically a 
Boomer, but she wears Doc Martens and listens to 
Nirvana: traits publicly associated with Xers. So is she 
or isn't she? And why should it matter? 
"To hell with all the dirty, easy labels," said 
Hemingway. To which I say, "ditto." But if our 
generation must have a name - and it must so that 
Reebok and MTV may more easily and efficiently 
exploit us - then I propose the following: The Virtual 
Generation. The American Heritage Dictionary defines 
virtual as "existing or resulting in essence or effect 
though not in actual fact, form or name." That sounds 
about right. And virtual has the added bonus of 
suiting the computer age. In five years, the cyberpunks 
tell us, we will all be having virtual sex via computer-
ized helmets, gloves and God-knows-what-other 
anatomical add-ons. 
I don't know about you Boomers, but I can't wait. 
Paul Doiron is editor of Maine In Print, the newsletter of the 
Maine Writers and Publishers Alliance. 
The one-minute roundtable 
National tests in 1985 revealed that 73 percent of 
young adults couldn't interpret a newspaper story. 
And many of us here at CBW did have a little trouble 
interpreting the Maine Sunday Telegram's four-part 
series, "Talking About Education." But we didn't 
give up. And for those who were too busy removing 
ice dams from roof gutters to slog through the series, 
here's a handy summary: 
Some observers feel that schools should help 
students master essential skills and prepare them for 
jobs. Others feel that schools should help students 
develop character. Still others believe that schools 
should focus on the process of learning, thereby 
helping students better adapt to a changing world. 
Yet others feel that students should learn the basics, 
including history, classical literature, writing and 
math. 
Those attending the Telegram-sponsored 
roundtables at 55 sites around the state were gener-
ally of the opinion that schools should at least teach 
students basic skills, although others felt that schools 
should also endeavor to prepare students for coping 
in the world outside the classroom . 
If you want more, WGME-TV will air a two-hour 
special on the roundtables March 5. 
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Best odds for 
Howaniec 
I would like to express my apprecia-
tion for Al Diamon for his comments 
concerning various gubernatorial 
candidates, particularly Jim Howaniec 
(1 .27.94). 
In his column, Mr. Diamon states 
that in his opinion (which is infallible, 
as we all know) Mr. Howaniec's 
letters 
chances 
are 1 in 
1 DO. 
What 
Mr. Diamon fails to mention is that 
these are the best odds that Mr. 
Howaniec has ever faced when running 
for office. 
When Mr. Howaniec ran for a 
Lewiston City Council seat some years 
ago, people gave odds of 5DO to 1 
against him, yet in the end, he won the 
seat. Later, while running for the office 
of mayor, the odds against Mr. 
Howaniec were estimated at about 
1,000 to 1. Rather than being discour-
aged, he applied the old axiom of 
"When the going gets tough, the tough 
get going," and once again emerged 
victorious. 
AI, however, neglects to mention 
that although the other candidates are 
all saying what everyone wants to hear, 
only Jim Howaniec has had his "Blue-
print for Change" printed for all to see 
- the only candidate to commit his 
promises and strategies to print form to 
date. 
Mr. Diamon goes on to state that, 
hard work notwithstanding, victory 
will elude Mr. Howaniec, and further 
prophesies that Joe Brennan will once 
again win his party's nomination 
despite the fact that the somnolent 
Brennan lost horribly to Jock McKernan 
in the last election. [f the Democrats 
truly have no better option than to re-
run Brennan, they should concede to 
the Republicans now and save us all the 
trouble of voting. 
Mr. Diamon, like many other 
journalists, needs to be reminded that it 






with Tom Allen 
As steering committee members of 
the New Leadership '94 group, we feel 
obliged to respond to Alan Caron's 
letter (2.3.94) that labored to link his 
client, Joe Brennan with the new 
leadership that the group so earnestly 
sought. 
We collectively spent hundreds of 
hours last year personally interviewing 
each of the Democratic candidates for 
governor to analyze up close their best 
ideas and abilities. 
At the end of our to-month process, 
virtually all of New Leadership's 
dozens of members, with the exception 
of Al Caron, concluded that the best 
choice for a governor to lead Maine into 
the 21 st century was not a politician 
from the 1970s. We, the undersigned, 
concluded that the person best able to 
lead Maine in the critical years ahead is 
Tom Allen. 
New Leadership '94 grew out of the 
deep interest of citizens from through-
out the state to find a candidate for 1994 
who was committed to developing new 
approaches to problem solving and to 
reclaiming our state's democracy from 
the big money contributors and the 
small exclusive group of insiders who 
have been dominating Augusta for too 
long. 
We believe that Joe Brennan is 
rooted in that past, and that Maine 
desperately needs new leadership in 
the Blaine House. 
Although in the end New Leader-
ship as a group declined to endorse any 
one candidate in the race, we chose to 
support Tom Allen because he has 
more in common with the goals and 
principles of the group than any other 
candidate in the race. Specifically, he 
has a clear vision and plans for the state 
to create jobs, protect the environment, 
improve our schools and provide 
equity and faimes~ to all Maine people. 
Tom Allen is a clean and clear break 
from the past. He is not tied to special 
interests that have exerted far too much 
influence in Augusta. He has assem-
bled a campaign team of enthusiastic 
women and men from diverse back-
grounds who are truly concerned with 
the future of our state and are commit-
ted to making state government work 
for all its citizens. Tom is an accessible 
and compassionate leader willing to 
listen to the needs of all Mainers. 
One last important point. We were 
also concerned throughout the New 
Leadership process with identifying a 
candidate who can win the general 
election. Tom Allen represents the 
strongest hope for the Democratic party 
in November to succeed against a well-
financed independent candidate who is 
sure to appeal to the state's disaffected 
voters. 
We are eager for someone to bring 
real change to Augusta and have 
therefore chosen to volunteer out time 
and energy in support of Tom Allen. 
We wholeheartedly believe that he will 
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Making Portland a 
sick & dangerous 
place 
Every week when I read CBW I am 
assaulted by pornographic images of 
women. I know that the debate over 
running ads for Mark's Show Place and 
Video Expo came and went several 
years ago, but the ads remain and so 
then does the issue. 
More graphically than a T-shirt logo, 
pornography assaults women. By 
marketing women's bodies, pornogra-
phy legitimizes rape. By running these 
ads, your paper markets women's 
bodies, and legitimizes rape. 
Do you feel comfortable with that? 
By turning the page and not saying 
anything I become an accessory to the 
crime, but by publishing these ads / 
images you are committing the crime. 
Your paper contributes to making this 
society, and more specifically Portland, 
a sick and dangerous place. 
Sf&tCL 




Regarding your article ("Beans, 
beans, good for your city," 1.27.94), it is 
more than mere coincidence that 
without exception ALL of the busi-
nesses interviewed cited high taxes, 
high workers' comp costs, high water 
and sewer rates and restrictive regula-
tions as the reasons for stagnant or 
declining business prospects here in 
Portland. 
All the high costs and regulations 
listed above are a result of government 
intervention at all levels: local, state and 
federal . Government-mandated costs, 
taxes and regulations are stifling 
business and employment growth, and 
robbing our workers, entrepreneurs 
and communities of their full potential. 
The most brazen example of incompe-
tent government interference is the high 
cost of water. How can it be that water 
is so expensive when we live in the 
wettest state in the nation? 
Then the article discusses how the 
city of Portland has formed a commit-
tee to create an "industrial economic 
plan." Government cannot solve the 
problem, because the government IS 
the problem! This is a classic case of 
"two wrongs don't make a right." The 
high costs of doing business is a direct 
result of their meddling stupidity. The 
USSR used to have industrial economic 
plans hatched by committees. It didn't 
work there either. 
Government is essentially a mo-
nopoly business, except worse. We 
MUST "buy" their services whether we 
want to or like it or not. And MUST pay 
the taxes (i.-::., price) they demand, or 
they will take away our hard-earned 
possessions. It is little wonder govern-
ments are always trying to justify their 
existence. 
None of the businesses interviewed 
cited high employee wages as an 
obstacle to doing healthy business. 
Maine workers are diligent and quality-
oriented. Maine could be a competitive 
and desirable place for business to 
grow, if government would get out of 




Just wishful thinking 
Can it be?! Is it true? Have you 
finally hired a movie" critic" worth 
printing? 
I rarely read that sophomoric 
moron's "reviews" anyway, but when a 
friend insisted on reading parts of "The 
Piano" piece aloud, I vowed to write 
him a vitriolic letter. I decided it wasn't 
worth my time, as CBW was obviously 
adhering to the Man You Love To Hate 
philosophy. 
Instead, I'm writing to praise the 
insightful review of "Philadelphia" 
("Silence on the set," 2.3.94). Please, 
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Magnet for the arts 
In response to Shoshana Bobkoffs 
Citizen ("Magnet school for the arts? 
Not so hasty, please," 1.27.94), I support 
the governor's proposal for a Maine 
school of science and mathematics in 
Limestone, and the formation of a task 
force to develop a plan for a visual and 
performing arts school. The formation 
of these magnet schools won't eliminate 
the need for good basic core programs 
in math, science and the arts in all 
Maine schools. 
I wish we could eliminate the terms 
"gifted" and "talented" from our 
vocabulary. It sounds elitist, and it 
doesn' t acknowledge the hard work of 
critical thinking, creative problem 
solving and the planning, revising and 
final presentation that goes into any 
arts endeavor. It does not acknowledge 
the fact that a student labeled "learning 
disabled" can also excel in the arts. 
A magnet school for the visual and 
performing arts would provide 
opportunities for Maine students who 
are "highly interested and motivated" 
in the arts to take advantage of the 
Portland area's rich cultural resources. 
The structure and location of an arts 
magnet school will be determined by 
the task force, which will be appOinted 
by the governor. Fortunately for the 
arts, this task force can build upon the 
years of research conducted by the 
Limestone community. 
The establishment of a Maine school 
for the visual and performing arts 
would not give schools an excuse to cut 
their arts programming. Only two to 
four students from each Maine high 
school would have the opportunity to 
study at the arts magnet school if the 
Limestone model is followed . Maine 
still mandates an integrated, sequential 
arts program for students at the 
elementary level, and one credit in the 
fine arts for high school graduation. 
The Maine Alliance for Arts Educa-
tion is committed to strengthening the 
arts in all Maine schools for all stu-
dents. With Maine educators, parents 
and the cultural community, we need 
to use our best creative thinking skills 
to incorporate the arts into education, 
and show that they can be central to 
school reform. 
A Maine high school for the visual 
and performing arts can provide one 
more exciting opportunity for Maine's 
future artists. It's not an either/or 




Maine Alliance for Arts Education 
Casco Bay Weekly welcomes your 
letters. Please limit your thoughts 
to 300 words, Include a daytime 
phone number and address to: 
Lettel5, Casco Bay Weekly, 551A 
Congress St., Portland, ME 04101 
18 Casco Bay Weekly 
Best of Portland Issue 
It's just around the corner 
AUGUST EVENTS Presents 
A WEDDING BVTti£ SEA 
Bribal Skow & Receptiot1 
Sunday, February 20th 
Open House 1 pm-5 pm 
lNN BY TH£ SEA 
Route 77-Cape Elizabeth 
~ 
Join us for live music, refreshments 
Informal modeUng, and displays offer: 
Ing many wonderful resources for 
plannlng your unique wedding. 
Tickets: $8 In advance. $10 at the door 
avalIable at the Whip a: Spoon 
This is the time of year 
when our pages are completely 
jam-packed with personal ads. 
Which means now, you've got 
more sincere, interesting, 
single professionals to choose 
from than ever. All you have to do 
is circle the ads from those people 
who interest you and give them a call. Or, just pick up 
the phone to browse through a selection of voice greetings. 
But hurry. Someone may be waiting to hear from you. 
;~;~~personals 
1-900-370-2041 
Call costs $1.49/min. Must be 18 or over. 
-Crooked Liver, 
These and all Top 25 releases: 










these specials will be good through Thursday, February 24th . ' 
1 S 1 Maine Slreel, Brunswick ME 725·1289 
Route 302, Shaw's PIOla, N. Windham ME 893-1303 
OPEN: Mon.- Sal. 10-9pm, Sun. 12·6pm 
r ~- ---
• By Suzy Fried 
To properly pull off a poetry 
slam, explains Taylor Mali, 
organizer of Portland poetry slams, 
you have to keep the poets where 
the booze is. "Traditionally, alcohol 
and poetry have always gone 
together," he says. "Poetry belongs 
in bars, not in coffee shops and 
bookstores. A bookstore is where 
you go after a poetry reading." 
Bringing poetry to an unfamiliar, 
if not hostile, crowd is the idea 
behind a slam. "Poetry could stand 
a little more immediate criticism," 
says Mali, "[but] you really have to 








Part performance art, part stand-
up, part shameless pandering, a 
poetry slam has to be seen to be 
understood, and even then it's hard 
to comprehend why some pieces 
work and others don't. "Suicidal 
neuroses always go over well [at 
Slam poetry: the battle of the bards 
- .- / 
slams ]," according to Mali. But at 
Portland's most recent slam, held in 
January, the crowd seemed to have 
less patience for dark personal 
navel-contemplating, preferring Dr. 
Seuss-esque rhyming, coming-of-
age mini-epics or artful sketches of 
quirky characters. "You can't go [to 
a slam] with expectations," Mali 
warns. 
Mali, who has an undergraduate 
background in theater and a 
master's in English, saw an ad for a 
poetry slam shortly after his arrival 
in Maine a few months ago, but 
found little similarity to the slams 
he was familiar with . Poets were 
judged with secret ballots - totally 
unslamlike. He decided if he was 
going to see it done right, he'd have 
to do it himself. Soon after, Mali 
formed the Maine institute of Slam 
Poetry, based in his home, and 
organized the first Portland poetry 
slam at Granny Killam's in 
November 1993. 
Mali's slam procedure is fairly 
simple. Most judging teams sign up in 
advance. After a practice round of 
booing and cheering, the poets take 
the stage, one after another. No official 
time limits are enforced. Five teams of 
judges whittle down 10 contestants-
whose performances are rated on a 
scale of 1 through 10- to three 
finalists and, at last, to a winner, in a 
total of three rounds ... and that's 
basically it. 
Art & Soul continued on page 20 
I 
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CeUo mold: CBlISI' BBUAIIINIIOYE5 
performs works of Hayden, Bach, 
Debussy, Prokofiev and Chopin at a 
concert to benefit the Portland Partner-
ship - an organization that promotes 
educational partnership between local 
schools and the community - at 
Portland High School Auditorium, 284 
Cumberland Ave., at 7:30 p.m. 
Noyes studied three years at the San 
Francisco Conservatory of Music and is 
a recent graduate of Portland schools. 
Recommended by Yo-Yo Ma, he has 
been selected to be the ceUo soloist for 
the International Ambassadors of 
Music 1994 cultural !!xchange between 
the United States and China. Tix: $5 
($10 per family). 874-8100. 
S Wlf'oIGlNc;. STEAKS 
THURSPAY 17TH 
$6 I N ADVANCE 
$8 ATTHE DOOR 
THE UPSETTE RS 
SATURPAY 19TH 




$. ATTHE DOOR 
BUCKWHEAT 
ZYDECO 
MONPAY l1ST ISIANP 
$11 IN ADVANCE 
$15 ATTHE DOOR 
GREAT MEXICAN FOOD 
$1 
$2 
31 INDIA STREET 
(CORNER OF FORE & INDIA) 
n5-6267 
w~ this ad 
exp.2n4194 
friday 18 
Easy street: Get out of the cold, grab a 
travel book of Bali, a mug of something 
hot and warm up with the jazz sounds 
of 111 S1IEET _..-r IEEVES at Raffles 
Cafe Bookstore, 555 Congress St., at 7:30 
p.m. 
Street, who teaches saxophone at USM, 
is weUcknown in New England for his 
original compositions and his jazz 
ensembles. Reeves is a member of the 
Portland Symphony Orchestra and 
H_ this Creole cat on Feb. 21.. 
2, 3, or 4 WHEELS? 
WE CAN INSURE THEM ALL! 
• LOW COST, LOW DOWN PAYMENTS 
• MONTHLY PAYMENT PLANS 
• AUTO, MOTORCYCLE, ATV. 
• R. V. AND MOTORCOACH 
Call For Immediate Quote 
lei 1761-7000 I I.AII 
proglP.LTi/e" 
AUTO INSURANCE AGENCY :1ll 
242 ST. JOHN ST. SUITE 144, PORTLAND 




Happy Hour 4.6pm 
688 Forest Ave· Portland· Free Parking 774-4100 
teaches voice and piano, also at USM. 
Tix: $5. 761-3930 or 774-8911 . The 
Raffles Friday Night Music Series 
continues through April 8. 
saturday 19 
Graham crackers: To celebrate the l00th 
anniversary of Martha Graham's birth, 
the 50th anniversary of the premiere of 
Appalachian Spring" and the fact that 
the Martha Graham Dance Company 
will make its first ever Maine appear-
COLLE.CTiVE. 
.@lAJORKS@ 
• Goddess Creations • 
Books • Art • Fashions 
Jewelry • Stones 
• Herbal Care 
• Essences 
74 India street Portland, ME 
671-0273 
Open: Tue-Sat 11 am-5:30 pm 
The Co ... unit, 
Tel.vi.io. Network 
W.ek O' 2/21/94 
7p.. IRElAND TODAY: Clildren of BeIfmt 
7:30 ntE SENIOR NEWS: 
Mads On Wheels & Esltlle Recovery .p.. IACKYARD MAINE: ~lIlis Ur.Jer ugm 
.:30 DIS(OVlR USM: 
Rese<I(h ood !he Benefjls 10 !he Commooily 
9p.. GROWING HEAlntY FAMlUES: Enhancing 
S.IHsleem & Raising SeHonfldenl rKk 
HOLY MARrrRS MASS SvnOOy 10m! & 5pm 
ntE MAINE FOCUS Mollfri Of 4 :30pm 
Programs prerriele MoOOat evenings It / pm. PrognlTlS Iir "'Pi'( 
evening hom /·10 pm & 00i~ hom 1-4 pm. Tues-Jhj~ 9 om-I2 11000. 
ance on March 3, the Portland Concert 
Association presents the IIAI11IA GIIAIIAII 
SYIIPOSIIIM at the Portland Museum of 
Art,1 Congress Square, from 9:30 a.m.-
4 p.m. 
The day's activities include an opportu-
nity to learn about Graham, the music, 
the visual arts and the social and 
historical events in America that shaped 
her work. Village Voice dance critic 
Deborah Jowitt is the keynote speaker. 
A $15 fee includes lunch and resource 







Kabobs, Curries, Pakis!aliTeo, Gilger Beer. 
Tasty Nan & MOREl 
565 Congress St. Portland • 874·2260 
Mon·Sat 11·3/S·10·Sun 5·10 
sunday 20 
Stand and deliver: The Rape Crisis 
Center - an organization that provides 
crisis intervention, advocacy and 
support for sexual abuse victims -
sponsors a SBF-IIEFBtSE WOIISIIOP at the 
Portland Police Station auditorium, 109 
Middle St., from 1-5 p.m. 
Black belt karate instructor Lauretta 
Gregoire conducts this workshop, 
which covers sexual assault awareness, 
personal safety and risk reduction. Self-
defense and breakaway techniques will 
also be demonstrated and practiced. 
Preregistration is $25 ($35 at the door). 
799-9020. 
monday 21 
O-tay: That zydeco is "propeUed by the 
rubboard of jrottir," is incentive enough 
to get out and hear BUClWHEAT lYDECD and 
his exhuberant, accordion-powered 
dance music at Dos Locos, 31 India St., 
at8 p.m. 
And now, to clear any confusion: 
Zydeco is not Cajun music. Cajun is 
white music made by descendants of 
18th-century French exiles from Nova 
Scotia. Zydeco is black music rooted in 
the blues and R&B of southwestern 
Louisiana. The term zydeco is believed 
to be a Creolized version of" 1es 
haricots" (French for "the snapbeans," 
from an old Creole tune caUed "The 
Snapbeans Aren't Salty"). It may not 
make a lot of sense, but this is music to 
stir your soul. Tix: $12 in advance; $15 
day of show. 775-6267. 
tuesday 22 
E Mix master: If you ~ 4 think you see David 
c." ~.4 Bowie, Bruce 
• ~~. Springsteen and the 
..,4 ~ ...., boys from Nirvana 
~ R \ ~ at Len's Market 
trying on shoes, you 
don't necessarily have that cabin-fever / 
snow-blind/hypothermia thing (but if 
symptoms don't clear up, see a doctor) 
r-------------
llJ'ripp'S 










.. $25.00 OFF 
: Complete Pair of Glmses 
1 With Coupon Expires 4/1/94 
·1 me P"""":for c.u",,,",, ;" eo"f'Y" BrUlJiIJf 
1 l'IIrItmx fAt OIl Hip Street nul '" ..... n.~ -------------_ .. 
IINTERI]ITNESS~ECIA 
I FULL $9900 YEAR~"'\ o 
unrestricted membership 
Aerobics' 7 Days a Week 
See them make nIce on Ice Feb. 23. 
- these and other rock stars might be 
in town to work with ClEAlM IUSIC 
1KIII1OM IOIlUIIIIIG at his Gateway 
Mastering Studio here in Portland. 
In case you aren't exactly sure what 
mastering is, why it's here or what it 
means to the city - Ludwig speaks 
and gives a slide and music presenta-
tion in the Portland Public Library's 
Rines Auditorium from noon to 1 p.m. 
This Brown Bag Lecture is free and 
open to the public. 871 -1758. 
~~~n:::fLe 
~ aruf unter for aUllogue 
441 Congress Street, Portland 
772·1508 • l·800·368·1508 
Free parking ., Elm Street Garage 
The PqM:l~,nd ice age 
is highly ~{)nducive .. l '., 
to ~~2~Ping. 
fA",.. ¢iiiltliW,iiilie"gram 
Feb. 22 /JtJ2:1Swn':Wi.N#n~f/J'" n""IJtm"", 
P".tor of Im"",,,,,er n"pHst Church. 
s""'6 ,Dlfr .lUi .... /01. fUI 
~************ 
~ ::JllAXTER'S 
J ARMYINAVY , 
~ "WE PAY CASH 
1 (If:, "if fllI~· ,rill It·,· jflcl.-(·, 
II-!cOl/jJOI' (·X}I. 2119/9 J. 
$;Mon-Fri 9-7:30, Sal 9.5, Sun 12-4 *i 1400 Washmgton Ave. Portland· 797-2621 *i 
************~ --------------
wednesday 25 
Thin ice: Remember not so long ago 
when figure skating was not a topic on 
the nightly news? Remember when 
competition was "healthy"? Well, step 
back to a simpler time (when princes 
were charming, stepSisters were ugly, 
fairy godmothers granted wishes and 
you could get a decent pair of glass 
slippers) with Dorothy HamiU's Ice 
Capades, "CindereUa ... Frozen in 
Time" at the Cumberland County Civic 
Center, Spring Street, at 7 p.m. 
This 1IIEIIEI lIN ta PIlODUmON fea tures 
Russian Pairs Champions Rashid 
Kadyrkaev and Elena Kvitchenko, who 
have skated together for nine years and 
who were bronze medalists in the 1987, 
'88 and '89 World Figure Skating 
Championships. There should also be 
some pretty swank costumes, big 
production numbers and, of course, a 
happy ending. Performances continue 
through Feb. 27 (see Family for details). 
Tix: $12.50 and $9.50. 775-3458 or 775-
3331. 
thursday 24 
"Six Degrees of Separation" may well-
describe that substance in the 
Tupperware container in the back of 
your refrigerator (what is it - gravy? 
eggnog? feta cheese? tofu stew?), but 
it's also the title of Fred Schepisi's SWBl 
NEW IIOVIE about a young man who cons 
his way into New York high society by 
posing as the son of Sidney Poitier. 
The film, which plays at Hoyts Clark 
Pond, 333 Clark's Road, S. Portland, is 
based on John Guare's stage play of the 
same name and features a knockout 
performance by Stockard Channing 
(who has recieved an Oscar nomination 
for the role). It's a very smart, very 
witty and very thoughtful movie-
and unlike the the goo in the fridge, it 
doesn't smell funny. 879-1511. 
friday 25 
The little Dickens: Here's a bartending 
tip - if you'd like to determine the 
literary acumen of your martini-
swilling patrons, lean up close when 
they order and ask, "Oliver Twist?H If 
they get it, send them to see U Oliver," 
the Lionel Bart musical adaptation of 
the OASSIC DKJIENS TAlE, opening tonight 
at the Lyric Theater, 176 Sawyer St., 
S. Portland, at 8 p.m. 
The story is brimming with grim 
Dickensonian detail- squalid 19th-
century workhouses and streets and 
orphaned waifs and includes such 
colorful characters as the Artful 
Dodger, Fagan and, of course, Mr. 
"Please-sir-may-I-have-more" himself, 
Oliver Twist. Performances are Feb. 25 
through March 13 (see Stage for 
details). Tix: $10 and $12. 799-1421 or 
799-6509. 
saturday 26 
Hats off: For those of you who have 
been staying home since November 
because you have PHHS (perpetual Hat 
Hair Syndrome), have we got a band 
for you! tHE COWlIX perform their unique 
blend of" country and eastern music" at 
Geno's, 13 Brown St., at around 9:30 
p.m. 
Their If ironic, N /I romantic," II cathartic" 
approach to music includes classic 
country influences, along with Middle 
Eastern pop songs, polkas, waltzes and 
love songs. Members include Marcia 
Goldenberg (guitar and vocals), Doug 
Hubley (lead guitar, vocals and 
accordion), Melinda McCardell (violin), 
Jonathan Nichols-Pethick (drums) and 
Gretchen Schaefer (bass). So get out that 
wool hat and scuff on over. Tix: $3-$5. 
phone: m-7891. 
Submissions fOr Art & Soul must be teCeived In writing on the Thursday prior 
to publication. Send your Calendar and UstIngs Information to Elizabeth 
Peavey, Casco Bay Weekly, 551A Congress St., Portland, ME 04101. 
ALMOST 
, FREE . 
:~~ 
2 Dinners 
'for ···$9~9S ····· 
Tuesday, ;Wednesday & 
lPursday nail). t9 9pm '. 
Friday & Satufday Nite: 
.' Sesame Salmon i" '" 
with green o~ion noodles 
and Shrimp 1andoori 
D¢n't forgetpur tasty Sunday Brunch! 
• • • • 
MEAL 
DEAL 
• choice of pasta 
and sauce 
• bread & butter 
• • fountain drink 
• 43 EJdwIte 81'60 IIIriII SI' Old Por1' n3-71~'Mon-SII, t-l0 'SUn 12-8 • 
1 _____ ----------------
ALE .FE'B. ZJ~T-251t. 
Z5i'-~% OP"f $Wdi"-il~ 
1::\ftTfRlftl O~J[CTS 
NEW, VINTAGE & CONSIGNED CLOTHING 
500 Congress St, Portland 77-4-1241 
Mon.-Sat. 10:00-6:00 Sunday 12-5 
= 
20 Casco Bay Weekly 
CHECK FOR OUR DAILY BEER SPECIALS 
THREE DOLLAR DEWEY'S 
OLD PORT • PORTLAND, MAINE 
~ 772-3310 PORTLAND'S ORIGINAL ALEHOUSE ~ 
KITCHEN OPEN DAILY 11 A.M. - 9 P.M. 
Art & Soul rontinued from page 17 
Gloves-off verse 
Everyone at Granny's at the most 
recent slam appeared to have come 
specifically to watch or partake in the 
slam, which is not, according to Mali, 
universally the case. The first slam he 
ever attended took place in a Mid western 
stripper bar. In Kansas, where he 
attended graduate school, he frequented 
slams brought off in biker saloons. There, 
Then, in later rounds, the audiences will 
let you get away with more [esoteric 
stuff]," Mali explains. Some publishing 
successes simply shrivel on stage, while a 
poem that cinches a slam wouldn't 
necessarily ever see the printed page. 
Don't bet money that Emily Dickinson 
would necessarily score high at a slam. 
But Lewis Carroll probably would, and 
the regular crowds didn't 
know what to expect, 
while the academes 
thought they knew, but 
were usually surprised. 
This is all to say don't 
expect to see a roomful of 
black turtlenecks and 
berets. The last Portland 
slam drew a seemingly 
incestuous crowd that 
looked more like one that 
Portland's third poetry 
slam sponsored by the 
Maine Institute of Slam 
the author of "Hold the 
pickle, hold the lettuce ... " 
might have half a chance 
if the audience mix was 
right. 
A poet named Zargo's 
narrative of "perspiration 
like body tears looking for 
rivers to power the 
hydroelectric dams of 
love," sent the audience 
into cheers with its self-
Poetry takes place Sunday, 
Feb. 20 at 7:35 at Granny 
Killam's, 55 Market St., 
Portland. Admission Is $3 
to beneftt The Cafe Review. 
might be found at a wintertime Grateful 
Dead concert or a Waldorf School PI A 
meeting - with a pale, nouveau beatnik 
or two thrown in for reference points. 
There's a pleasing choice of roles to 
play at a poetry slam, depending upon 
your gregariousness and tolerance of 
abuse. If you want to see how your 
scrawls on the backs of envelopes go over 
with a crowd, bring them along (and 
your annor as well). Or play the role of 
judge, but be prepared for insults 
reserved for those who would malign 
others without risking their own necks. 
Or take the easy route - come as an 
observer and rate the poets and judges in 
the relative anonymity of mob 
membership. 
It's easy to spot those who are 
planning to read at a slam. Most of them 
will be mumbling into dog-eared spiral 
notebooks and/or downing drinks more 
feverishly than their tablemates. And 
who can blame them? This is an event in 
which - much like professional 
wrestling (which also makes heavy use of 
the word "slam") - heckling and bribery 
are not only allowed, but encouraged. 
Not that all slam spectators have to be 
coaxed to taunt people reading lines like, 
"Our love has become like a food fight." 
At the start of the last poetry slam, 
most slammers were surprisingly gentle 
- half-hearted even - in their critiques 
of poets, coming down harder and more 
insultingly on the judges. But as the beer 
and the verse continued to flow, the kid 
gloves were shed. "This is a slam. You're 
not supposed to cheer everybody," 
growled one pair of spectators, as a poet 
onstage earnestly read, "The stale milk of 
bosom unexposed dries up." 
The responsibility of awarding fewer 
points than any other team of judges was 
happily and ruthlessly assumed by Los 
Federales, captained by the winner of the 
last Portland slam. This fonner slammer 
- perhaps justifiably - seemed to 
assume that since he had survived the 
purge of a reputedly much more brutal 
crowd, his team was entitled to be more 
disparaging than any other. Los Federales 
were also booed more than any other 
team of judges. 
It's definitely the twists and surprises 
that seemed to get the biggest response 
from the slam audience. The key element 
in a poetry slam, as Mali describes it, is 
the juxtaposition of academic snobbery 
with varying degrees of barfly literacy. 
Walking the fence is the tricky part for 
the poets. "To get yourself taken 
seriously, you have to be funny, in a way. 
mocking pretentiousness. Other poems 
were too affected to be taken seriously, 
too stilted to be funny. A few too many 
aging-relative poems quickly hardened 
the audience's collective heart. 
Slam winner Richard Peek, a Willy 
Nelsonish truck driver from the Deep 
South dressed in leather pants (who's bar 
tab was offset by his $20 cash award), 
conquered the room with his folksy, 
animated delivery of country songish 
lines like, HI ain't never been addicted to a 
life I couldn't leave" or ''(' d rather dance 
a diesel 'cross the desert than say please." 
Sound mediocre? You had to be there. 
That's what a slam is about. 
It's easy to love the rhymers for 
making the rhymes work, and for 
drawing the crowd into their stories. But 
Susan Webster, who read her pieces in a 
voice sounding like a smoke-cured Usa 
Simpson, was also able to win the room 
over with wry, twisted and rhymeless 
journal entries. 
Zargo's graphic description of a tragic 
birthing, however, was a definite poetry 
slam don't with this crowd, which could 
only hear the word "placenta" so many 
times. Nor did the room go for the daisy 
chain of misogynistic nicknames one wan 
young man had written in homage to an 
ex-girlfriend. It wasn' t the profanity that 
offended, it was the assumption that the 
audience was dumb enough to consider it 
art. 
No beer dousings happened this time, 
as occured earlier. No one was dragged 
or pushed from the stage and all of the 
contestants were able to finish their 
poems - even if they had to bellow over 
pounding bottles, stomping boots and 
wails of disgust. 
Poets who read their work at slams are 
thick-skinned by necessity. Rejection 
letters from publishers - probably 
politely worded - are relatively 
insulated . If someone groans loudly or 
throws beer at you in a bar, however, the 
rebuff is a little more immediate. But, 
says Mali, "If a slam makes you quit 
writing, you shouldn't be writing, 
probably." Or maybe you shouldn't be 
reading your work at slams. 
The Maine Institute of Slam Poetry 
will continue to bring poets and critics 
together. Mali hopes to hold regular 
Sunday slams and predicts no shortage of 
poets or audiences for more frequent 
readings. So far, he says, he has easily 
found poets interested in subjecting 
themselves to beer-soaked critiques. 
"This is an artistic town and this will not 
be a problem." (I. 
Actress Cara Duff-MacCormlck In the thick of It In "Happy Days." photo/David Rogers 
Stretching the imagination 
Anti-realism at PSC; a "Radical" family show at the State 
• By Cathy Nelson Price 
When a new play emerges these days with a stark set and 
introspective, monologic characters, it falls within the 
"absurdist tradition." Granted, "absurdist tradition" is an 
oxymoron, like "military intelligence" or "beloved critic." But 
hard as it is to believe, the trailblazing combina tion of 
existential philosophy, tragicomic situations and minimalist 
staging first coalesced over 40 years ago with Samuel 
Beckett' s "Waiting For Godot." The reclusive Beckett went on 
to write "Endgame" and the current Portland Stage 
Company (pSC) offering, "Happy Days." 
Audiences accustomed to the recent swing back toward 
realism in theater may find "Happy Days" as startling as the 
original "Godot" audiences found that play in 1953. By the 
time "Happy Days" debuted in 1961, Albee and Pinter were 
mesmerizing Winnie, suggesting both Julie Harris and 
Geraldine Page in her portrayal. With her precise elocution 
and pinpoint comic timing, Duff-MacCormick keeps Winnie 
fresh and poignant. Willie is played by local actor Charles 
Michael Howard, who gives a competent and unmannered 
rendering of what is essentially a non-role. Director Jackson 
Phippin has wisely chosen to simply give the stage over to 
these two characters and let the monologues speak for 
themselves. 
PSC Artistic Director Greg Learning cites Beckett as a 
playwright who promoted the combination of broad comedy 
and absurd tragedy as a single onstage moment. This 
"Happy Days" is an appropriate nod to that innovation, 
which is now an inherent part of theater. 
Radical Radio 
There's radical, and then there's radical. 
already on the scene . The characters were new, 
the premise was not. "Happy Days" is a solid 
example of "anti-realism" stagecraft, and it is 
from this perspective that PSC has chosen to 
include this play in its 20th season. 
A single character, Winnie, is buried up to 
her wais t in what looks like sand, but 
represents, in any case, a wasteland . Unable to 
walk, she can only reach. Still, She remains 
"Happy Days" continues at 
Portland Stage Company; 
RadIcal RadIo plays at 
State Theatre Feb. 19 (see 
Stage for details). 
"Radical Radio," the locally prod uced sight 
and sound musical playing February 19 at the 
State Theatre, is neither cutting-edge nor 
ground breaking. Basically, it's a series of skits 
and songs loosely connected by the spinning 
of a radio dial - on a par with "Sesame Street 
chipper, convinced that this will be yet another "happy day," 
with its (extremely) simple pleasures and "many mercies." 
Her only distractions on her barren plain are a black parasol 
and a capacious black bag from which she draws objects 
upon which to muse. A bell awakens her; she must pass the 
time until another bell puts her to sleep. By the play's end, 
she is buried even further, so all we see is her head - and 
these are essentially all the elements offered in the play. 
Textbooks are still being written on what all this 
symbolizes, but by now we know that Winnie's limitations 
represent imposing meaning on our lives, rather than 
stripping away the nonessentials to find out who we really 
are. Phew. Heavy. 
It's tempting to dismiss this '60s icon in the face of our 
contemporary preoccupation with relationships, world issues 
and social significance. But "Happy Days" isn't about 
political correctness, and that's why we pay attention to it. It 
isn't gender-specific, age-specific or race-specific. It's human-
specific, and it makes us listen, think, acknowledge and 
reflect on the most basic of issues - who we are, and what 
we're doing here. It also reminds us that the line between 
comedy and tragedy is a hairline at best, and in a single day 
we traverse it countless times. 
The role of Winnie is a physical and emotional challenge 
for any actress. She must sustain this tour de force with only 
token support from the other character, Willie, who is 
present - but not visible much of the time. (\Vhen he does 
appear, he looks amazingly like the monocled little man in 
the Monopoly game.) Cara Duff-MacCormick is a 
Live," or anything "On Ice." Seen in previews, the script still 
needed work to improve continuity. However, the audience 
of primarily 6- to 12-year-olds and their parents was wildly 
responsive - rockin' in the aisles and howling with delight 
at the gentle pokes of fun at country singers and Maine 
humorists. 
This is definitely a family experience. Director Brian Allen 
and the writing/performing cast (Steve Underwood, Jerry 
and Karmo Sanders) emphasize playfulness and imagination. 
The radio in question is an inflatable IS-foot centerpiece, 
which takes up most of the stage and figures prominently in 
several skits. Underwood, Sanders and Sanders are talented 
singers - even if some of the songs are a little repetitive, not 
to say twee. ("I like traveling and you like traveling, too ... ") 
One catchy song is "Radically Me," which best expresses the 
show's message ("I'm here to play ... Individuality feels so 
good . .. Free to be, free to do ... "). The star of this production 
is an overpowering surround-sound system, with a 
prerecorded track to which the actors sing and dance. 
Underwood and Jerry Sanders worked well together onstage; 
Karmo Sanders had a few good comic moments but seemed 
somewhat tenative overalr 
"Radical Radio" is slated to be redeveloped on a yearly 
basis, and skit material will probably be modified as the 
show continues to tour. Young children will enjoy the music 
and dancing; older ones will appreciate the gentle satire. 
Once it gets down to the 90 minutes it promises, "Radical 
Radio" should enjoy success as it tours schools and other 
places where the young and young-at-heart gather. OW 
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Tune In to WPMG's Newest 
NeWS/call-In Talk Radio Show: 
BIGTALX 
THUBIIDAYE! '1-8pm. 
with hosts: Claire Holm.an, Wendy 
Hazard and Eric McCabe-JohnSon. 
Add your t"Wo dents by dalling 
'180-"909 (2/ 17) This week's topid: 
River Water quality in Greater 
Portland. Also. get your wallets and 
ears ready for WMPG'_ 
Beq-A-Thon beginning Feb. 2Sth 
O'pen For 
Lunch or Dinner 
Our pub fare is excellent. Some of 
the finest meals served in Portland. 
.... .... PPH Dining Review 
APPEARING LIVE 
Feb . 17 THE KILLER GREENS 
Feb. 18 Trdilionol Irish Happy Hour with 
CHRIS MOORE and JOHN McGANN 
Feb . 19 LEE SYKES 
Feb. 21 GEORGE WORTHLY 
Feb . 23 ANNI CLARK 
780-1506 
57 CENTER STREET PORTLAND 
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FAMILY 
PRACTICE 
GWENDOLYN L. O'GUIN, D.O. 
Adult/Pediatric Medicine 
Office Gynecology t\::>. 
Manipulation : ' . .. 
Preventative Medicine -: 
By Appointment r 
222 St. John St., Suite #322 
Portland Maine 0 871-1300 
Be on the lookout for our 
Best of Portland Issue 
It's lust around the corner! 
capezlo products available at._. 
~iner 
Po in tes 
'Dance 
S/iop 
43 Silver Street, across from Regency, 
Old Port, Portland 0772-8180 
__ cUldobuI 
BEYOND REASON ~ BETWEEN DREAMS 
I Frl Feb 18 1 
PLAN B • 9pm. Plan to Dance 
I Set Feb 19 1 
JD and the DO RIGHTS. 9pm 
I Sun Feb 20 I 
THE KEVI\I SYSYN BAND with BlACK .. WHm 
I Mon Feb 21 1 
HOOT NITE with Oonny Grlvu 
I Tue. Feb 221 
WRITER'S OPEN MIC hosted by 
Anni Clark featuring MATT HEINZ 
I Wed & Thuno I _ 2/23 and 2/24 , 
MARK MILLER BLUES BAND 
Silver 
screen 
Ace Ventura: Pet Detective When Miami Dolphins 
quarterback Dan Marino Is kidnapped along with his 
team's mascot - a field goal-klcklng dolphin - an 
ace detective specializing in pet-napp/ng is called In 
to track down the sea-goingmammal- and the man. 
Interesting priorities. Also stars Sean Young. 
Courteney Cox and Jim Carrey. 
Addams Family V.I .... The last time we saw "The 
Addams Family. - MorticlaAddams was knitting some-
thing very. very small. The sequel begins with her 
giving birth to Pubert. a dariing albeit hirsute baby boy 
Whose ceaseless crying Is disturbing the already 
disturbed family. But who will take care of the fuzzy 
new addition to the strange brood? Enter blond and 
sugary sweet Debbie (Joan Cusack). a nanny with a 
fondness for rich men and a string of rich. dead 
husbands behind her. Also stars Raul Julia and 
Christopher lioyd. Barry Sonnenfeld rePlises as 
director. 
Beethovan's 2nd Beethoven's back. but he's not 
alone! This time. that bucket full of drool finds love 
and becomes a family man. Retumlng cast members 
include Charles Grodin as George Newton. 
Beethoven's overly uptight master, and Bonnie Hunt 
as the harried wife. 
Blank Check Life changes for the better for l1·year· 
old Preston Waters when his bike is run over bya wise 
guy in a hurry. The crook dashes off a check to the boy 
to pay for the bike. but leaves the amount blank. 
Preston fills In the check for $1 million dollars. which 
he then manages to cash - at a bank. Doesn't star 
anyone famous. 
Blink Madeleine Stowe stars as a violinest who 
regains her eyesight after a comeal transplant. Then 
she w~nesses a murder. A detective (Aidan Quinn) Is 
brought in to keep an eye on her. Directed by Michael 
Apted ("7 UP. " "I ncident at Oglala- and 
"Thunderheart" ). 
Blue Chips Nick Nolte stars as a college basketball 
coach who's being pressured to resort to slimy 
recruitment tactics all for the sake of building a 
winning team. ReaHlfe athletes Shaquille O'Neal. 
Anfernee Hardaway and Matt Nover. among others. 
make their acting debuts. Directed by William Friedkin 
("The French Connection." "Rampage"). 
Cool Runnings Based loosely on the reaHile story of 
the Jamaican bobsled team that participated In the 
1988 Winter Olympic Games in Calgary. this comedy 
stars John Candy as a coach who steers his ragtag 
team - a reggae singer. a helicopter pilot and a 
sprinter-tothe big show. Directed by Jon Turtletaub 
("3 Ninjas-). the film also stars rapper Doug E. Doug. 
Tha Getaway A convict (Alec Baldwin) has his wife 
(Kim Basinger) seduce a parole board bigwig In 
exchange for his early freedom. He starts his new life 
offwith a bang. A remake ofthe 1972 Sam Pecklnpah 
film featuring Steve and All MacGraw. 
I" Do Anyt/lln, Nick No~e stars as an out:~f,worrk 
actor In Hollywood who's suddenly given custody of 
his mercurial 5.year~ld daughter. Was originally a 
musical. but reactions from test audiences were so 
negative. all the tunes were cut. Also stars Albert 
Brooks and Julie Kavner. 
In the Nama of the F.ther Daniel Day·lewis stars as 
Gerry Conlon. who's wrongly jailed for the IRA bomb-
ing of a london pub. From the opening scene of a 
Belfast riot. complete with pyrotechnical Jlml Hendrix 
music. the film is like a punch In the gut topped with 
a bad acid trip. What makes ~ bener than other 
courtroom and jailhouse sagas Is that Conlon Is 
incarcerated with his father. who he initially loathes 
but comes to love. Emma Thompson has a brief but 
potent role as Conlon's wily barrister, who makes the 
very most of a clerical error by the corrupt British 
police. 
Jurassic Park Entrepreneur John Hammond (Richard 
Anenborough) finances the creation of genetically 
engineered dinosaurs In hopes of opening the u~i· 
mate amusement park. Who wouldn't want to spend 
the day with a bunch of huge reptiles? The thrills and 
chills become a bit much when Tyrannosaurus rex et 
aI . break out of their carefully constructed environ-
ment and run amok. as dinosaurs are wont to do. 
Stars Sam Neill. laura Oem and Jeff Goldblum. 
Directed by Steven Spielberg. 
My Girl 2 The sequel to the 1991 Macaulay Culkin 
hit. In which the Culkin character died. Sounds 
Plomising. This time Vada (former girlfriend of the 
Culkin character) goes to Califomia to discover Infor· 
mation about her dead mother and meets a boy. Dan 
Aykroyd reprises his role as Vada's mortician father. 
Jamie lee Curtis plays his new wife. 
Mr •. Doubtftre Robin Williams stars as an an out~f· 
work voice-over artist Who loses custody of his 
children duringadivorce. Hopingto insinuate himself 
back Into the family. he disguises himself as a kindly 
65.year~ld English housekeeper. Sally Reid plays 
his estranged wife. Directed by Chris Columbus 
("Home Alone- and "Home Alone 2"). 
My Father, Tha H.ro Gerard Depardleu stars as a 
divorced father vacationing with his teenage daugh-
ter. When she develops a crush on a someWhat older 
boy. she tries to pique his internS! by telling him that 
the man she's staying with Is her daddy- her sugar 
daddy that Is. Based on the 1991 French comedy. 
"Mon Pere Ce Heros. It 
On Deadly Ground Steven Seagal stars as Forrest 
Taft. an oil-rig roughneck Who goes ballistic when he 
finds out his boss is screwing up his native Alaska. 
luckily he has Masu (Joan Chen). a beautiful Inuit 
activist/love Interest by his side and one bltchin' 
ponytail. 
Philadelphia Tom Hanks plays a hotshot gay lawyer 
working in the City of Brotherly love. When he gets 
fired after his firm discovers he has AIDS. he sues 
with the help of a homophobic personal injury lawyer 
(Denzel Washington). Directed by Jonathan Demme. 
Tha Plano A mute unmarried Scotswoman (Holly 
Hunter) travels deep Into the New Zealand bush for 
an arranged marriage. bringing with her a young 
daughter and a piano. After her new husband (Sam 
Neill) refuses to transpert the plano to her new home. 
she falls for another man - an illiterate tattooed 
senler (Harvey Keitel) who purchases the piano. The 
film. which was wrinen and directed by Jane Campion 
("Sweetie" and "An Angel at My Table") won the 
Palme d'or at Cannes. 
Reality Bit ... Winona Ryder stars as an aspiring 
filmmaker/performance artist who finds herself tom 
between two potential loves - an up-anck:oming TV 
executive and a peor poetic (i.e .. really good-looking) 
type. Also stars Ben Stiller and Ethan Hawke. Di· 
mcted by Ben Stiller. 
Tha Remains of the Day A devoted butler (Anthony 
Hopkins) reflects on his 30 years of service to an 
English lord - service that required him to subjugate 
all his own desires. Including his love for the head 
housekeeper (Emma Thompson). Another Merchant· 
Ivory ("Howards End, " "Room with a View") produc· 
tion. this one based on Kazuo Ishiguro's Booker 
Prize-wlnnlng novel. 
Schindler'. Ust Steven Spleiberg traces the World 
War II exploits of Oskar Schindler. a war Plotiteer and 
member of the Nazi party. Schindler initially seeks to 
exploit cheap Jewish labor in war-torn Polanrt and 
ends up saving over a thousand Jews from the death 
camps - all the while consorting (i.e .. drinking and 
Whoring) with the friendly neighborhood Nazi elite. 
Based on Thomas Keneally's novel of the same 
name. Rimed mostly in black and white. 
"",:}",}:}:::"'}':.'~::':'::". 
Searchln, for Bobby fisc .... The true story of a 
year~ld chess prodigy, whose uneasy relationship 
with his pushy father is complicated by the addition 
of two more father figures -the cranky and overbear-
ing Pandolfini. who once coached Bobby Fischer. and 
the jazzy speed chess player Vinnie. "Awakenings' 
screenwriter Steven Zalilian makes his directorial 
debut. Stars Max Pomerance (a reaHife chess 
prodigy). Joe Mantegna. Ben Kingsley. larry Rshbume 
and Joan Allen. The title makes reference to the 
temperamental American champion who. In the early 
·70s. broke the Soviet stranglehold on International 
chess championships, only to become a recluse. 
Shadowlanda late In life. C.S. lewis - OXford don. 
Christian scholar and author of "The Chronicles of 
Narnia " - fell passionately in love with writer Joy 
Gresham. a Jewish-American divorcee who traveled 
to london to meet her idol. Their unlikely affair led to 
marriage. and then tragedy struck. Stars Anthony 
Hopkins and Debra Winger. 
Short Cuts Robert Altman 's composite of nine 
Raymond Carver short storiee plus one peem follows 
the lives of 22 characters all struggling to survive in 
an inhOSpitable world. Set In Southern California. 
most of the stories in this three-hour-and-seven-
minute movie chronicle the poisonous relationships 
between men and women. Stars. among others. Jack 
lemmon. Bruce Davison. Julianne Moore.UlyTomlln. 
Matthew Modine. Tim Robbins. Tom Waits . Fred 
Ward and Madeleine Stowe. 
SIx Deer_ of Separation Claiming to be the son of 
Sidney Poitier. a charming young man (Will Smith) 
cons his way into the pesh apartments and plump 
wallets of wealthy.llberal-mlnded New Yorkers. Also 
stars ~tockard Channing and Donald Sutherland. 
The Snapper Based on Roddy Doyle's novel. the 
second In his comic trilogy about worklng·dass life In 
Dublin ("The Commitments - was his first Install· 
ment). The charming chaos of the Curley clan grows 
. when 2().year~ld Sharon becomes pregnant and 
wants to keep her child (the snapper)withoutdisclos· 
Ing the Identity oflts papa. The story focuses on how 
her own father (Colm Meaney) struggles to accept 
such facts of life. Warm. human and terribly funny. 
"The Snapper"'s characters actually grow - in not 
just the anatomical sense - during the movie. 
The Three Muskatee,s Another remake of Alexandre 
Dumas' tale ofthree musketeers (I.e .. loyal servants 
to King louis XIII Who like to wear voluminous capes 
and hats with rakish feathers) and a musketeer 
wannabe. This latest Hollywood incarnation stars 
Charlie Sheen. Kiefer Sutherland. Chis O'Donnell 
and Tim Curry. Directed by Stephen Herek ("Bill and 
Ted's Excellent Adventure"). 
The W81 Room D.A. Pennebaker and his wife. Chris 
Hegedus. take us inside the 1992 Clinton campaign 
as it rolls toward victory. beginning with the New 
Hampshire primary and continuing through to the 
hours of Election Day eve . The film focuses on the 
personalities of the two men Who engineered Clinton's 
run . campaign chief James Carville. the curse-spew-
ing Ragin' Cajun. and George Stephanopoulos. the 
vfdeogenic communications director. 
what's 
where 
Owing to scheduling changes after caw 
goes to press. movie goers are advised 
to confirm times with theaters. 
General Cinemas 
Maine Mall 
Maine Mall Road, S. Po'rtland 
774-1022 
Dates effective Feb 18-24 
Mrs. Doubtflre (PG-13) 
1:30. 4:15, 7, 9:35 
Shadowlands (PG) 
4:15.9:40 
Schindler'S Ust (PG) 
1, 4:40. 8:20 
Ace Ventura: Pet Detective (PG-13) 
1:10. 3:10, 5:10. 7:10. 9:15 
I'll Do Anything (PG-13) 
1:45.7 
Blank Check (PG) 
1:20. 3:25, 5:30, 7:40. 9:45 
My Girl 2 (PG) 
1, 3:10. 5:20. 7:30. 9:40 
Reality Bites (PG"13) 
1:05. 3:20. 5:30. 7:40, 9:55 
Hoyts Clark's Pond 
333 Clark's Rd .. S. Portland 
879-1511 
Dates effective Feb 18-24 
Cool Runnings plays Sat only 
The Piano (R) 
4:10. 6:30. 9 
Philadelphia (PG-13) 
12:40. 3:20. 6:40. 9:20 
My Father, The Hero (PG) 
2. 4:20. 7:30, 9:40 
The Getaway (R) 
12:50. 3:30. 7. 9:25 
In the Name of tha Father (R) 
12:30. 3:10. 6:50. 9:30 
On Deadly Ground (R) 
1:10. 3:50. 7:20. 9:35 
Blue Chips (PG-13) 
1. 3:40, 7:10, 9:30 
Beethoven's 2nd (PG) 
12:30.2:20 
The Snapper (R) 
1:20. 4. 7:05. 9:10 
Cool Runnings (PG) 
12 (Sat only) 
The Movies 
10 Exchange St., Portland 
772-9600 
Matinees Sat & Sun 
Short Cuts (R) 
Feb 2-22 
Wed-Tues 5 
Searching for Bobby Fischer (PG) 
Feb 16-22 
Mon-Fri 9; Sat-Sun 1. 3. 9 
The War Room (NR) 
Feb 23-Mar 1 
Mon·Fri 5, 7, 9; Sat·Sun 1. 3. 5. 7. 9 
Nickelodeon 
Temple and Middle streets, Portland 
. 772-9751 
Dates effective Feb 18-24 
No second shows Fri, Feb. 18 
Cool Runnings plays Sat only 
Cool Runnings (PG) 
12 (Sat only). 2*, 4:10 
Jurassic Park (PG-13) 
12:30, 3:40*. 6:40, 9:30 
The Remains olthe Day (PG) 
12:20. 3:20*. 6:30. 9:20 
The Three Musketeers (PG) 
12:30. 3:50*. 6:50, 9:10 
Six Degrees of Separation (R) 
12:40.3:30*.7:10.9:50 




Art & Soul continued on page 24 
I'm telling you, I don't know anything about a secret chicken recipe. 
Slice of life 
"Short Cuts" takes some digs at the 
human condition 
• by Mary Stamatel 
"Short Cuts" is a longish (three 
hours) look at life in Southern 
California in which moviegoers get to 
channel surf (with director Robert 
Altman at the remote) through a 
dozen or so whiskey-soaked, 
aggressively heterosexual, Caucasian 
war stories that would pack them in 
for a month of AA meetings. 
These stories include the cheating 
cop (delightfully portrayed by Tim 
Robbins), whose whereabouts could 
compromise his family; the lurking 
poolman-turned-voyeur; the stay-at-
home mom with the phone-sex 
cottage industry. There's 
and work well with short attention 
spans. Many of Carver's stories can 
easily be read in the time it takes to 
watch a sit-com. 
Altman uses Carver's "super-short 
stories" as if he were their originator. 
The movie takes these short stories 
and interweaves them, breaking them 
abruptly apart and just as coarsely 
returning to them several seconds 
later. In fact, the rhythm of this 
interweaving picks up speed at the 
end, so that we are watching all the 
stories draw to a close as 
simultaneously as possible. 
Altman has a 
the badly divorced, the 
badly married and the 
just plain hurting. 
screen recognizable style that should work. He keeps 
making better than 
average movies. When's 
he going to make a 
great one? His style of 
The cast is loaded 
"Short-Cuts" plays at The 
with talented actors and 
well-known faces (Tom 
Waits and Lily Tomlin 
Movies, 10 Exchange St., 
through Feb. 22. 
772-9600. 
steal what there is of a show to steal), 
but the excellent cast can't make 
characters appear where Altman has 
created only caricatures and 
grotesqueries. 
"Short Cuts" is a kind of post-
modern "Canterbury Tales," without 
the gas and without the moral order. 
No, wait, maybe the moral is, "We 
have seen the enemy and he is us" or 
"Watch not 'Hard Copy' to know for 
whom the sleaze camera rolls, it rolls 
for thee." Are we to think the wage 
slaves in his movie are realisti-
cally drawn? They are not. Those 
apartments! Those clothes! They're 
ugly! We're out here and we're 
working, but that's not us. Because the 
roles are caricatures Altman's 
drunken horny liars are not the 
drunken horny liars we are or know 
- so why should we care for them? 
The movie is based upon the 
writings of Raymond Carver, whose 
widow - the poet Tess Gallagher -
was involved in the making of this 
movie. Carver developed the" super-
short story," some of which are as 
short as a page or two, so he seems an 
ideal match for Altman. It's curious 
they were never hooked up before: 
Both men are influenced by television 
• 
cinematography never 
eroticizes or aestheticizes. There is a 
lot of implicit sex in this movie, but 
none of it is made alluring for the 
viewer. The camera never lingers on 
the beautiful or the sensuous; the 
camera never sees or makes beauty. 
We don't get broad vistas or 
emotional close-ups. We do get TV 
news-style cinematography shot at 
medium range from waist height, the 
ass-broadening stratum. We get 
people in unflattering clothes, 
hanging around with other people in 
clashing clothes. 
It all works up to a point-
modern life and the modern world are 
dirty, densely settled and ego-driven, 
but the movie never lets us in. Altman 
wants to galvanize us by awaking us 
to our own indifference, but a look at 
his movie version of our indifference 
merely leaves us - well, indifferent. 
Still, Altman is a distinctly 
American moviemaker with his own 
version of the world, even iUt is not 
necessarily our world. "Short' Cuts" is 
fairly watchable - a little saggy in a 
few places and tainted with that 
Altman character malaise, but 
nonetheless interesting and unusual. 
en 





Seared giant sea scallop with mussel broth butter sauce with julienne vegetable slaw ................ $6.25 
Seared shrimp with raspbcrrry champagne glaze served on a swcet potato ncst.. ....................... $6.25 
Oyster stew with pemod and fine herbs ............................................ ............. ........................ ....... $5.95 
Crispy baked packets of her bed goat cheese in philo dough. with 
lemon-pepper marinated grilled vegetables and frizzled leeks .... ............................................. $4.25 
Grilled garlic olive oil brushed portabella mushroom with warm 
red pepper and lobster vinaigrette ............................................ .. ............................................... $4.95 
9Paw-- (jjJar-JeleckurM/ 
Lobster, scallop and sweet potato cakes with roasted red pepper and lobster sauce ................... $6.25 
Shrimp Cocktail large 21-25 count ...................... ...... .................. ............ ...... .... ...... .... .. .......... .. $.75/ea 
giants 0 - 12 count ...... .. .................... .. ..... ............ ......... ....... ................ .............. ................ .. .... $2.00/ea 
Clams casino with peppers. bacon fine herbs and bread crumbs .... .. .... .............. ........ .... ........... $6.00 
Oysters ba"l'd with spinach and sundricd tomato cream .................. ............ ............................ .... $7.00 
Oysters on the half shell ... .................... ... ...... ........... ............ .................. ....... ... ......... ... ............. .. market 
Clams on the half shell ....... ...................... .............. ............. .............. ........................................ .. market 
JaIacI& 
Caesar salad ..... .. ..... ....... .. ...... ............... ......... .......................... ...... .................... .... ............ ............. $3.95 
Endive, spinach, beet and fried parsnips salad with beet juice. chive and shallot vinaigrette .... .$4.50 
Jf!1.zuv (i0tU'.W 
Seared salmon with (obster beurre rouge. fresh basil and sherry ................ .. ....................... ..... $17.50 
Sautee of lobster in a sherry, fine herb and lobster cream .. ........ .. ............................................ market 
Grilled giant shrimp with ginger beer and garlic butter sauce 
with shiitake mushrooms and nori shavings ............................ .................................................. $18.95 
Mildly blackened cod with thyme and tomato broth with braised garden vegetables ............... SI2.75 
Grilled tuna cooked rare and served with garlic. ginger 
and soy glaze, rice pancakes and grilled vegetables ...... ......................................................... SI6.75 
Breast of duck with maple and ginger baked acorn squash, 
crispy scallion pancake and a ginger, maple and soy glaze .............................. .. ......................... $14.95 
Grilled swordfish with braised endive and sweet vermouth cream fraiche ................................ $16.95 
Scared giant sea scallops with shiitake mushrooms 
in a lobster and roasted shallot butter sauce ........................................................................... .. $14.95 
Roasted rack of lamb with fine herb and garlic crust with 
garlic custard bread pudding and rosemary and pepper sauce ................................................. S21.00 
Chargrilled tenderloin o(beef with with zinfandel braised shallot demi-glace .................... ..... $17.50 
Roasted venison carved over roasted garlic ono with dove and cognac sauce .......................... $16. 7 5 
March 3 e 7:30 p.m. 
City Hall Audllorillm 
Tickets: $12, 20,28,35* 
.,. lB' lader IIBII-prlce; 
lrouP dlsc,,,ts IYlilibie 
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Be on the lookout for our 
Best of Portland Issue 
It's just around the corner 
OUR ANNUAL SALE STARTS FRIDAY, FEB. 18* 
STOREWIDE SAVINGS LIKE... 
'*' ~~~:~'~~~Th:;:::: 
198 Maine Mall Road, S. Portland ' 774-7191 . M-S 9-8 Sun 12-5 
Toll Free 1.800.937.9447 Wesbip via UPS, MasterCard, Visa , Americac Express, Discover welcome 
IMPORTED 
DUTCH TULIPS 
$9.95 A BUNCH 
HARMON'S ~~ BARTON'S 
584 Congress Street 
Portland' 774-5946 
1-800-SUN -LILY 
117 Brown Street 
Westbrook' 854-2518 
'Yat!o.nal Assoc!ation. for the Sel(-Employed needs qualified 
mdlvlduals to fill 2 dIfferent pOSitions: 
• SURllEYORS - Help conducting a national 
market research project. Hourly wage plus 
weekly bonuses! ($280 - $600 wkly) 
• ENROLL£RS - Call on businesses who have 
requested information. Explain benefits of the 
largest association of its kind in the country. 
Commissions, bonuses, stock options and 
more! ($400 - $1500 wkly) 
To schedule an inter"iew call 
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127 MI DDLE STREET· PORTLAN D 
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Art & Soul continued from page 22 
"Blind DOlt .. : An Amlalne Look at Datlne In the 
'!lOs" In this All You Can Eat Production Michael 
Schulman, David lves and Harvey Fierstein tell the 
stories of three very different couples in veryfamiliar 
situations In three one-act plays. Shows Feb 25-
March 5 - Thurs·Sat at 7:30 pm - at the Cave. 
downstairs from lootz, 31 Forest Ave, Portland. Tlx: 
$7. students and seniors $5. Reservations only. 
828-1786. 
IIDown the Road" lee Blessing's examination of 
yellow journalism and the public's part in It Is pre· 
sented by the Mad·Horse Theater Company Feb 3-27 
- Thurs-Sat at 8 pm; Sun at 7 pm - at the Mad 
Horse Theater. 955F Forest Ave, Portland. Tlx: $17 , 
students and seniors $15. 797·3338. 
"Happy Day." Portland Stage Company presents a 
Samuel Beckett play combining a light comic style 
with the absurd In this story of an eternally cheerful 
heroine laboring to brighten her life Feb 6-March 5-
Tues·Thurs at 7:30 pm; Fri at 8 pm; Sat at 5 & 9 pm; 
Sun at 2 pm - at the Portland Performing Arts 
Center, 25A Forest Ave, Portland. Tlx: $13-$28. 774-
0465. 
"Mousetrap" Studio Theater presents Agat ha 
Christie's play Feb 18-March 6- Frl-Satat 7:30 pm, 
Sun at 3 pm - at the Chocolate Church Arts Center, 
804 Washington St, Bath. Tix: $10, seniors and kids 
under 12 $8. 442-8455. 
"Movtnc 1_" directed by Nancy Salmon and 
featuring more than 25 student dancers perf'rming 
original pieces shows Feb 17 & 18 - Thurs and fri 
at 7:30 pm - at USM's Russell Hall , College Ave, 
Gorham. Tlx: $7, $6 for seniors and USM faculty and 
staff, $4 for USM students . 78o.5483. . 
"OAv .. " A young boy drags himself from an orphan· 
age to the city streets where he's employed as a 
pickpocket. becomes a gang member, and finally 
finds hope with the help of a kind stranger. No, it's 
not the evening news, Its the Portland lyric Theater's 
production of the musical version of Chanes Dickens' 
Oliver Twist. The whole family will enjoy the exploits 
of Oliver, the Artful Dodger, Fagin and Bill and Nancy 
Sikes. Shows Feb 25-March 13 - Fri and Sat at 8 
pm; Sun at 2:30 pm - at the lyric Theater, 176 
Sawyer St, S. Portland. Tix: $10 & $12. 799-6509. 
"Other People'. Money" l / A Public Theater pre-
sents this Jerry Sterner play about a Wal l Street 
shark who Invades a New England town looking for a 
quick buck. This savagely funny look at the nastier 
side of business shows feb 25-March 6 - Wed·Sat 
at 8 pm; Sun at 2 pm - at the Public Theater, Maple 
and lisbon Streets, l ewiston. Tlx: $10. $8 students 
and seniors. 782·3200 
lIRadlca1 Radio" is a magical experience for the 
whole family In which colorful characters lead a tour 
through the mystical airwaves of a giant 15-fooHall 
radio premiering in Portland Feb 19-Sat at 7:30 pm 
- at the State Theater, 609 Congress St, Portland. 
Special free preview for local school children. featur-
Ing excerpts from the fulHength show, takes place 
Feb 18 - Fri at 10 am and 1 pm. Tix: $8, kids 12 and 
under $6. 879-1112. 
"The Rewonce of the SPlIce Pandas Of Blnky Rudich 
and the Two-5peecl Clock" The Children's Theatre of 
Maine presents David Mamefs wild play of science 
fiction fantasy with music Feb 11·27 - Fri at 7 pm, 
Sat at 10:30 am and 2 pm, Sun at 1 pm - at Jack 
Elementary School, 414 Eastern Promenade, Port-
land. Tlx: $5 adults, $4 kids, at the door only. 874-
0371. 
"Snoopylll" Charies Schultz's Peanuts pals make 
this a musical comedy for the Whole family. featuring 
short 'comic strips ' and energetiC songs. Shows Feb 
16-March 6 - Fri and Sat at 8 pm; Sun at 2 pm -
at the Schoolhouse Arts Center at Sebago Lake, 
junction of routes 114 and 35, Sebago Lake Village. 
Tlx: $8. seniors and students $6. 642·3743. 
"The Cowboy and the TIC"" Hank Beebe's musical 
for children plays at Dos locos Mexican Restaurant, 
India and Fore streets, Portland Saturday afternoons 
through March 26 at 12:30 pm. Tlx: $4, free for 
children under 2, family maximum for tickets Is $16. 
775-6267. 
auditions 
c-erclal Actlnl Workshop takes place every 
Wednesday night during February, covering the tech-
niques and business of commercial acting. Agents / 
casting directors ' showcase. Guaranteed commer· 
clal ilDrk. For more information call 761·9202. 
Community Orcheltra of the Portland Symphony 
invites string players to Its Wednesday evening 
rehearsals. locations vary. 883-2460. 
Ghootwrlt_ Mylltery Tour Invites kids ages 9·15 to 
audition for an upcoming performance in S. Portland. 
Auditions will take place Feb 24 from 4-7 pm in the 
gazebo area of the Maine Mall, Maine Mall Road, S. 
Portland. Nine kids will be selected based on person-
ality and knowledge of basic Ghostwriter trivia to 
compete in shows on Feb 26 & 27 featuring a 
surprise visit from a member of the TV cast. Ghost· 
writer airs on Maine Public Television Sundays at 6 
pm. 774-0303. 
Pottiand Stale C_y Is holding auditions for an 
upcoming production of 'Loslng Father's Body. ' For 
more Information call 774-1043. 
11-.1 .... ProductIone Invites men and women of 
all ages, boys 1()'14 years of age and young men 19-
20 years of age to auditions for 'Marvin's Room' at 
the Center for Performing Arts, 25A Forest Ave, 
Portland Feb 19 from 1-4 pm, Production will be held 




Benjamin Noyes (classical music benefit concert for 
Portland Partnership) 7:30 pm, Portland High School 
Auditorium, 264 Cumberiand Ave, Portland. Tlx: $5, 
$10 per family . 874-8100. 
friday 18 
Main. Baroque Ensembl. (Baroque classical music) 
8 pm, FirstParlsh Church, 9 Cleveland St, Brunswick . 
Tlx: $7 .50. $4.50 students and sen iors. 839-5922. 
Straight, No Chas .. (instrumental jazz fus ion) 7:30 
pm, Falmouth High School, 52 Woodville Road. 
Falmouth. Tlx: 45 per person, $12 per family. 892· 
5402. 
11111 Street and Jan.t Reeves Uazz) 7:30 pm. Raffles 
Cafe Bookstore. 555 Congress St, Portland. Tix: $5 . 
761·3930 or 774-8911. 
saturday 19 
Jennifer Caven, Nor. Ell Dal., Usa Gallant, Ken. 
laurie Turley (An Evening of Love Songs) 7:30 pm. 
Swedenborglan Church, 302 Stevens Ave, Portland. 
Tix: $6 in advance. $8 at the door, discounts for 
seniors & kids. 773-9549. 
La Bottln. Sourlant. (traditional music from Que-
bec) 8 pm, Lewiston Junior High School, Central Ave, 
lewiston. Tix: $15 & $13. 782·7228 or 1-80M39-
2919. 
Maine Baroque Ensemble (Baroque classical music) 
8 pm, st. Alban's Church . 885 Shore Road, Cape 
Elizabeth. Tlx: $7.50, $4.50 students and seniors. 
839-5922. 
sunday 20 
Maine Baroque E..-e (Baroque classical music) 
3 pm, United Baptist Church . 250 Main St.lewlston. 
Tlx: $7.50, $4.50 students and seniors. 839-5922. 
tuesday 22 
Hlsako Alumland Yuklko 01>11 (contemporary Japa-
nese and German compositions) 7 pm, Bowdoin 
College Chapel , Brunswick. Free. 725-3705. 
wednesday 23 
Hlsako Aluml and Yuklko 01>11 (contemporary Japa-
nese and German compositions) 7 pm, Bowdoin 
College Chapel, Brunswick. Free. 725-3705. 
Usa Gallant (folk rock and blues) 7 pm, Unity Church 
of Greater Portland , 54River Road, Wlndham.Admls-
slon by donation. 774-3535. 
upcomlng 
Portland Strine Quartet 2/ 27/ 94 (classical music 
and reception) 3 pm. Woodfords Congregational 
Church, 202 Woodford St, Portland. Tlx: $15, $10 
seniors and kids under 12. 761·1522. 
Marte Dufresne. Mark McNeil and Kathy OOCood 
• Nancy Bowker 2/ 26/ 94 (contemporary and trad" 
tional music from the British Isles) 7:30 pm, 
Swedenborgian Church, 302 Stevens Ave. Portland. 
Tlx: $7 In advance. $9 at the door. discounts for 
children and seniors . 773-9549. 
clubs 
thursday 17 
The Rhythm FIsh (blues) The Big Easy, 416 Fore St. 
Portland. 78o.1207. 
KIller Gr ..... (folkabilly blues) Brian Boru, 57 Center 
St, Portland. 78o.l506. 
Portland's funniest Profeulonal Contest The Com-
edy Connection, 434 Fore St., Portland. 774-5554. 
SWInCIncSt ..... (progressive country and rock) Dos 
Locos Restaurant, 31 India St, Portland. 775-6267. 
S~ays fMturInC Cindy Mldnlte (sultry rock and 
roll) Geno's, 13 Brown St, Portland. 772-7891. 
Pane- Oazz·blues fusion) Granny Klllam's Indus-
trial Drinkhouse, 55 Market St, Portland. 761-2787. 
T1IA MooseAlley, 46 Market St, Portland. 774-5246. 
MMI Mill« Blues Band Old Port Tavem, 11 Moulton 
St, Portland. 774-0444. 
Be~"-__ ~(qlnalrock) 
Raoul's Roadside Attraction, 865 Forest Ave, Port-
land. 773-6888. 
Rockln' Rlaty (karaoke) Spring Point Cafe, 175 
Pickett St. S. Portland. 767-4627. 
Stllte Street Traditional Jazz Bend (New Orleans 
jazz) Steamers at Jordan's Restaurant, 700 Main St, 
S. Portland. 780-8434. 
Jenny Woodman, Darien Brahams, Cindy Bullens 
(unplugged pop) T·Birds. 126 N. Boyd St, Portland. 
773-8040. 
Gr .. Powers (laser karaoke) Tipperary Pub. Sheraton 
Tara Hotel , S. Portland . 775-6161. 
Deejay Bob Look (heavy dance/ live karaoke In front 
room) The Underground . 3 Spring St.. Portland. 773-
3315. . 
Open Mic wtth M.J. Brink (acoustic rock) The Wrong 
Brothers ' Pub at Port Billiards. 39 Forest Ave, Port· 
land. 775-1944. 
Decade Music ('60s-'80s alternative dance) Zootz, 
31 Forest Ave, Portland. 773-8187. 
friday 18 
Mark Miller lIIues Band The Big Easy. 416 Fore St, 
Portland. 78o.l207. 
Jeremy Lester (acoustiC) Bramhall Pub, 769 Con-
gress St, Portland. 773-9873. 
TBA Brian Boru. 57 Center St, Portland. 78o.1506. 
Ed "The Machine" Raglne, C_, Lawson, John 
Heffernan (comedy) The Comedy Connection , 434 
Fore St .. Portland . 774-5554 . 
Johnny Hoy and The Bluefish (rocking R&B) Dos 
locos Restaurant. 31 India 51. Portland. 775-6267. 
TBA Geno's, 13 Brown St, Portland , 772·7891. 
The BeBop Jazz Ensembl. Free Street Taverna. 128 
Free St, Portland. 774·1114. 
JI",e the Handle .nd low 90 Granny Killam's 
Industrial Drinkhouse, 55 Market St, Portland. 761· 
2787. 
Slap DoC (funk rock) l eo's Billiards, corner of Ex· 
change and Fore streets, Portland. 780-1111. 
DefInitely Smooth (rock) Moose Alley, 46 Market St, 
Portland. 774-5246. 
Fat Allc. (rock) Old Port Tavem, 11 Moulton St. 
Portland. 774-0444. 
Plan B (dance rock) Raoul's Roadside Attraction, 
865 Forest Ave, Portland. 773-6886. 
Never The leis (rock) Spring Point Cafe, 175 Pickett 
St, S. Portland. 767-4627. 
True COIOf (the sweetheart of rock) T-8irds, 126 N. 
Boyd St, Portland. 773-8040. 
Straight Up (pop) Tipperary Pub, Sheraton Tara 
Hotel, S. Portland . 775-6161. 
Deejay TIm Shaney (techno/ tribal/trance) The Un· 
derground, 3 Spring St .. Portland . 773-3315. 
The Raz. (rock) The Wrong Brothers ' Pub at Port 
Billiards, 39 Forest Ave, Portland. 775-1944. 
All ACes Vartllo (all ages dance) lootz, 31 Forest 
Ave, Portland. 773-8187. 
saturday 19 
Mark MIU.r BI .... Band The Big Easy, 416 Fore St. 
Portland . 78o.1207. 
LeeSyk .. (contemporary folk) Brian Boru, 57 Center 
St, Portland. 780-1506. 
Ed "The Machine" Recine, Cathy Lawoon, John 
Heft ... an (comedy) The Comedy Connection. 434 
Fore St .. Portland. 774-5554. 
The Upsetters (R&B dance) Dos Locos Restaurant, 
31 India St, Portland. 775-6267. 
774-1114. 
The BeBop Jazz Ensemble Free StreetTaverna. 128 
Free St. Portland. 774-1114. 
TBA Geno's. 13 Brown St, Portland. 772·7891. 
Tom ACOUlti Granny Killam' s Industrial Drinkhouse, 
55 Market St, Portland. 761·2787. 
Slap DoC (funk rock) leo's Bil liards, corner of Ex· 
change and fore streets, Portland. 780-1111. 
DefInitely Smooth Moose Alley, 46 Market St, Port· 
land. 774-5246. 
Fat Alce (rock) Old Port Tavem, 11 Moulton St , 
Portland. 774-0444. 
J.D, • the DcHtIChb (blues.tJased rock) Raoul'S 
Roadside Attraction , 865 Forest Ave, Portland. 773-
6886. 
Nev_ The Leu (rock) Spring Point Cafe, 175 Pickett 
St, S. Portland. 767-4627. 
Pat .. Fr....,h • 20K Band (local original rock) T-
Birds, 126 N. Boyd St, Portland . 77J.8040. 
StralCht Up (pop) Tipperary Pub, Sheraton Tara 
Hotel, S. Portland. 775-6161. 
Deejay TIm Sheney (techno/ tribal/trance) The Un-
derground, 3 Spring St .. Portland. 773-3315. 
The Raze (rock) The Wrong Brothers ' Pub at Port 
Billiards. 39 Forest Ave, Portland. 775-1944. 
The Curtain Society wtth Jive Lama, Puddfe • 
PIocIuct (three bands for three bucks) lootz, 31 
Forest Ave, Portland. 773-8187. 
sunday 20 
The Radio Klnco (blues/ R&B) The 8lgEasy, 416 Fore 
St, Portland. 780-1207. 
Poetry SI .... Granny Killam 's Industrial Drinkhouse, 
55 Market St, Portland. 761·2787. 
Kevin Mld&e!y (acoustic blues) Gritty McDuff's, 396 
Fore St, Portland. 772-2739. 
Barry K1ncoton (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11 Moulton 
St, Portland. 774-0444. 
Kevin Sysyn Band and Black and WhIte (R&B) 
Raoul's Roadside Attraction, 865 forest Ave. Port· 
land. 773-8886. 
Kevin .. Ed (acoustics) Spring Point Cafe, 175 
Pickett St, S. Portland. 767-4627. 
NOItlonal Headliner Comacly with OJ Hazard .. Bob 
CameyHlirds, 126 N. Boyd St. Portland. 773-8040. 
DeeJay Tim Shaney (heavy dance) The Underground, 
3 Spring St , Portland. 773-3315. 
Jim DUllY (acoustic) Wharfs End, 52 Wharf St, Port· 
land . 77J.0093. 
Deejay Bob Look (request night/ no cover) lootz. 31 
Forest Ave. Portland. 773-8187. 
monday 21 
Youne Neal. The Vipers (blues/ R&B)The Big Easy, 
416 Fore St, Portland. 78o.1207. 
Georle Worthley (Irish, Scottish and originals) Brian 
Boru, 57 Center St, Portland. 78o.1506. 
Buckwheat Zydec:o Dos Locos Restaurant, 31 India 
St, Portland. 775-6267. 
Barry KIne-ton (rock) Old Port Tavem, 11 Moulton 
St. Portland. 774-0444. 
OPlln Mlc wtth Danny Gravis (hoot night) Raoul's 
Roadside Attraction , 865 Forest Ave . Portland. 773-
6886. 
Carol and Patti (folk) 58 WestSide Cafe, Pine Street. 
Portland. 772-8223. 
Open Mic with Ken Grimsley (acoustic) Wharfs End, 
52 Wharf St, Portland. 77J.0093. 
Stick wtth Tripe. Nicotine Sn .... (rock) lootz, 31 
Forest Ave, Portland. 773-8187. 
tuesday 22 
Open Jazz Jam Bebop's Cafe, 548 Congress St, 
Portland. 828-6551. 
OPlln BI .... Jam (b.y.o - drum set available) The Big 
Easy, 416 Fore St. Portland. 78o.1207. 
Tuscaloosa (musical comedy) Dos locos Restau-
rant, 31 India St, Portland. 775-6267. 
Wacky OlIVe Gau) Gritty McDuff's, 396 Fore St, 
Portland. 772·2739. 
Panic Station (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11 Mou~on St, 
Portland. 774-0444. 
Writers' Open Mlc wtth Annl Clark and Matt Heinz 
(any originals) Raoul 's Roadside Attraction , 865 
Forest Ave, Portland. 773-6886. 
Open Mlc with Pater Gleason (b.y.o. jam) Spring 
Point Cafe. 175 Pickett St, S. Portland. 767-4627. 
Solstlc. (acoustic & electric) Wharfs End , 52 Wharf 
St, Portland. 77J.0093. 
Open Band Jam Zootz, 31 Forest Ave. Portland. 773-
8187. 
wednesday 23 
The Rad UCht Revue (R&B/ blues/ soul) The Big 
Easy, 416 Fore St. Portland. 78()'1207. 
Annl Clark (folk) Brian Boru, 57 Center St, Portland. 
78o.1506. 
Open Mic (bnng your Instruments and play) Geno's , 
13 Brown St, Portland. 772·7891. 
Elderberry Jam (originals) Granny Killam's Industrial 
Drinkhouse, 55 Market St, Portland. 761-2787. 
Bachelo,.' NICht (topless) Moose Alley, 46 Market 
St, Portland. 774-5246. 
Panic Station (rock) Old Port Tavern. 11 Moulton St, 
Portland. 774-0444. 
Mark Miller BI .... Band Raoul's Roadside Attrac· 
tion, 865 Forest Ave, Portland. 773-6886. 
Irish NICht wtth Mlc:k O'BrIen (Irish folk) Shamrock, 
436 Fore St, Portland. 78o.1111. 
Decibel, Soul KIn, Tantrum, Cradle to Grave (ben-
efit for Preble St. Resource Center) T-Blrds, 126 N. 
80yd St, Portland. 773-8040. 
DeeJay Bob Look (dancing) The Underground, 3 
Spring St., Portland. 773-3315. 
electric Open Mlcwlth 'TIl It's Bone (b.y.o. jam) The 
Wrong Brothers' Pub at Port Billiards. 39 Forest Ave, 
Portland. 77~1944 . 
Zootz Pirate Radio Night wtth Deejay P __ 
nlurn (altemative, industrial, Gothic dance)Zootz, 31 
Forest Ave, Portland. 773-8187. 
dancing 
GottaDance,Inc., 657 Congress SL Portland. Smoke-
and chern-free dances with swing, Latin & ballroom 
music Fridays from 9-12 pm. $5. Free parking. 773-
3558. 
_ne Ballroom, 614 Congress St, Portland. Every 
Sat !Hnldnlght. Cost: $5. No reservations requlrad. 
77J.0002. 
The Moon, 427 Fore St, Portland. Open nightly, 8 pm 
on .. . Tues - '70s night. $1 drinks; Wed - ladies 
Night, 75~ drinks for women; Whacky Thurs - wild 
music. $1.25 drinks; FrI-no cover with valid coliege 
10; FrI·Sal. $1.75 drinks, 504 drafts before 10 p.m. 
772·1983. 
_ .. , 20 Milk St, Portland. Open nightly until 1. 
am. No cover. 774-4200. 
T-8Ird's, 126 N. Boyd St, Portland. Sun: comedy 
night; weekdays: special events: Fri & Sat: rock & 
roll, dance. 773-8040. 
The Under""""", 3 SpringSt, Portland. Open nightly 
until 1 a.m. Thurs-Sun: heavy dance (no cover Thurs 
or Sun). Cover for special shows. 773-3315. 
Zootz, 31 Forest Ave, Portland. Techno, rave, trance 
and progressive open house with DeejayDaI e Chanes 
on Thursdays. Request night (no cover) with Deejay 
Bob look on Sundays. 773-8187. 
art 
• -openlngs 
Crllltors Guild 20 Danforth St, Portland. Opening 
receptions Feb 18 from 3-9 and Feb 19 from noon-5 
forthe first annual Outsider Art Exhibit presented by 
the Creators Guild and the Creative Health Founda-
tion. ' Outsider art" or ' art brut" is defined, In part, by 
the unique vision and mediums chosen by the indi-
vidual artists . This show focuses on the work of guild 
members Who have struggled with the isolation and 
loneliness of ment al Illness. Hours: Thurs & Fri from 
1-7 or by appointment. 799-8575. 
Danforth Gallery 34 Danforth St. Portland. Opening 
reception Feb 19 from noon-4 for "Mid-Malne Artists 
in Portland ," a multi-medla exhibit of works by six 
Dover·Foxcroft artists. Exhibit shows through March 
5. Gallery hours: Wed-Sat 12-4. 84&4721. 
around town 
African Imports and New England Arts 1 Union St, 
Portland. "Recent Acquisitions/ New Dimensions,' 
traditional African arts, works by modem artists from 
Nigeria and New England and rare carvings. Hours: 
lo.9 Mon-Sat, 12-6 Sun. 772-9505. 
AREA Glliery Campus Center, USM/ Bedford St, 
Portland. "Two views of the Self: Paintings by Ruth 
Frisch Dealy and Anne Harris" shows through March 
4 . Gallery hours: Mon-Fri 7-10, Sat-Sun lo.7. 78o. 
4090. 
The Art Gallery 0It Six Deerlne Street 6 Deering St, 
Portland. The gallery Is closed until Feb 25when It will 
reopen for Its eighth season with an open house from 
6-9 pm. 772-9605. 
The BaxtM Gallery Maine College of Art, 619 Con· 
gress St, Portland. Faculty exhibition shows through 
Feb 25. Hours: Tues-Sun 11-4, Thurs until 9. 775-
5152. 
Frost Gully Galery 411 Congress St, Portland. Group 
show of gallery artists. Hours: Mon-Sat 12-7, or by 
appointment. 773-2555. 
Jewelers Work 30 Exchange St, third floor, Portland. 
Cooperative showroom of original, contemporary 
jewelry designs by nationally exhibited artists. Hours: 
10-6 daily. 773-6824. 
June FItzpatrIck Gallery 112 High St. Portland. 
' Pastel and Colorad Pencil ," works by Mimo Robinson 
show Feb 17-March 5. Hours: Tues-Sat 12·5, Thurs 
12-8. 772·1961. 
Jlat ME. Gift Shop 490 Congress St, Portland. Oil 
paintings by AI Waterman and watercolors by Frieda 
lundberg show through February. Hours: Mon.fri lo. 
5, Sat 10-4:30. 775-4860. 
l.ewIa Gaaery Portland Public library, 5 Monument 
Square, Portland. ' A Close Up Look at Rowers," 
photographs by Ed Goglelle, shows through Feb 28. 
Hours: Mon, Wed & Fri 9-6, Tues & Thurs 12-9, Sat 
9-5. 871·1700. 
Maine Hlltory Gallery 489 Congress St, Portland. 
"Urban Evolution: Maine's Downtowns in Transition-
and 'Aora, Fauna and Stuffed Birds: A look Back at 
at the Portland Society of Natural History" show 
through March 5. Hours: Wed-Sat 12-4. 879-0427. 
Nancy Ma""'''' GaUery 367 Fore St, Portland. "Wed· 
ding Band Show' featuring handcrafted designs by 
various artists shows Feb 26-March 31. Gal lery 
hours: Mon-Sat 1o.9, Sun 11-6. 775-3822. 
Meand .. Oallery 40 Pleasant St, Portland. "The 
Spirited Earth: Aboriginal paintings from Australia" 
shows through March 31. Gallery hours: Tues-Sat 12· 
6, or by appointment. 871·1078. 
Thos. M .... r Cabinetmakers 415 Cumberiand Ave. 
Portland. Mixed media paintings by Portland artist 
lisa Bently currently show. Hours: Mon-Sat 9-5. 774-
3791. 774-3791. 
_ .. ally Milne 5 1/2 Moulton St, Portland. Water· 
colors by William Deniceo, earth visions by Andrew 
Ruel , photos by Christine Gallant and watercolor 
prints by John Dimillo currently show. Hours: Sun-
Thurs 1M, Fri-Sat 1o.9. 774-0808. 
The N_ Art Giliery 121. Center St, Portland. "Casco 
Bay Revisited, " paintings by Gomez Ricker. Ongoing. 
Hours: 11-10 dally. 874-2844. 
Paula PauIett..c_porary 3 Milk St, Portland. 
'Prints from the Vinalhaven Press' shows through 
Feb 28. Hours: Tues-Sat 1M. 879-0919. 
_...,aphy Co-op 547 A Congress St, Portland, 
"Recent Photographs from the West" by Stephen 
Husbands shows through March 15. Hours: Tues & 
Thurs 12·7, Sat 9-5, or by appointment. 761-2113 or 
773-8830. 
The Photo Oilier)' Maine College of Art, 619 Con· 
gress St, Portland. 'Mermalds and Aquanauts: Re-
cent Photographs by Karen Glaser of Manatees and 
Swimmers, " shows through Feb 18. Gallery hours: 
Mon-fri 9-5. 77~5154. 
_ ~p and Bayview Glliery 75 Market St, 
Portland. Prints, paintings and sculpture by gallery 
artists show through February. Gallery Hours: Mon-
Sat 9:3o.5:30. 773-3007. 
Art & Soul continued on page 26 
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Tickets $36.50 cabaret (includes 
$26.50 licket and $10.00 dinner ticket) 
$22.50 for general theater seats. 879-111 2. 
BREAKFAST vs. 
'V 
5 DANAS1R£IT' THE OlD PaRr 
Open: 6 a.m.-3 p.m. daily 
Late Night Thur-Sat 
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art 
Portland Museum of Art Seven Congress Square. 
Portland. Hours: Wed·Frl 10-4. Sat 1()'5. Sun 12·5. 
Admission: adults $4. senior citizens and students 
with ID $3. youth EH8 $1. children 6 and under are 
free. Museum admission Is free l().noon the first 
Saturday of the month and 4-8 on the first Thursday 
of the month. 773-ARTS or 1-8()().8394067. 
·The Scott M. BllK:k Collection A sampling from 
Scott Black's 19th- and 2Oth-century paintings and 
sculptures. Including works byChagall and Toulouse-
Lautrec. Ongoing. 
·From Courbet to Moth.IW.II: 19t1H1nd 20tJt.C .... 
tury European _ AmerIc ... Art Paintings. sculp-
tures and works on paper by Monet, Renoir, Picasso, 
Matisse and other masters olthe past two centuries. 
Ongoing. 
"A D.ne .. •• World. a video documentary of Martha 
Graham's 1950s lecture and demonstration of her 
artistry In action. will be shown continuously every 
Saturday In February from noon·5 pm in the board 
room. Paid museum admission required. 
·Danel", Atoms Barbara Morgan's photographs of 
Martha Graham show through February. On Feb 26. 
photography historian Stuart Nudelman will discuss 
Ms. Morgan's life . photography. and the Influence of 
her father's philosophy: "Everything in the world Is 
made of atoms and all the atoms are dancing .• 
"Oraphlc La"", .. e: PrlntmaklllC and Popular Cul-
ture, 19~1990 explores the relationship between 
the art ot printmaking and the Images used by 
communications media. The 60 prints In the exhibi-
tion are drawn primarily from the museum's perma-
nent collection. Shows through April 3. 
"Alex Klitz: Four Palntlncs shows through June 5. 
"Martha Graham Sympoalum This event explores 
Graham's sixty years of choreography and Includes 
discussions of Graham as the central character of 
her work as a collaborator with visual artists. Sympo-
sium takes place Feb 19 from 9:30 am4 pm In the 
auditorium. Cost: $15 includes lunch. To register call 
772-8630. 
·Paul Stnmd: Selected Photo,....". Twenty photo-
graphs created by renowned American photographer 
Paul Strand from 1916-1963 recording his travels In 
Europe. Africa and the Near East. as well as land-
scape Images from Maine and upstate New York 
shows through March 13. 
"VIncent·. Journey A porcelain life mask sculpture 
bY Paul Rodrigue commemorating the struggles of 
people IMng with AIDS. Ongoing. 
Portland Arta Cent .. 25A Forest Ave. Portland. 
Works bY Eva and Krls Horton will show In the 
center's gallery space following the Feb 20 & 27 
Sunday matinee performances at 2 pm. 774-0465. 
RafII .. Caf6 Bookato,. 355 Congress St, Portland . 
New works by Usa Bently show during the month of 
February. Hours: Mon.Tues & Frl 7:45-5:30. Wed & 
Thurs 7:45-8. Sat 9:3()'5. Sun 12-5. 761-3930. 
A .... I......,. Antlq .... _ fine Art 221 Commer-
cial St. Portland. Nlneteenth-century paintings. ma-
rine antiques. 18th- and 19th-century Oriental fur-
nishings. sterling sliver and paintings bY Terry Wolf 
and John Dehllnger. 879-0789. 
The Stein Gallery 20 Milk St. Portland. Works by 65 
nationally recognized and emerging contemporary 
American studio glass artists Including Peter Andres. 
Rick Eckerd. Melanie Guernsey. Robert Mickelsen. 
Thomas Scoon. Robert Willson and Leah Wingfieldm 
currently show. Gallery Hours: Mon-Satll-6. Sun 11-
5. 772-9072. 
Stlilwood Booka 19 Pleasant St. Portland. Polaroid 
photographs by Tom Marino currently show. Hours: 
Mon-sat 10-6. 87HJ480. 
University of Southern Maine Portland Campus 
Cent.r Falmouth St. Portland . Exhibit of portraits. 
photographs and quotations of Black history In Maine 
used in making the documentary film. "Anchor olthe 
Soul" currently shows. Hours: Mon-Fri 7-10. Sat-Sun 
1()'7. 780-4090. 
other 
Art In the Aft.rnoon Those age 55 and over are 
Invited to work with artist Marguerite Lawler in the 
Portland Museum of Art gallerles and classroom 
stUdio on Friday aftemoons to learn the basics of 
drawing. Spaces fill quickly. so register early. Cost: 
$30 for museum members. $36 for nonmembers. 
Seven Congress Square. Portland. 775-8148. 
DIac ..... _ of Phot...,.y at the Danforth Gallery 
34 Danforth St. Portland Thursday evenings In Febru-
ary at 7 pm. Topics Include "Photography. a Means 
of Communication from Social Awareness to Adver-
tising' with John Eide Feb 17; "Digital Imaging: 
Concept, Creativity and Productlon· with Katrin 
Elsmann and Johns Mcintosh Feb 24. 846-4721. 
Nat_ Art/Adult Pottery Leam where cl ay comes 
from and how it has been a vital resource through 
history. then create. Takes place Feb 19 at 1 pm at 
Maine Audubon SOCiety's Gllsland Farm Sanctuary. 
118 U.S. Route 1. Falmouth. Cost: $3 for members. 
$4 for nonmembers. 781-2330. 
Portl.nd Camer. CI ... meets Mon at 7:30 pm at the 
American Legion Hall. 413 Broadway. S. Portland. 
Monthly events Include B&W. color print and color 
slide competition. 
Portland C"-nber ofC_c.'s looklng for Maine 
artists to share their work. 772-2811. ext. 223. 
Vlaual Arta _ Society Is the topic of a panel 
discussion Feb 17 at 7:30 pm at Bowdoin College's 
Pickard Theater. Memorial Hall. Maine St. Brunswick. 
Admission Is free. 725-3275. 
sense 
DI.., ..... ona.nd A.vlewa atthe Pilgrimage Interfa~h 
Bookstore and Center for Dialogue. Tuesdays at 
lunchtlme and Thursdays at 7 pm. Feb 22 review 
features pastor Paul Hanneman on the Enneagram. 
772-1508. 
Freel", the Writ .. WIthIn An eight week course 
designed with the spirit of Natalie Goldberg's book 
"Writing Down the Bones. · Develop the capacity to 
write deeply and powerfully. Classes start March 4 
&11. Cost: $50. 772-6351. 
BeI",Oay In the B ......... World Is the topic ofthis 
seminar at the Holiday Inn by the Bay. 88 Spring St. 
Portland. sponsored by the Matlovlch Society Feb 24 
at 7 :30 pm. A panel of local lesbians and gay men will 
discuss "Fortune 500 to Self'£mployed: Gay Men 
and Lesbians in the Business World. ' Handicapped 
accessible. 773-1209. 
LaabI.n Md Gay Par.nt. are needed to participate 
In a study examining the effectiveness of communi-
cation in families with lesbian mothers and gay 
fathers. If you feel your voice has been silent or 
silenced in this cu~ure. please speak up by becom-
ing a part of this research. $15 per hour stipends are 
provided to Interviewees. all Information will remain 
confidential. Call Dr. Richard West at the USM 
Department of Communication at 78()'5410. 
Pan:eptlona of the North The Peary-MacMillan Arctic 
Museum and Arctic Studies Center in Hubbard Hall. 
Bowdoin College. Brunswick. has opened an exhibit 
examining major tt,emes in Arctic exploration from 
188()'1910. Museum hours: Tues-Sat 10 am-5 pm. 
Sun 2-5 pm. 725-3416. 
P08try Workahop sponsored by the Maine Writers 
and Publishers Alliance allows participants to cri-
tlque and discuss their own work. Meets Feb 26 from 
11 am4 pm at the Maine Writers Center. 12 Pleas-
ant St. Brunswick. Cost: $35 members. $45 non-
members. 729-6333. 
SoncwrItInc: Compoallll Lyric. ... d Melodl .. for 
$Incl. with Steve Romanoff. founding member of 
Schooner Fare. USM Englishteacher and recipient of 
many awards form the publishing and music indus-
tries. This workshop takes place Feb 19 from 9 am-
2 pm at the Maine Writers' Center. 12 Pleasant St. 
Brunswick. Cost: $35 members. $45 nonmembers. 
729-6333. 
The Theat .. Project seeks new, unproduced plays 
(one-acts with small casts, minimal sets. props. 
costumes) and individual performance proJects. Win-
ners will be produced as part as their 1994 season. 
Please send entries to New Works. The Theater 
Project. 14School St. Brunswick. ME 04011. Include 
SASE for script return and results. Winners notified 
March 1. 1994. 729-8584. 
wellness 
Adult SCr .... ln' Clinic on the last Wed of every 
month check blood pressure. sugar. anemia and 
cholesterol. from 11:30 am-l pm at the Peoples 
United Methodist Church. 310 Broadway. S. Port· 
land. Fee charged. 767-3326. 
Aikido Is a martial art used to Increase flexibility. 
stamina and promote a sense of well-being. Man 6-
7 pm and 7-8 pm; Tue 6:30-7:30 pm; Wed 6:3()'7 
pm; Thurs 6 :3()'7:30 pm; Frl6:30-7:30 pm; Sat 2:30 
and 3:45 pm. Portland Aikido. 120 Woodtord St. 
Portland. 772-1524. 
Brlnllllll the Mind Hom. is an Introductory medita-
tion series based on "The Tibetan Book of Living and 
Dying" meeting Feb 18 & '25 from 7 :3()'9 pm at On 
Balance. 4 Milk St. Portland. Donation Is $6 per 
session or $25 for the series. Full attendance is 
recommended but not required. 655-4174 or 428-
3399. 
Buddhl.t~rlented Meditation Group meets every 
Sun from 1()'11 am at 1040 Broadway. S. Portland. 
Small donation. 8394897. 
Celebret"" 0 .. Bodle., 0 .. SeIv .. Is a new move-
ment therapy group at the Expressive Therapy Cen-
ter. 150 St. John St. Portland . 871-8274. 
Chem'c.' Dapendeney Proaram The Department of 
Veterans Affairs offers outpatient substance abuse 
treatment for veterans providing community out~ 
reach. Individual care. education. evaluation. referral 
and support. 78()'3577 or 78().3578. 
Child H .. 1th Clinic The Visiting Nurse Association 
and Hospice of S. Portland offer well child clinics for 
kids two months to two years the first Friday of each 
month from 8:30 anHloon at Arst Congregatlonal 
Church. Cottage Road. S. Portland. including Im-
munizations. lead tests and physicals. Medicaid 
accepted. Call for appointment. 767-3326 or 1-80()' 
660-4VNS. 
Chron'. Md CoIItI. FoundatIon the organlzatlon's 
Portland Group will meet Feb 17 at 7 pm at Maine 
Medical Center's Dana Center. Bramhall St. Port-
land. Free. (617) 449-0324. 
Concerned About Laad?To leam about lead and the 
rlsk It poses to your family. request a lead fact sheet 
prepared by the U Maine Cooperative Extension 
Service. 1-800.287-1471 or 780-4205. For informa-
tion about childhood risk and screening. call 287-
3259. 
Coamlc Cyc'" ofTI .... Vedic astrology Is the authen-
ticsclence of prediction. Leam the Influence of these 
cycles of tlme on your I~e and the practical benefits 
of knowing them In advance at a free Introductory 
lecture at the Maharishi School of Vedic Science. 
575 Forest Ave. Portland. 774-1108. 
DeaI",I", Your lit. Is a support group for making 
substantlve changes In the way we react to. do and 
pursue the pattems and nowof our lives. The monthly 
meetings are based on Swedenborg's teaching of 
"regeneration. " plus any other tools that work and 
take place atthe SWedenborglan Church. 302 Stevens 
Ave. Portland on the fourth Tuesday of each month. 
New members accepted through March. 772-8277. 
DIaMtea Support 0,... sponsored by the Saco 
visiting Nurse Service meets monthly to provide 
support and education for dlabetlcs and other inter-
ested persons. Sessions at the VNS offices. 15 
Industrial Park Road. Saco. are coordinated by a 
registered nurse . Guest speakers. Free. 2844566. 
Free MedltatJona Sundays at 6 pm at The Yoga 
Center. 137 Preble St. Portland. 7994449. 
FrI.nda of the WMtern Buddhlat Order Invite all 
Interested individuals to a period of meditation and 
study of Buddhist concepts and practice Mon eves 
from 7:15-9:15 pm. 642-2128. 
HoIl.tlc Health Workahop Local TV anchorwoman 
Neila Smith Rockwood will speak on her experience 
healing from cancer Feb 22 at 6:30 pm at the offices 
ofDr. Glen Knock. 21 Northbrook Dr. Falmouth. Free. 
781-5900. 
Kunda/lnI Yo,. CI ..... meet Tuesdays from 5:3()' 
7 pm at the Swedenborgian Church. 302 Stevens 
Ave. Portland. $5 donation requested. 871-9334. 
Lamaze Prepared Chldblrtll CI ..... sponsored by 
The Birthplace at Mercy Hospital. in cooperation with 
Cape Elizabeth Community Services. begins March 
1. April 12 and May 31. The slx·week seSSions will 
cover all aspects of labor and birth including changes 
during pregnancy. relaxation. Lamaze breathing. pain 
management. medication. Caesarean birth. birth 
plans support person participation. newborns and 
early parenting. 879-3578. 
lauCh the Winter Blues Aw.y Explore ways to 
become a "humortarian " in this workshop on using 
humor to reduce stress, improve relationships, en-
hance creativity and lift spirits Feb 26 from 8:30 am-
12:30 pmatthe Swedenborgian Church. 302 Stevens 
Ave. Portland. Cost: $20. 826-4643. 
M .. tery, the Path of the H.art Learn varied tech-
niques to assist you in the mastery of transforming 
pattems In your life which are not serving your 
highest good. while keeping your center and awaken-
ing your multi-dimenslonal expansiveness . This five-
class sertes meets Feb 17 & 24 and March 3. 10 and 
17 from 6:3()'9 pm at 415 Congress St. Portland. 
247-6112. 
Movl", Toward WhoI ...... is a Yoga program ot-
fered Tuesdays from 5:15-6:45 pm at the Cee'..,r for 
Contemplative Spirituality. 153 State St. Portland. 
773-7851. 
My Choice P"enancy Aesource Cent.r offers coun-
seling. referrals and housing for women and teens 
expertenclng untimely pregnancy. Counselingfocuses 
on the options of parenting or adoption. A birth 
mother support group is offered to any woman 
surrendering a child for adoption. 772-7555. 
Peclatrlc Beale LKe Support This course. offered by 
the Brighton Medical Center. teaches caregivers the 
hazards to which children may be exposed. how to 
make a sate environment and baSic one-person 
rescue techniques for in1ants and children. The 
center Is at 335 Brlghton Ave. Portland. Instructors 
are certified bY the Amerlcan HeartAssociation. $15 
per person or $25 per couple. Class size is limited. 
register early. Next class Feb 26 . 879-8458. 
Pulmonary AWbilitatlon USM Lifeline offers a pro-
gram designed for Individuals With various lung dis-
eases Tues and Thurs from 11:15 anHloon at the 
USM Portland Campus Gym. Falmouth St. 78()' 
4170. 
Sah., Yo,a Meditation Learn this effective and 
beautlful method of meditation the first and third 
Friday of each month from 7:30-8:30 pm at the USM 
Faculty Lounge. Falmouth St. Portland. Free. 767-
4819. 
SItU", Medltatlonaln the TIbetan Tredltlon Medita-
tion practitioners are invited to join in regUlar Sitting 
sessions Sunday mornings from 9 am-noon In the 
Shrine Room of the Dharma Study Group, 98 Maine 
St. Brunswick. Opentothe public. Meditation instruc-
tion available. Free. 871.(J586. 
Spinal Heelth Examination. Chiropractors in Part· 
nership with the Community will offer free examina-
tions In exchange for blankets. winter coats. sweat-
ers and gloves to donate to the Preble Street Re-
source Center. Call to schedule an examination 879-
5433. 846-1481 or 883-5549. 
Str.tchl", The Spirit Ongoing open class of basic 
Hatha Yoga including breathing and deep relaxation 
Tues from 6-7 pm at the Swedenborglan Church. 302 
Stevens Ave. Portland. Wear loose clothing and bring 
a mat or blanket. Cost: $3 donation. 772-8277. 
Sufi Meditation Join the Portland Sufi Order tor 
meditation sessions based on the works of Hazrat 
Inayat Khan and PirVilayat Inayat Khan. Experienced 
teachers offer sessions working with creative visual-
Izatlon, breath, sound. light and divine qualities. 
Sessions ongoing and open to all; no experience 
necessary. Bring a meditation pillow or bench if 
desired. Donations accepted. Sessions at Expres-
sive Therapy Center. 150 St. John St. Portland. 774-
1203. 
r aI Chi Sari .. taught by U SM graduate student Way 
Zheng. employing the classical methods. are spon-
sored by the US-China Peoples Frlendship Associa-
tion and the Chinese and American Friendship Asso-
ciation of Maine. For location and reg/stration infor-
mation call 774-3308. 
The T_IYounc Adult Clinic is a place to go for 
health concerns. medical problems. sports/school 
physicals done. or birth control issues. Open to 
anyone 13-21. Mondays from 4-8 pm. at Maine 
Medical Center. 22 Bramhall St. Portland. Walk~ns 
seen If they arrive by 7 pm. 871-2763. 
A Woman'. Journey to H ... .., tlvou&h Movem.nt 
this dayiong seminar Is about taklng root In the body 
through movement that ranges from dynamic and 
expressive to the deepest intemal subtlety. With 
Patricia Brown Feb 19 from 9 am4 pm at Portland 
Yoga Studio 616 Congress St, Portland. Cost: $60. 
236-3096. 
Yop at the Portland Yoga Studio 616 Congress St. 
Portland. Hatha Yoga for People w~h AIDS every Wed 
from 12:5()'2 pm at22 Monument Square. Portland. 
Cost: $1. forthose who can afford It. Call to register 
797-5684. 
. :.~' : ' . . .w.-. ~~.v. .. ." .',. . 
• 
family 
Aerobic. for 10 ... Ch IIdren ages 7-11 can learn funky 
new steps and getfiteach Wed from 5:15-6 pm atthe 
Reiche Community Center. 166 Brackett St. Port-
land. Cost: $12 flrst month. $10 each month there-
after. 874-8873. 
Buzzl", Bee. Procram Maine Audubon Society of-
fers Wednesday programs for preschool aged chll· 
dren. Stories and activities from 1()'11:30 am at the 
Gllsland Farm Sanctuary. 118 Route lin Falmouth. 
Lightsnack provided. bring acupforyourchlld. Cost: 
$4 members. $5 nonmembers for the first child ; $1 
members, $2 nonmembers for each additional child . 
Reservations required. 781-2330. 
Children'. Muaeum of Maine offers exhibits and 
activities for children of all ages. Hours: Mon. Wed. 
Thurs. Sat 10 am-5 pm; Tues & Sun 12-5 pm; Frll0 
am-8 pm. 142 Free Street. Portland. Admission 
$3.75. free to the public Fridays from s.a pm. Pre-
registration and additional fees required for some 
activities. 828-1234. Upcoming activities inclUde: 
·Cemera Obacura Feb 19 workshops at 1:30. 2:00 
and 2:30 pm explore light sensitivity. Make a perma-
nent light Image! Appropriate for ages 7 and older. 
·cartoonln, Club every other Sat from 1()'11:30 
am. 
"Computer Wor_ ... for kids meet at various 
times. 
·R",_ of Speech Thaater John Farrell and his 
puppets are held over by popular demand! He per-
forms "What's so SpeCial About Puppets?' at 10 am 
Feb 17-18 and at 12:45 pm Feb 17 with puppet 
studio hours Feb 17 from 1()'5. 
• JuUlI", and Mallie Club meets every other Mon 
3:30-4:30 pm. 
·P .. Wee Science for kids ages 3-6 meets every 
Thurs at 10 am & 1 pm. 
·Star Sclenc. Club meets Sat at 11 am (ages five 
to six). 1:3()'3 pm (ages seven to nine). and 11:30 
am-l pm (ages 1()'12). 
·Vacatlon Week events Feb 21-26 Include Star 
Shows. camera obscura demonstrations, papermak-
Ing workshops. a chance to meet the Portland Pi-
rates. an Introduction to native sea creatures and 
mural-making. Call for activity dates and times 
Clnd ... IIa ... Frozen In TIme Dorothy Hamill's Ice 
Capades skate into the Cumberland County Civic 
Center Feb 23-27 with this magical production star-
ring Russian Pair Champions Rashid Kadyrkaevand 
Elena Kv~chenko . Performances Wed-Sat at 7 pm 
and Thurs-Sun at 2 pm atthe Civic Center. Spring St. 
Portland. Ms. Hamill directs . but does not perform. 
Tix: $9.5().$18.00. 775-3458 or 775-3331. 
Cr .. tlv. A .. ourc. Center. 1103 Forest Ave. Port-
land. offers fun actlvltles for kids and adults who care 
for them. Fees vary. reservations required.Chlldren 
must be accompanied by an adult . 797-9543. 
FamHy NI&ht The Greater Portland YMCA hosts 
Friday Night Family Night every Frl from 6:3()'9 p(ll at 
70 Forest Ave. Portland. Enjoy swimming. open gym. 
game room. weight room and walleyball . Cost: $5 per 
family. free tor YMCA members. Free child care the 
last Fri of each month from 6 :30-8:30 pm for kids 
ages three to five . Reglstratlon required. 874-1111. 
Longfenow 187th Birthday CeI.bratlon for the whole 
family takes place Feb 26 starting at 11 am at the 
Maine History Gallery. 489 Congress St. Portland. 
Mayor Ann Pringle. local history author Harland 
Eastman and other guests will read poems chosen 
for their appeal to children. Admission $3. Maine 
Historical Society Members $2 . kids under 12 free. 
774-1822. 
Makin, Cholc .. , M.kln, S.nae is a decision-mak-
ing workshop for parents offered Feb 23 from 6:3(). 
7 :30 pm at the Greater Portland YMCA. Cost: $5 . tree 
to Y members. Childcare available for $2.50. 874-
1111 X222. 
Performln, Alta Worlkahopa for children ages 7 
years and older take place Saturdays March 5-May 
21 at the Warren Memorial Library In Westbrook . 
Ages 7-9 meet from 1 :3()'3 pm. ages 10 and older 
meet from 3:3()'5 pm. A $15 donation for the entire 
session is requested. financial assistance Is avail-
able. 874-9002 or 854-5891. 
Portl.nd Public library invites children to enjoy Its 
upcoming programs: Tales for Twos Feb 18 & 25 at 
10:30 am; Family Story Time for all ages Feb 19 at 
10:30 am; Finger Fun for Babies Feb 23 at 9 :30 am. 
The library will be closed Feb 21 for Presidents Day. 
5 Monument Square. Portland. 871-1700. 
$porta and Winter Wonderland Day Ca ...... are 
offered bY the Portland YWCA Feb 22-25. Vacation 
Sports Camp Is open to kids ages 8-13 and Is based 
at the YWCA. 87 Spring St, Portland. Cost: $15 per 
day or $45 for four days. 874-1130. Winter Wonder-
land Vacation Day Camp Is open to kids ages 5-10 
and celebrates the season at the Hall School. 23 
Orono Road. Portland. w~h sledding. roller skatlng 
and winter Olympics. Cost: $55 for four days. 772-
2912. 
VecatJon Day Camp Ship the kids off for a week of 
adventures with a seafaring theme Feb 21-25 from 9 
am-3 pm at Maine Maritime Museum. Different 
topics each day focus on lobsterlng. boat building. 
sea life and ocean poliutlon. ActMtleslnclude origami. 
sledding. sea chanties. kltes and sea monster tales. 
Snacks and drinks provided. but bring a lunch. Cost: 
$85 for the weekiong session. 10 percent discount 
for museum members . Campers may be dropped off 
early and picked up late for additional fees. 443-
1316. 
Youth Indoor Socc .. Proar"" at the Greater Port-
land YMCA for children ages 6-11. Reg/stratlon Is 
ongoing. 874-1111. 
Art & Soul continued on page 28 
Package I nelude!;: 
-lWo midweek days of skiing at 
Sunday River (Monday -Friday) 
'lWo nights lodging in our 
Traditional Inn (midweek) 
- lWo full country breakfasts and 
cl~gant fO\lr<ourse dinners 
- Health club. outdoor heated 
pool, 36 Ian of cross<ountry 
skiing and more! 
-Not available scboot vacalion periods 
Or lalee a one tiDy vacation! 
Include!;: 
.Cross<ountry skiing. swimming and 




00 the Common 
Bethel. Maine 04117 
... AAA 
(207)824-2175' (800)6S4~I15 
1Ike the Ski 'IhIln and eet 
a Cree ride to our rront door 
Come Home to Mothers 
For the supremely enjoyable in: 
Atmosphere, Food & Drink . Call for details 879-9114 
,:;. U!'ion Station 
'~'" Fitness Depot 
Open Daily at 11:00 AM 
Upper Main Street· Bethel, Maine 
February Specials 
1 year $294 
3 months $89 










UaI_ Scad ... Piasa. Pol't1aad 
~ubbury llnn 
20 Guest Rooms with private bath 
Full Breakfast included with room 
2 Dining Rooms 
"Elegant but Reasonable" 
Reservations Required 
Open 7 Nighta Per Week 
The Fwmous Suds Pub 
Bands eve'1. Wednesday thru Sunday 
I'ubMenu 
cI!~ W!';k~y~: 
Full Breakfast Included, 
1·800·395· 7837 
Bethel, ME 





MOUNTAIN DEW "GET VERTICAL SKI CHALLENGE" 
Tueday, February 22 
Thi s FREE, strictly for fun, GS race is ideal fo r skicrsl snowboarders of all ages and 
abilities . An aprcs-racc party will provide free Mountain Dew and some great prizes, 
including t-shirts, hats and mugs . Medals will be awarded to the top fini shers in seven 
age cuagories , plu s a. special snowhoard divi sion . Registration will begin at 10:30 am , race 
t ime 1 pm. 
SEVENTH ANNUAL STORYBOOK DAY 
Thursday, February 24 
SNOW SNOW & MORE SNO 
Thi s annual favorite will delight and entertain children of all ages and parents al ike. 
Activities include: A storybook parade, hayrides, petting zoo, enchanting BB~ 
30- se cond fantasy race. and interactive storybook performance. Events begin at 10:30 
am. There is no additional charge for the days events except for BBQ.and optional 
souvenir photos. 
.:. THIS IS THE WINTER TO SKI Sl}(;ARLOAFIUSA! .' 
FIREWORKS 
Friday, February 25 
Shawnee Peak will light up the night with a torchlight parade and fireworks show 
beginning at 8:00 pm. There is no additional charge for these events. Night skiing will be 
hcid as u,ual. from 5:00 - 10:00pm. The slope'ide Powderhound Pub will be offering a 
dinner menu . In addition, a BBQwill be available, featuring teriyaki chicken, steak and 
hot dog,. 
For mo.re information on these events, 
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LAw OFFICES OF STEVEN KOMMEL 
(207) 780-0915 111 COMMERCIAL STREET, PORTLAND, ME (BOO) 439-0915 
GUESS WHO'S COOKING GREEK FOR LUNCH? 
ROAST LAMB ON PiTA, GYRO, MOUSSAKA, SPANAKOPITA, 
BAKLAVA, CHOCOLATE BAKLAVA 
HAppy HOUR: 5:00·7:X>PM . GfARys, MolsON, WEll DRiNks 
JAZZ· FRIDAY, SATURMY, SUNMY NIGHT 
BRLNCH . SLN(}\Y 10:ooAM • 2:00PM 
FREE STREET TAVERNA 
128 FREE STREET, PORTLAND 774·1114 
Serving Food ll:OOam to Closing 
Every Item 
250/0 OFF 




Jewlery Boxes • Jewlery 
Bird Houses • Chimes 
Kitchen Islands • Stools 
Custom tile or corain 







up to 500/00FF 
selected items 
The "natural" place for gifts, accessories & home furnishings 
for todays casual lifestyles is 
the Symmetree Company on Exchange st. Old Port 
==----
~ 871-1484 
Art & Soul continued from page 26 
sweat 
Aqu. FItness and Aqua Aerobics USM Ufellne offers 
Its next ten-week sessions of these programs start-
ing Feb 28 for people who find other types of aerobic 
exercise to stressful on their jOints. Register by Feb 
25. 780-4170. 
Climbers ANlanee of Maine meets Feb 22 at 7 pm in 
the Outdoor Discovery Room at the L.l. Bean store. 
Casco St. Freeport to discuss access Issues. The 
meeting will also selVe as an opportunity to meet 
other climbers. 725-6624. 
CllmbInC Exploits Meet noted climber Jeff LOWe at 
L.L. Bean Feb 22 at 7:30 pm at the Casco Street 
Conference Center, Route 1, Freeport and see his 
heart·stopplng slide show, "Every Climber Has a 
Vision. ' Free. 865-4761. 
Contraclance w~h Crooked Stovepipe Band every 
third Fri at 8:30 pm at the Presumpscot Grange. 
1844 Forest Ave, Portland (across from Tortilla Rat 
Restaurant). All dances taught. Singles always wei· 
come. Cost: $5. 774-3392. 
Full Moon Group Tourt", offered by Back Country 
Excursions of Maine Feb 26 and March 26. Begin the 
evening with a potluck meal, then cross-country ski 
under-a full moon on wide foresltralls. Rnlsh up with 
hot chocolate. dessert, and a hot tub soak. All tours 
are guide-led in Parsonsfield. Cost: $20 per person. 
Tours limited in size. call for reservations. 625-6189. 
JltterbullSwI", Dance A monthly event guaranteed 
to snake those winter cobwebs from your feet takes 
place Feb 19. Workshops for beginners and those 
with more experience take place from 8-9 pm, danc· 
ing follows from 9-11 pm at Gatta Dance Studio, 657 
Congress St. Portland. Come with or without a 
partner. Cost: $5 per person. 774-2718 or 725-
8216. 
Maine Outdoor Adventure Club offers trips and 
events to people of all sk ill levels, beglnnerto e. pert. 
Upcoming events: Feb 19-20. snowcave/ wintercamp-
ing (77W476); Feb 20. Sunday River downhill ski 
outing (781·5033). For trip info. call the Outdoor 
Hotline at 828-0918. For club and membership info 
call 774-3886. 
Pool T1me is available at Norumbega Outfitters for 
kayak instruction, roiling clinics and group rescue 
techniques . Call for dates and t imes. 773'()190. 
Singles Dance takes place Feb 26 from 8:45 pm-
12:30atthe Elk 's Club. Outer Congress St, Portland, 
with OJ Eric Kruger. Smoke free . $5 members, $8 
others. 1-80()'375-6509. 
Sweep Your Sweetie 011 His or Her Feet at a 
Sweetheart Dance sponsored by the Southern Maine 
Chapter of the United States Amateur Ballroom 
Dancers Association. Feb 20 from 7·10 pm at the 
Center of Movement, 19 State St, Gorham. Admis-
sion: $3 USABDA members, $5 nonmembers. 934-
7990 or 247·3896. 
our 
towns 
Bean Around Lately? You can at the Arst Universal· 
ist Church, 148 Main St. Yarmouth Feb 19 from 5-
6:30 pm when beans, casseroles. macaroni and 
cheese. American Chop Suey. jellied salads, slaw, 
biscuits, pie and beverages bend the groanlngboard. 
Cost: Adults $4.50, kids under 12 $2.00. 846-9061. 
KIdney Foundatlon Bike Tour Cyclists will ride up to 
50 miles a day In France this May and In Switzeriand 
in September to raise funds for the Kidney Founda-
tion of Maine. An organizational meeting for those 
Interested In participating In these events takes 
place Feb 17 atthe Holiday Inn by the Bay, 88 Spring 
St, Portland. 1-80Q.639-7220. 
Portl.nd FIr. Relief Donations Th"e Portland Chapter 
of the American Red Cross Is providing emergency 
selVices Including clothing, food and shelter to 45 
people displaced by aJan 23 flre on Montgomery and 
Congress and needs financial contJibutlons to help 
offset the expense. Send donations to: Portland 
Chapter. American Red Cross, 524 Forest Ave, Port· 
land, Maine 04101. 
A Taste of India Bring your own specialty to this 
vegetarian potluck supper Feb 26 at 6 pm at 35 
Saunders St, Portland. Celebrate cultural and culi· 
nary diversity at no charge. courtesy of Southern 
Maine Vegetarians and your own culinary talents. 
77~132 or 774-8889. 
Transpol't.8tlon, • Uhlong N_ Is the topic of a 
public forum cosponsored by the Task Force to Study 
the Safe MobilityofMaine's Aging Population and the 
Edmund S. Muskle Institute of Public Affairs, Feb 25 
from 8:30 am-4 pm at USM's Luther Bonney Audito-
rium. Bedford St, Portland. Cost: $25, students and 
seniors $20. Includes lunch. 775-6503 or 1-80()' 
4527·7411. 
Women's Safety: At Issue In Maine Is a live calHn 
panel discussion show to be simulcast by Portland 
Access Channel 2 and S. Portland Access Channel 2 
Feb 18 at 7 pIT'. The show will be rebroadcast on 
public access channels throughout the state during 
April (Sexual Assault Awareness Month) to bring 
Information to Maine women about safety, vfolence 
against women and services available throughout 
the state. 799-9020. 
etc 
Come Blow Your Horn The Casco Bay Concert Band. 
an adult wind ensemble. invite professional and 
amateur pursuers of music to their weekly rehears-
als Monday evenings from 7-9:30 pm at Memorial 
Middle School, 120 Wescott Road, South Portland. 
No auditions. 799-8836. 
Datlna: In the '90s Is a Feb 24 seminar for women on 
winning today's dating game. Topics include dating 
services, personal ads, meeting places and other 
Important Issues. Takes place from 6:30-8:45 pm In 
the Portland Public Ubraryconference room, 5 Manu· 
ment Square, Portland. 874-7982. 
Divorce Perspectives Is a support group for people 
in the divorce process. 'Communicatlon skills and 
assertiveness in relationships" is the topic of the 
group's Feb 23 discussion at 7:30 pm atWoodfords 
Congregational Church, 202 Woodford St. Portland. 
774-HELP. 
Drumml", CI._ Learn the rhythms and songs of 
AfrcrCarlbbean music with percussionist Michael 
Wingfleld at ongoing classes Sunday nights at the 
Expressive Therapy Center, 150 St. John St, Port· 
land. Newcomers' wa,."...upbeglns at6:30 pm, class 
from 7:3()'9:30 pm. Cost: $15/single class. $50/ 
four-week session. B71'()509. 
Friends of Feral Fell""" is a new group helping stray 
cats and needs volunteers and homes for orphan 
kitties. 772·3484. 
Friends ofth. Maine Youth Center are Interested in 
meeting with others who are concerned about the 
effects of budget cuts on the center. 854·9872. 
Gubernatorial Candldat .. Tom Allen, Democratic 
candidate for Governor, will host the Maine premier 
of "The War Room,' a documentary of the Clinton for 
President campaign, Feb 23 at 7 pm at The Movies 
at Exchange St. Portland. Tix: $15, with all proceeds 
going to the Tom Allen for Governor campaign. 
ReselVations recommended . 78().1994. 
Hunt .. Safety Course is now mandatory for all first-
time adult licensees and covers proper handling of 
firearms. map and compass reading. first aid and 
hunter ethics. Offered by the South Portland Parks 
and Recreation Department. the class runs for six 
weeks beginning March 1. Free, but pre-registration 
is requ ired . 767·7650. 
Maine Gay Men's Chorus is a volunteer community 
chorus bringing men together to enhance social 
tolerance and diversity In the Greater Portland area 
as well as affirming the gay/lesbian experience with 
creative musical entertainment. Now accepting sub-
missions, reflecting the diversity of our organization, 
for our logo design contest. The MGMC board of 
directors will choose the winning entry. awarding a 
$100 cash prize and a half·page advertisement In our 
concert brochure. Entries must be postmarked by 
March 1. 1994. Mail to: P.O. Box 10391, Portland, 
ME 04104. For more Information on any of MGMC's 
activities, call 839-4506. 
Maine Marltlme Museum offers a variety of pro-
grams during vacation week, Feb 19·27. Kids are 
admitted to the museum free w~h a paying adult. 
243. Washington St. Bath. Fees vary. 443-1316. 
Mualc Production Brown Baa: Lecture Bob Ludwig, 
Creative Music Technician for Portland's Gateway 
Mastering Studio will give a slide and music presen-
tation on his work on morethan 200 gold albums with 
the likes of Bruce Hornsby, Bruce Springsteen, Dire 
Straits, David Bowie. the Doors. Rolling Stones. Burt 
Bachrach and symphony orchestras. The lecture 
takes place Feb 23 from noon-l In the Portland Public 
Ubrary's Rines Auditorium. 5 Monument Square. 
Portland. Free. Coffee and light refreshment. 871· 
1758. 
Names Project/AIDS Memorial Quit holds a panel· 
making workshop the flrst and third Sun of each 
month. 871·1641. 
Puppy R .... rs Wanted The New England Assistance 
Dog Service seeks puppy raisers to open their homes 
to foster puppies in the assistance program. The 
organization trains and provides dogs to physically 
disabled people. ~interested. call 934-1963 or write 
P.O. Box 604, Old Orchard Beach, ME 04064. 
Rock Off The Maine Musicians' Association seeks 
high school bands with original material to compete 
In Its 12th annual competition In April and May. 
Registration deadline March 1 . Call 874-9002 for 
details. 
SCORE Service Corps of Retired Executives , a volun· 
teer organization supporting small business . holds 
seminars regularly from 1-4 pm at66 Pearl St, Room 
211. Portland . Cost $20. Upcoming topics Include 
"Howto Buya Business' Feb 17; "Howto Really Start 
Your Own Business Feb 22; and "How to Remain 
Profitable in 1994' (for retailers only) Feb 24. 772· 
1147. 
Self Defense Workshop the Rape Crisis Center is 
sponsoring this workshop Feb 20 from 1·5 pm at the 
Portland Police Station auditorium. 109 Middle St, 
Portland. Pre-reglstration is $25, $35 at the door. 
799-9020. 
Slam poetry retums to Granny Killam's, 55 Market 
St. Portland Feb 20 at 7:35 pm. Poets who can 
tolerate and/ or enjoy criticism (and abuse), anyone 
interested In Judging and spectators welcome. Poets 
should register in advance, j udges should arrive half 
an hour early. The $3 admission fee benefits The 
Cafe Review. a local literary magazine. 282-4979. 
Winter Comfort and Survl.al are important things to 
know about this t ime of year, and Maine Audubon 
Society offers this review of how to choose the right 
clothes for staying warms and dry and other sUlVival 
tips Feb 27 from 2·3:30 pm at the Gllsland Farm 
Sanctuary, 118 U.S. Route 1. Fa/mouth . Cost: $3 for 
members. $4 for nonmembers. 781·2330. 
Yarmouth Historical Society " A Century of Change: 
Life In Yarmouth 18()()'19oo· remains on display at 
the Museum of Yarmouth History on the third floorof 
the Merrill Memorial Library, Main Street, Yarmouth. 
Hours: Tues-Frll·5. Sat 1()'5. 846-6259. 
Y.rmouth Radio Club meets the third Sunday of the 
month at 1 pm at the Yarmouth Community House, 





1. There are plenty of breakfast spots in town, but you can get 
breakfast at Ruski's from 7am - llpm (Friday & Saturday 'til 
Midnight, Sundays Noon 'til 11:00pm). 
2. Ruski's has the Best Eggs Benedict, and you can enjoy them 
along with a Bloody Mary or a Mimosa, 
3, Ruski's boasts a 5 page menu with selections from 
appetizers, pizza, calzones & sandwiches to Mexican Burgers 
and Dinners. 
4. Even more", a daily special board with plenty of home 
cooked soups, chowders and meals to choose from. 
5. Daliy Beer Specials at Happy Hour from 4 - 7 pm, Monday-
Friday, 
6. A neighborhood atmosphere. Ruski's is the oldest 
neighborhood pub in Portland (1860) and is still carrying on the 
old neighborhood family tradition. 
7, THE PEOPLE 
The regulars at Ruski's will always make a newcomer feel 
welcome, 
8. THE STAFF 
These folks really care about their customers. 
9. THE OWNERS 
Steve and Rosie really work the shop, They cook. They tend 
bar, and they do it at two, (Rosie's 330 Fore Street, Old Port). 
10. Ruski's is what a real neighborhood pub should be. Pubs 
started as neighborhood gathering places where good friends, 
fine foods and spirits blended together. 
212. Danforth Street • Portland, Maine • 774-7604 
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122 Cumberland Avenue· Portland, Maine 04101 • 77S'()493 
CUlDtierlana-Xve 
~~~~~~e i 
~~~~~~~!!~~~~~~!!!!!~---V- . Computer Analysis 
15THANNUAL 
SroNECOASf WRITERS' CnNFERFNCE 
JULY 22-31,1994 
New Location: The Stone House at Wolfe's Neck Farm, Freeport, Maine 
Cmlit or IlOI1O"ed.it WOlkshops in shott fiction, non-6ction, novel, genre writing, 
andpoeuy 
Featuring: Dianne Benedict, David Bradley, Carolyn Chute, Deborah Digges, 
Stephen Dobyns, Denise Gess, Joyce Johnson, Bill Roorbach, Kenneth Rosen, 
Michael Seidman. Sharon Sheehe Stark; also Irene Skolnick (agent). 
Janet Silver (editor). and others. 
Tuition: $395 plus room and board • Confererlce Director: Barbara Hope 
For more injormJltion. caU or write: 
University of Southern Maine. Office of Extended Academic Programs 
96 Falmouth Street. Ponland, Maine 04103, (207)780-4076 
OUniversity of Southern Maine 
IIOur customer 
base has grown 
considerably by using 
caw every week for 
our advertising. It 
• was an experiment 
and it worked!" 
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buDetin board 
"WEIGHT WSS MAGIC •• 
Lose Weight.Lose Fat & Inches 
100% Natural' Control Hunger 




BAHAMA CRU ISE· 5 days, 4 nlghls, 
underbooked. Must sell. S279/couple. lim-
ited lickets. (407)767-0208. ext.4553, Mon.-
SaI..9am-l0pm. 
CON FI DENTIAL I NVE STiGA TOR- Profes sio nal. 
experienced. reliable. discreet No charge for 
consultation. P.O.Box 1032, Brunswick, 
04011.725-7879. 
CREDIT REPORTS REPAIREO- Repos, bank-
ruptcies, late payments, etc. Guaranteed. Cali 
1 Oam·9pm. C.F. Agency. 1-800-395-6665. 
MOVING! Need To Sell Dal ing Service Mem-
bership. In-depth intelView, seven "introduc-
tions. $800. 770·9036 days!772-65f7 eves. 
SAVE UP TO 50% ON GROCERIES. Ask me 
howl Business opportunity also available. Call 
874-4975. 
VOLUNTEER FOR AFRICAN NON PROFITS for 
1 year as an Urban Development Intern. Posi-
l ions in Kenya, Uganda, Burkina, Zimbabwe, 
Soulh Africa. Call (202)625-7403 for info. 
WINNING LOTIERY NUMBERS!!! Can you 
find any winning panerns? Complele 1993 
lisls of MegabuckslCash 5. Bolh S1 O. Check! 
M.O. to: Howard, P.O. Box 2092-A, Scarboro, 
ME 04070. 
lost" found 
LOST: Bearded necklac. w/amelhysl crystal. 
Sentimental value! Boundless thanks lor irs 
relurn! Call 799-61 f7. 
rideshare 
LOOKING FOR GM TO SHARE EXPENSES 
driving to Fort Myers. FL. Leaving approx. 1 sl 
week of March. II inleresled, call 774·t873. 
SEEKING RESPONSIBLE PERSON 10 share 
driving expenses to New Mexico . Smoker ok. 
Call 879-1683. 
help wanted 
"CNA'S - NURSES" Immediate openings. 
all shifts. for experienced personnel. For ap-
polnlmenl call Nursing Network 773-5503. 
20 PEOPLE NEEDED who want to lose weight 
and earn extra money by sharing new 
'THERMO· TRIM" Ihermogenlc coffee. Call 
878-3424 for details and free sample. 
BOSTON NANNIES- BOSion nanny posilions 
available forquaillied individuals. Salary, ben-
efits. Nannies Nook. Inc. 10800-543-4339. 
COUNSELOR PartlFull Time in Weighl Loss 
Clinic. Portland call 636-3631 or 772·4555. 
help wanted 
RADIO ADVERTISING SALESPERSON 
Classical Music 
Qualifications: Five years professional and/or 
business experience-sales preferred; Understanding 
and appreciation of the Classical Music Market; 
Energy and enthusiasm; Good organizational skills; 
Macintosh experience_ Attractive compensation plan. 
Call]o Anne Fisher at 883-9596. 
WPKMLI06.3 
Inlnmmm 
PORTL',;~D'S CLASSICAL RADIo 
TELEMARKETER 
Casco Bay Weekly is looking for an experienced 
telemarketer to help sell classified line and classified 
display advertising. You are a gregarious self-starter 
ready and willing to pick up the phone and call, call, call, 
when you aren't too busy handling incoming calls. Your 
typing and proof-reading skills are meticulous, and you 
can easily figure sim pie math in your head. If you can 
close quickly and would enjoy being an ambassador for 
the fastest growing newspaper in New England, then 
your phone is ready. Pay is commensurate with 
experience, with a base start, moving to commision. Send 
a letter and / or resum~ to: 
551A Congress St_, 
Portland, ME 04101 
Attn: Telemarketer 
or call Michael at 775-1234 




We are seeking an experienced salesperson to work an 
established territory which includes cxlSring accounts. The . 
qualified candidate should have a minimum of two rears outsIde 
saJes experience. be extremely orgamzed and enthUSiastic. Mus[ 
own rdlable vehicle. Salary plus commission and expenses. Send 
resume to: 
~~ ~ SSlA Congr.ss St., Portl.nd, ME 04101 
- - Attn: bl.s M ..... ger 
I~. IdJ (no plHmec,J/s pk .. e,JAn EqwJ Opp"tunily EmploY"'-
SALES PEOPLE 
WANTED 
Growing So. Maine business 
is looking for a few 
good people. No experience 
necessary. If you would like 
to join the exciting world of 
sales, then send a resume to: 
Paul Davis, President 
lCI Corp. 
PO Box 936 
Portland, ME 04104 
SAL.ES 
Outside selling position for 
Direcl Mail Advertising 
Company. We are looldng 
for an aggressive, energetic, 
self-motivated person. 
Please call and ask for 
Paul at: 
874·2855 




SEND RESUME TO 
PROFILE 
SO. MAINE'S ONLY 
BUSINESS MAGAZINE 
PO BOX 1137 
SCARBOROUGH 
MAINE 04070-1137 
DAYCARE TEACHER- Infanl caregiver needed 
10 work w/children ages 6wks·18mos. FIT 
positIon. Available Feb. 18. Expenence pref. 
Apply in person at Unle Red Caboose, 102 
Rlchway, Falmouth. 781 2508. 
help wanted 
EARN $6·$8 PER HOUR- Must be available 
tor a min. 01 2 hours on Saturday. Must have 
proof 01 insurance. Deliver Maine's newest 
newspaper. For more informal ion call f -800-
355·5518 . 
GIRLS WANTED FROM ME, NH & MA. be-
tween 7-19, to compete in th is year's 5th 
Annual 1994 PortlandPageanlS.OverS20.000 
In prizes & scholarships. Gall loday 1-800-
PAGEANT, Ext 1318 (1-800-724-3268). 
GUARANTEED WORK! Excellenl pay! As-
semble products at home. Easy world Legiti-
mate. (904)686-3634. ext . N998. 
OCCASIONAL PART-TIME CHILD CARE 
NEEDED. Scarborough area. Your home or 
mine. Call 885·5911. 
positions wanted 
THREE RECENT BOWDOIN GRADS will lUIor 
pnmary-High school kids in any sublecl. Call 
761-9469. 
child care 
QUALITY CHILDCARE AVAILABLE in Pleas-
ant Hill Scarborough home. Flexible sched· 
ule,lncluding weekends. HourlylDailylWeekly 
rates. Excellent references. Reserve now for 
summer vacation. Call Juli . 883-0258. 
roommates 
I OR 2 TO SHARE beaut ifu l II -room 
Woodfords house. WID, hrdw. IIrs. St87! 
S250/mo . • utils. 774-9774. 
DEERING HIGHLANDS- Spacious apt, 1st 
floorofVlclonan house WID , garage. Stable, 
good· humored ind iVidual desired. S300/mo. 
+sec.dep.828·5254. 
DURHAM.ME.- Recovery orienled , NIS 
housemale wanled. 1acre on R1.125. Small 
pool. S260/mo .• 112 ulils. 729-8994. 
E.PROM- 30., NIS , F, 10 share large apl. 
Fabulous ocean view/deck. AVail. 311194. 
$300lmo., heal ,"cluded. 774-6519. 
EAST END· ResponSible. NIS. w,ny woman 
needed . share 2BR apl .. qUiet neighbomood 
$225!mo. +01II.lec Jennifer, 780-1675. 
FEMALE NlS share large. sunny. 3BDR apt 
2nd floor. convenienlly loca1ed off Blvd. Park-
ing. storage. S250/mo . • f 13. 774-30f 4. 
FEMALE, free,large, privateroom in exchange 
for very lighl housekeeping. Parking. Avail-
ab le immediate ly. 874-7975. 
roommates 
MIF TO SHARE wilh 2 in greal apartment on 
Ihe hill. Views of harbor, hardwood floors, 
deck and yard. Quiel environment wilh 2 cUle 
cats. No NIS. Small room available. S170/mo. 
includes HIHW. 775·3405. 
NO.DEERING-NIS, responSible, neal, female 
to share owner occ. home Hardwood Iloors, 
sunny, WID , glass porch, nice neighborhood, 
yard & parking. S260Imo.+ ulils. Security de-
pos it & rei . 797-9424. 
NORTH DEERING- to-room colon ial w~arge 
yard. ProfeSSIOnal, 25+, good sense of humor. 
Parkmg, WID,foreplace. $285Imo.+. 878-23t 2. 
PEAKS ISLAND· MiF. I smoke & have two 
Newfoundlands. S250/mo.+ 112 ulils. No de-
pOSiI 766-9750. 
PORTLAND. TAMARLANE- Share 2BR. WID. 
gas heal. parking. Be responSible , proles-
sional, malure. M/F. S2751mo •• 112 ulils. 874-
0417. References. 
PORTLAND- Greal apartmenl. greal prICe. 
ResponSible. prolessional. NIS 10 share lovely 
2-floor. 2BR. parking. WID. Female preferred. 
N/pels. S300/mo . • 112 ulils. 775-5125. 
PORTLAND- Greal neighborhood house. WI 
O. DIW, disposer, NC. fireplaces, garage. 
yard. pallO, etc Prefer veg .. NIS, no pels. 
$350. 797-3777. 
PORTLAND- NIS. F 10 share nice home. WID, 
parking, good sized yard. $275/mo .• uilis. 
797-2405. 
PORTLAND- Responsible Ml f toshare house. 
Parking, WID, deck, yard. $2601mo. +112 uilis. 
772-2336. 
READ STREET (near Ch.verus HS)· Come 
share a lovely. quiel. 2BR house w/a WF 34. 
Compl.le wnireplace, cals. claw-foollub & 
good cheer. $40OJmo.utlls included. Please 
no cigarettes, pets or major life cnSls . 879-
7196. 
RESPONSIBLE. MATURE, NlS FEMALE to 
share cozy house Deertng area, Ou lel. sale 
neighborhood. Private yard. parkmg. Must 
value privacy and a clean home. Sunny living 
room wlfirep!ace, bright working kitchen wi 
dIShwasher. Avail. 311/94. $275/mo.+ ulils. 
775-0205. 
USM AREA- Looking for 3rd female 10 share 
4BDR. home. Siorage. W/O. private phone. 
S300mcurity. 773·8206. 
WASHINGTON AVE.' Male roommate wanled, 
pleasanl neighborhood, parking, WID, 2nd 
floor.$225/mo . • 113 ullls,sec dep. 879-6088. 
Av,, 1. 1/94. 
WASHINGTON AVE .- Near Payson Park. large 
4BR house. W/O. parkmg, loIS 01 room. S3501 
mo . • 112 ub ls. or $425!mo. u1lls. included . 
772·674 1. 
FOREST AVE .- NIS, F, to share 2BDR apt. wi WESTEND-FEMALE ONLY. Walerviews.yard . 
cal. Parking, laundry, quick walk 10 USM. off-slreet parking. Smoker welcome. $3001 
$237.50+112 ulils 773-3657. mo., sec.dep. References. Olivia 871-0151 
fREE ROOM AND SMALL SALARY for nghl 
person 10 share lovely Freeport home With 
parent and ctl ild in exchange lor 10-15 hrsJ 
wk. babysinlng. 865-4476 
eves. 
WESTENO· Male roommate wanted for large. 
qUiet 2BDR. apt. No smoking/pels. $2001 
mO.+ulils.828-1466. 
1r 775-1234 FAX: 775-1615 VISA/MC ACCEPTED 
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Cl summer camps 
Cl bed & braaldasta 
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get it to US 
By Phone: 775-1234; or for long distance 
1-800-286-6601 (visa/mc) 
By FAX: 775-1615 
By Mail: The Sure Sell 
551A Congress SI. 
Portland, ME 04101 
By Hand: 73 Oak S1., Portland 




FIRST 15 WORDS: 
Check One 
Phone II; D Casco Bay WeekJy-$91wk. 
Name: _______________ Additional words @ 25~ wdlwk: $ _____ _ 
fine print 
Monday. 6PM, pre-paid 
Addffi$: ____________ _ 
5 Place my ad In the hands of over 100,000 readers of Casco Bay Weekly and the PennySavers! 
And when I buy 3 weeks, give me the 4th week FREE! 
Q visa Q me expo date 
# 
The Sure Sell-D Casco Bay Weekly and 
Penny$aver-$111wk. 
Add~lonai words @ 50~ wdlwk: $ 
D Buy 3 weeks, 
get the 4th week 
FREE: $, __ _ 
D Wheels Deal 
$25/ run 'til It sells: $ _____ _ 
(15 words; vehicles only) 
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ENCOME TAX HELP! 
EMERSON & FRAZIER, CPAs 
Individuals· Partnerships' Corporations 
879·1690 
Initial One Hour Consultation Free of Charge 
LEGAL RESEARCH 
&TAX,INC 
Specializing in personal and 
small business ax preparation. 











" ELECTRONIC FILING 
" QUICK REFUNDS 
" REFUND ANTICIPATION LOANS 




" PsychiC Readings 
" Astrology 
" Psychic Counseling 
" Card Reading 
• Dream Interpretations 
" Pasl Lile 
PETE'S MASONRY 
• BPick, BlOCk, Stone I Concrete· 
• Senior Citizen Discount 
, Fully Insured 
• Free Estimate 
Peter LaUlier 
To advertise in this special section 
call Myra at 775-1234. 
1-900-420-0500 
Live Readings 24 hrs . 
P. O. Box 1423 
Fayeneville. AR 72702 
"FOR SERVICE PROFESSIONALSyou canlrust 
to dO quality work, don'l forgel to look in the 
BUSINESS SERVICES DIRECTORY every 
weeki 
roommates 
WEST END- NIS, profess ional MiF 10 share 
3BDR. furn ished condowl2 GM roommates, 
Washer. S250/mo .• 113 uilis. Avail.3/tl94. 
828-4063 . 
WEST END- Normal GM, 30's, seeks other 
normal person to share beautiful apt. Giani 
closelS.gas heat. $275/m o. 761 -0562. 
WEST END- Roommleneeded,March. Please 
be responSible and lun. S2501mo . • 113 uilis. 
Greal space. Call 774-0769 anylime. 
---
WOODFORDS· F. N/S 10 share 2BDR .. spa· 
cIOUS,sunny, Victonan. Hugh bedroom. large 
yard. porel'l , WID. wood floors, ott-street 
parklng.S3801mo Includes heal & HIW. 828-
1495. Av,,1 3/1 . 
WOODFORDS-ResponSible N/S, M/F lo share 
3BR hOUse, Slorage, parking. $217Imo . • 113 
utils. 774-8018 eves. 
apts/rent 
~Blueberry 
• '~ ' Court 
6 Or.gon A"" .. O.O.B. , ME. 
Arc you Single? 
Do you earn under $17,900Iyear~ 
or are you 
A cwo~person household earning 
under S20.450Iyear~ 
We have a I-br apartmc:nr 
at il reduced market rent 
available (or you! 
$469/mon'" 
includes ALL utilities 
For more in~ormatio~-,~II: 
(207) 839-6516vrr@ 
Yorlt-Cumbt:rLznd HtlUJing _ 
Mlln",emmt {Arporation -
BUXTON- lSi floor efficiency. furn ished/un-
fumished, clean, sunny, one person only. S3501 
mo. Includes Ulils. 799-5988. 
CHARMING. COT( EFFICIENCY APT. for N/S, 
smgle person. Recenlly remodelled bedroom. 
kilchen/dining area, balh Silualed in Quiet, 
beautilul. old Vlctonan proless ionar bUilding. 
Corner of Deering & Mellen StreelS. $3501m o. 
Includes ali Ui lis. & olf-street parkin g. 
tmo.securlty, lyr.lease. No pets. Call Paul 
874'1140, ext. 293. 
DEERING OAKS AREA- Warm 2BR, hardwood 
floors, on-street park ing. S575/mo. includes 
HeaVHW. Call Mike 774-3392. 
HOWARD ST.- Newly painled 3BR wILR. 
kllchen. OR, den. hardwood floors, parking, 
laundry. S775Imo. heated .sec. 774-6259. 
Localed in Ihe HisloricOld Port Districl- OfIer-
"g cozy fBR apls . w/funky floor plans. 
EqUipped wilh dIShwashers, disposals & on-
site laundry. $425-S4501mo . • utils. Old Port 
Arms, 56 Exchange 51. To schedule an ap-
pointment or for lurther info call Sharon at 
774-7175. 
-------
MMC AREA- New owner occupied bldg. wi 
qUlel 2BDR. unil available. Private emrance, 
hwd.flrs .. DIW. Pertect for elderly. $5951 
mo.lncludes HIHW. 775-0763. 
PARKAVENUE- Cozy. brlghl studio. Sundeck, 
$340Imo. includes all. Quiet, NIS. 767·2844 
or 780-4642. 
STATE STREET- Large, anraClive 2BR. hard-
wood floors, on-sile laundry. $5501mo. Heat 
& HIW included. Tom 76t ·0832. 
WEST END- 2BR, sunny. quiel, convenient 
Greal ne lghbomood. $600/mo. healed. low 
Ollis. 773-1067. 
apts/rent 
WEST END· Qual ity. 1 bedroom apartmenls. 
Utili lies. parking Included. Some w/decks. 
S380-$500/mo. Call Scol1 282-5577 
WESTBROOK- I BDR .. I Silioor, privale en-
trance. modern, clean, parking, gas heat 
S395/mo.+ uilis. 799-4965. 
condos/rent 
OOB- 3 rooms. WIW. DIW, sliders 10 deck 
No pets. $4501mo . • ullis., dep. 767-2347. 
houses/rent 
PORTLAND- 2BDR. Ranch. Applianced. lree 
snowplowing, Oil heat, redecorated , Deenng 
neighborhood. 773-5144 . Sorry no pels! 
seasonal/rent 
SCARBOROUGH- 3BR. house. Furnished. 
ocean view. Avai1. immed S4501mo.t util s. 
No pels. 883-5632 LIM. 
onices/r&nt 
PROFESSIONAL OFFICE SPACE FOR RENT-
Qu iet Viclor"n Office Bu ilding. Three offices 
available February 1, 1994. Three and two-
room suites , common waiting room, all utili-
tIes & more. Off-street parking. Corner 01 
Deenng & Mellen Slree15. S375·$4501monlh 
range, secunly & I·year lease. 874-1140. 
ext. 293. (Musl see 10 appreciale!) . 
art studios/rent 
LARGE, LIGHT. AIRY, high ceilinged sludlo 
w/panoramlc views 01 Congress Street wI 
artist only environment. Lots at wall space, 
utili ty/darkroom. S395!mo. includes ulils. 
799-7890. 
storage/rent 
DOWNTOWN OFF STREET COVERED PARK-
ING. Inlroduclory offer. S25/mo. Call 780-
1770. 
real estate 
FORECLOSED AND REPOSSESSED HOMES 
and properties: HUD, RTC, IRS, DEA, and 
othergovernmenl agencies. Listing s foryour 
area. Call loll free! 1(8001436-6867, ext. R· 
1553. 
HOME BUYERS· Faclory-Crafted Modular 
Homes are affordable! Confirm value w/fac-
lory tour. We find lots and arrange financing. 
Gall Terry Naylon al 828-6262 (24hr. ser-
vicel. Grealer Portland Modular Homes. 
MID-COAST- 5-y .. r old vacalion home on 
Monlsweag Bay. 55 wooded acres, 500 fl. 
shoreline. 2BR. well. sepllc. $148.000. 882-
5961. 
SCARBOROUGH- Lovely, sunny home wi 
breezeway. garage on child-safe cul-de-sac. 
Home offers large yard. family nOighborhood 
and convenient location. 4BR, 2 baths. Payne 
10 Purilan 1013 LamplighlerLane. $139,500. 
FMI 883-9696. 
WIN A HISTORIC HOME FOR $IOO! For info 
call Century 21 Flrsl Choice Realty, 854-
8491 . 
condos lor sale 
GRANT ST.- Huge 2BR wilh hardwood floors, 
heatJHW included in condo fee. Easy financ-
Ing, $37,500. Kalhy Phillips, Bay Realty, 775-
3838. . 
HIGH ST.' Spacious 2BR. hardwood floors. 
gas heal. parking. S64.500. Kalhy Phillips. 
Bay Realty, 775-3838. 
mobile homes 
"1994"S850DOWN.SI81 fOR 180MONTHS-
70' 3BR. $16.495. faclory 1 year15 year war-
ranty. APR t 0.75% (207)786-40f 6, Daily to-
6, Sunday 10-5. LUV Homes (1 mile from 
turnpike) , 1049 Washlnglon 51 .. RI. 202. Au-
burn. ME. 
body" soul 
ASTROLOGY CHARTS, COMPUTER IZED- $20 
natal ; $25 nataVcompallbility. Include birth 
1010 (name, date, location, time) . More info? 
Send business SASE: AslroCharts, RR 2, Box 
1, Alfred, ME 04002 . 
DEEP MUSCLE MASSAGE- Karen Auslen, 
M.A., L.M.T., Licensed Massage Therapisl. 
Alleviate chronic backaches, headaches. neck 
and shoulder stiffness, sciatica, stress, im-
prove lIexlbility, muscle tone, circulation, atll-
letic pertormance. Byappoinlmenl, 865-0672. 
body" soul 
OR . ZHAO MEl- The Chinese Healing Arts 
Cenler. Qi Gong Classes. Call for information, 
775-1142. 
FREE COMMUNICATION GROUP- Bener lis-
tening, clearerself-discloslng. For meditators 
and spir~ua l persons who have worked through 
a 101 01 the ir issues. Call Tom. 767-1381. 
HAVING TROUBLE with a problem and unable 
to afford traditional, long-term counseling? 
SoluliOn-based Brlff Therapy may be the an-
swer. Dr. Brennan, 892-7303. Office hours 
evenings and weekends. 
INTUITION. CREATIVITY & THE THERAPEU-
TIC PROCESS wIWinler Robinson & David 
Lee. March 4. 9:30-4:30. Portland. For Ilyer. 
call 929-6909 or 985-2221. 
LIGHT OF THE MOON, with over 40,000 book 
titles available. also has a large selection of 
Tarol cards, unique gifts, and tools to heal the 
body, mind and SP irit 324 Fore 51. 828-1710. 
Open Daily. 
LOVE YOUR BODY-Expressive Movemenlfor 
women who want to change how they feel 
about their bodies. NewgroupformingThurs-
days. 6-8p.m. Anita Flores. MA .. expressIVe 
Arts Therapist 865-6027. 
-------
MASSAGE WORKS! Enioy a soolhing mas-
sage or Shialsu. Usa Bouchard, 934-0442. 
AOBTA, Saco/Portland offiCes. 
MEN'SGROUPS - Call RickLynchat874-0681 
for information. 
NUMEROLOGY WIBIORYTHMS and Chinese 
horoscope. Complete $25. Call now. gel bo-
nus name inlerprelalion. 892·7703. 
ON-GOING HATHA YOGA CLASSES. Drop·ins 
too! Portland Yoga Siudio , 616 Congress 51. 
Call 797-5684. 
PSYCHIC PREDICTIONS by DORA- Unravel 
tile secret mystery of psychic phenomenon. 
35 years experience. 874-1942. 
--- - -
TRANSCENDENTAL MEDITATION PROGRAM 
for developing lull mental potential and im-
proving hea~h . Public lecture every Wednes-
day at 7p.m. 575 Forest Avenue. Portland. 
774-1108. 
WRITING WORKSHOPwilhAlfred DePew. For 
anyone interested in exploring new material, 
new ideas and fresh approaches to short fic-
tion, essays and poems. Thursday evenings, 
6:30-8:30p.m. March 17·ApriI28. Seven ses-
sions. $1 00. Um~ed space 775-3708. 
instruction 
ADULTS READ BEmR - Adull Learn ing Op-
portunllies . Free/Conlidenlial. Call f -800-322-
5455. 
RICHARD LEWIS. MSEd., LPG. NCC. - Indi-
vidual. Group. Couple & Family Counseling. 
Call for Group offerings, 780-8301 . 
ARE YOU PLANNING A WEDDING, anniver-
sary party, reunion or other speCial oCC3ssion? 
For affordable. lop quality videos, call ZOOM 
IN PRODUCTIONS aI878-9435. 
CREATIVE CARPENTRY- Custom woodwork-
lng, additions. renovaticms, restorations. kitctl-
ens, furn itUre repair, timbertrame. Steven 
Bauer, 76f -2488. 
EXPERIENCED MOVER- SmalVLarge loads. 
Locally, long distance. Garages, basements, 
attics cleaned. Excellent references. Low rates. 
774-2159. 
KLEEN SWEEP- Residenl,,1 and commercial 
cleaning. Rugs.l loors, walls. Windows, more. 
free estimales. Call 799-5687. 
NEED ELECTRICAL WORK DONE? Best deals 
on service changes, "Fuses to Breakers". 100 
AMP. S375-$425. Cei ling fans· you buy. I 
assemble and hang. Anylhlng eleclrica l. no 
iob 100 big or small. QUality work al very 
reasonable rales. Free esllmales. Masler Elec-
Inclan, insured. Geny's Electric. 773-5897. 
PEOPLE'S PAINTING- 25 years Expenence. 
Intenor & Exterior. Free Estimates. Insured 
S300,OOO liability. Call 774-7254. 
- ---
PRINT YOUR OWN Holiday Greeting Cards. 
Screen Printing Class: Maine Screen. Both 
paper and fabric. 878-2771 . 
TROY HILL CARPENTRY- Rough and finish 
carpenlry: Kitchens, balhs, roofs, decks. addi-
tIons. Ice and snow removal from rools. Free 
estimates. Call anylime, 675-3417. 
TUCKER'S L1GHTTRUCKING , mainlenance & 
professional moving. Pamting, house-clean-
ing,landscaping, tree work. rubbish removal, 
handywor1<. Cleaning attiCS, basements. Free 
estimales, low rales . 761-0193. 
The Best of Real Estate 
Show off 
your best! 
On March 10th, Casco Bay Weekly's 
Best ofPordand Issue will feature 
a Best of Real Estate section! 
To find out how you can show off your 
BEST PROPERTIES 
in front of Greater Portland's 
Best & Most Qyalified Prospects, 
call MYRA at 775-1234 now! 
Deadline March 1st 
Mountain Lakes Region 
12-unit motelin the Sebago Lake 
region 01 Maine. Excellent appeal 
from the road, owner's quarters, very 
nice small business opportunity at 
$325,000. 
New England Hotel Realty 
500 Market St., Suite 13 
Portsmouth, NH 03801 
(603) 431-8740 
~ii~1 Mountain Lakes Region 22-unit motel in Sebago Lake region; only 9 miles from Portland, Maine. 13 new rooms include 8 suites, 
2 bedroom owner's residence off 
the lobby. Great potential $375,000. 
New England Hotel Realty 
500 Market St., Suite 13 
Portsmouth, NH 03801 
(603) 431-8740 
. ' , 
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stuff for sale 
$995 USED MOVIES· Including ad un Used 
paperlhardback books Captain Video Oakhlll 
Plaza, Scarborough, 883·6424 
CALL 846-1771 for lISt of new & used com· 
puter stuff CALL 846·1717 for list of ham 
radio & SWL stuff CALL 846·1789 for used 
VCR's. TV's. computers & phones at great 
prices Call any number 24·hours·a·day. 
Packrat being forced to unload by overwhelmed 
spouse 
EXERCISE BIKE and Commodore 128 com· 
puter for sale Best offer for both Call 761· 
9491 
MATIRESS SETS· TWlnlFulVQueen, fum~ure, 
cellular phones too LiqUidating complete 
warehouse! Credit available All new! 772· 
5737 
MOUNTAIN BIKE·18· Cannondale M800 TIP' 
top shape Used a mere half-a-dozen times 
$600 Call 874·4731. 
MOVING SALE· Kenmore dryer, extra large 
capaCity, 3yrs old , $190 Custom blinds & 
shades Large mirror, $45 Stereo cabinetiTV 
stand, unfinished pine wlglass doors, $65 
Kenwood speakers, $85 Little Tykes sand· 
box, $20, Artwork, fans, odds & ends Call 
767·1312 
MOVING SALE Ross 3·spd. bicycle, fuml' 
ture, records, tapes, lots more No reasonable 
offer refused Call 772·0208 for Info 
RECESSION USED APPLIANCE SALES· Wash· 
ers, dryers, stoves, refrigerators, freezers 
Guaranteed and delivered 642·3686 
give away 
BIG, LOVABLE DOG needs spacIous country 
home. 5yr old, male Newfoundland mixed, 
neutered 874·2301 
FREE HARDWOOD PALLETS· Great for fife· 
wood or can eaSily be repalfed Cal l Craig or 
Mike, 883·1300 between 6am·5pm 
FRIENDLY CATS sUlVlVlng on docks seek 
warm, safe homes Energetlcblacklwhlte male 
Lovely coal· black Sisters, one sweet, one sassy 
All fIXed 772·3484 
wanted 
CD"s BOUGHT 
Up to $5 Paid at 
Video Plus 
at.l, s_ ......... ,h 
883-2192 
BUYING ANTIQUES, OLD DECOYS, pictures, 
old lays. lamps, chest of drawers, anything 
old. AttiCS & basements our speCialty Top 
dollar paid Guaranteed 761·0193. 
TUCKER'S USED FURNITURE· 235 Congress 
St BUYlnglSellmg used furniture In good condl' 
lIOn. Bureaus, tables & chairs , dressers , 
couclles and bedroom sets Also some used 
appliances, antiques, housewares, Call 761· 
0193 or 77H972 
arts a crans 
A TOUCH OF CRAFTS, 520 Ocean St., South 
Po~land . ME, 799·5711. Quali ty crafts, les· 
sons, consignments, supplies Open Tues· 
day·Saturday, 10.00·4,00 Classes beginning 
February 15, now accepting reglslratlons 
Spec,,1 Valen~n.'s Day hours: 9:00·6 00 Look· 
Ing for consignment items and Instructors 
MAINE EMPORIUM IS CLOSING I Main. crafts 
up to 50% off! 85 York St .. Po~land . 871· 
0112 
music 
Flute & Guitar 
Music 
For Special OCCasiOns 
Ca rl Dlmow 761-4569 
Keltb Crook. 828·0927 
music 
Cuitar StudiO workshop 
Private Professional Instruction 
Jazz • Blues • Rock • Theory 
Beginner to Professional 
18 Years Teaching Experience, 
also... k i 6l Guito.r L .. Slo,,~ 
Portland nS-S444 
FLUTE LESSONS· Adults, children, teenagers. 
Learn ClasSiC, EthniC or Jm styles Ma~a 
Paro Lane, 829·0908 
HEY CRAZY CATS AND GROOVY CHICKS I 
Gultanst from the Upsetters and MemphIS 
Mafia IS now taking students for Blues or 
Rockabilly lessons. Way cool Daddy'O! Mat· 
thew Robbins 773·5622 
wheels 
PIANO SERVICE· ProfesSional, regIStered tech· 
OIclan-Josept'l's Plano Service Joseph BaClta, 
RPT, PTG Member 883·001011(8001924· 
9085 
(;fa .~ .~ij;t,tls: 
775-12.1 I 
WHEELS DEAL OF THE WEEK: 
VOLVO SEDAN TURBO, 1984- AlC, leather, 
power lIent condition, 115k, 
799-4615. 
We'll run your vehicle 'til it sells with The 
Wheels Deal, 15 Words, $25. Call 775-1234 
AUTO INSURANCE 
AGENCY, LTD 
CALL FOR Q!JOTE 
761-7000 
AUTO, MOTORCYCLE 
A.T.V" RV MOTORHOME 
MONTHLY PAYMENTS 
242 ST. JOHN ST .. #144 
PORTLAND 
proglP.ui/e·~1Zl 
• -RUN YOUR WHEELS 'TIL THEY SELLI" 
For $25 The Sure Sell Will advertise your car 
until you sell It Call 775·1234 to placeyourad. 
VlSalMasterCard accepted 
-.:......----
AUDI 5000 1986· 4 door sedan, auto. power 
group, NC. AMIFM cassette, 77K $4.500 
883·8152. 
BUICKSOMERSETLlMITED 1985· V6, loaded 
Good condition Comfo~ble, rehable car 
Reduced to $2,200lB 0 865·6027 
CHEVY CAVALIER 1987· 2·door, auto . Ami 
Fm, onglna l owner, clean, greal In snow 
$2,80018 0 767·6182 
CHRYSLER CORDOVA, 1979- One owner, 
good cond~lOn , 89K, tllt·wheel, PIS, NC. auto" 
cruISe. $900. 774·1305 
FORO ESCORTGL 1987·Hatchback, red, auto, 
alf, rust proofed, well maintained $2,500 Gall 
799·2613 
FORO LTD 1983· 86K, excellent conditIOn, 
well maintained, lots 01 n,w pa~s $1,300. 
772·3901. 
HONDA ACCORD LX 1992·4 dr, 27K, auto, 
loaded, In exc,llent condition $12,500180 
Call 893·1066 
HONDACRX·SI, 1986· Clean. reliable, spo~, 
roomytranspo~ation Many new pa~s Metal' 
Ilc black, electnc sunroof. $2,95018.0 799· 
0604 , 
MAZDA626, t985· 4dr, 5spd ,NC, sunroof. 
94K miles, runs great. $1.600lB 0 Call 772· 
3901 
MAZOAPROTEGE. 1993· GOing bocktoschool 
4dr , alf. Asking lor loan balancel Amy, 729· 
1739 
MAZDA RX·7, 1983· Excellenlcondltlon, high 
mileage, cassette, loaded, sunroof $1.8001 
B.0. 799·2439n99·0090. 
MITSU81SHI MIRAGE 1990· 68K, 4-dr, PIS, 
PIB, AMIFM cassene. alf, auto, great cond" 
tlOn $4,750 799-5023 
PLYMOUTH SUNDANCE 1992· Only Slxty·llve 
hundred miles. To settleestate $7,900 761 · 
0422 afternoons 
PONTIAC 6000 1986- 78K, 1 owner, depend· 
able, new muffler, rad iator & brakes $t ,900 
Call 767·2928 
SUBARU HATCHBACK, 1988· 4WO, sunrool, 
good shape, 88K, great In snowl $2,990 Call 
799·0477. 
SUZUKI GS 550 1985 MOTORCYCLE· Engme, 
sprocket, chain, frame & many parts, $195 
Ca ll 883·5708 
TOYOTA SUPRA 1984· 5·spd. 6·cyl. NC. 
sunrool, powerev.rythlng, only 79K $3,500 
Gall 773·3717 
VEHICLES UNDER $200! Cars auctioned by 
IRS. DEA. FBI, nationwide. Trucks, boats, 
motomomes, computers and morel Gall toll 
free! 1 (8001436.6867, ext A·158r. 
VEHICLES UNDER $2001 Gars auctioned by 
IRS, DEA, FBI nallonWlde Trucks, boats, 
motorhomes, computers, and more! Call toll 
freell(8001436-6867. ext A·1581 
VOLVO 240, 1983· 4-i1oor, standard wlO 0 .. 
fuel Iniectlon, 172K miles Good conditIOn, 
very dependable All malnlenance records 
Asking $2,800. 839·4387 
VWJETIA 1991·36K.4·door,5·spd ,sunroof, 
stereo cassette, mint condition $9,900 283· 
9762 Must Sell I 
recreation 
SLEIGH RIOES . Over the nver . through the 
woods Includes use of log cabin. Groupsl 
romantiC nde for two Horsefeathers 839· 
2243 
animals 
OOG AND PUPPY TRAINING sta~s February 
21st In Portland MotivatIOna l training FMI 
call 998·2231 
SHOWYOUR OOG howto be a well·mannered 
lamlly companion & have fun at the same 
time let our expenenced team of Instructors 
show you how Gall Dogs In Tra ining, 839· 
8439. 




• WiU., • L,yucg WIU., 
• Pown of A.llorllt)' • Divorce 
• Sl7yu:t: COItIracl3 • Ban.kruptcy 
Reasonable Rates 
772-6620 













• GOLF SHIRTS 
• T·SHIRTS 
WE ALSO PRINT ON 
• PAPER·WOOD·FABRIC · 








.Afmnu;; rIa.t.u'fl ~ 
~1919 
• !Jiaj!e ~ !Fan 
• AfI.-IoUe 
• [J'~/  [F<Wice 
.~ 
!¥oo, a f- btoduue 
call 1· 800' fYf?! ' !I!.o..e 
,'" 1-
,,@~ 
'!.'¥.1.... '~r /,A 
... :.; ~ 
J 
MEET BEAUTIFUL LAOIES from ASIa, Russia, 
Europe 650 marnagessince 1989! Free phOIO 
brochure, (7021451·3070 
adult services 
1·900-46·ERICA (37421 •• $2 501mln. Adults 
Only New number! -A LEGEND!" EPS Co 
708·882·7873 
:SEi.STARVED~ 
: NYMPHOS : 
I Live & Uncensored I 
I 24 Hours- : 
: Call Now! I 
: 1·800·753·2111 : 
\ 
N. ,,..dit eanl " .. thd, ". ,"0 , 
hades, n • • n. "ndtT 21. ., ,-------
PAYROLL SERVICES 
OF MAINE 
For Small Businesses •• 1 to 50 Employees 
ACCOUNTING· BOOKKEEPING 
INCOME TAXES 
Check our Rates - Check our References 




for small business 
ItfB(l r MMNDEIIT IlPfIrTS I 
MUG Books fl\l~~~3~ldo~ort 
Coil 828-3994 
and other lifa support seMces 
If you 'vc ever cleaned up for 
lhe c1earung people or worse. 
cleaned up afler them ... 




Medical Mal practice 
Workers' Compensation 
Bornstein & Hovermale 
Attorneys At Law 
165 Commercial Sneet Portland 772-4624 
Toll Free Outside 1-800-772-4624 
adult services 
ml£ US OI'IDiS,AS LIM AS 9gen.IH. 
NO em CAIUI NmJEII VIDA rAlI.Nl CAIUI 
AS SEEN ON TVI Live PsychiC lIn,l Personal 
& Confidential! t ·900·656·7700, $l.95Imln. 
18+ 
AWESOME AMBER LIVE! 1(900)835·8889$3· 
$3 99IMIN, 1 (8001216·LISA 18+ 1 (800)898' 
HOTI, Instant credit 
FANTASY OATES· Po~land's Hottest Smgles! 
NamesIHome f's 1·900·737·7278, ext 512. 
18+. $2951mln E T .. WDC 
LIVE:a~n: 
24 Hours 




Cust. Servo Boo.67Ni548 
HOT PARTY LINE! 1·800·827·6662 $21mln · 
No tredll card needed' 18 ... Call our Directory 
01 SelVIces 305·525·5433, ext. 9122 
HOT, HORNY GALS!! 1·800·917-6969 ... 
SEX XXX RATEO & LM NUDEPLAYMATESllI 
1·800·644·4757 $2' $3,501mm No Cred~ 
Card needed, 18+. 
HOT, SEXY GIRLS, 1(8001838·3877. 18+. 





45 WORDS AND 
PERSONAL CAlL® 
FREE BY FAX 
THURSDAYONLY 
- . 
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Weekly. Wellness. Directory 
:1" y'''). 
\- \. t:) .1 · holistic counselmg 
-" '\ ,'./ • psychosynthesIs 
V • polartty therapy 
FDA AppuJ\'cd· Comfort· SpontaneIty· E/Jectll'ene\l 
~ 
CASCO BAY MIDWIFERY SEVICES 
~ home blrth • (omplete prenoIOI & posinotol care 
~ women:r health· pap lertJ 
799·4467 ' SIMPLY A GREAT CONTRACEPTIVE ALTERNATIVE " 
lion. Silverman, CM.T, 
Swedish Massage 
Neuromuscular Therapy 
Treatment helps: • Remove self-sabotaging patterns 
• Enhance relaxation and medrtatlon • Awaken your 
self healing. Defeat effects of stress 
To bnng light & love to al/ levels of your life 
• Qi Gong Exercise 
• Massage - acupuncture 
without needles 
• Balanced Diet 
Stephen R. Aronson, Ph.D 
licensed Psycholllglst 
Insurance Reimbursable 
IndiVIdual, Couples & Group Psychotberapy 
Anxtely, Depression 
Gnevlng, P,RlcAttacks, Siress 





Don Labbe, 854-9257 
Careers in Professional Massage & Polarity Therapy 
CorT'pllmenlary Talk and Open House 
March 9 7 pm Ca ll to reserve space 
Now Accepting Enrollment for Spring Programs in 
Consciousness-Oriented-Touch 
Professional Therapeutic Massage 
Trainings 
180 & 600 hour evenmg & weekend programs 
Polarity Realization Center 
1-800-497 -2908 
Cognitive Problem Solving The~~py 
Anxiety • Depression • Self-Image • TranSitions 
Rhea Weinberg Sheerins, MA 
Affordable Sliding Scale Fees 
773-8929 
Celebrate Yourself 
with KclpaIu Yoga. __ 
Movement, Meditatio" 
&Furrl 
LICENSED CLINICAL PROFF5SIONAL COUNSELOR 
REALIlY THERAPY CERTIFIED 
begins where 12·step groups 
leave off. No commitment 
required. Mondays 6:15 pm-
7:45 p.m. S5·$10/session. 
Facilitated by: 
RACHELSAGER, LSAC 
222 St. John St., Suite 209 
19I'Rffi'ECI STREET 
Paawm, ME 04103 
(207) 774-8149 
LIBERATE 
'1 H E AHTIS'I IN fOll 
• 
PORTLAND YOGA STUDIO 
CLASSES ONGOING 
DROP-IN CLASSES, TOO 
616 ConjJress Skeet 
207.797.5684 
• Swedish Massage 
• Deep Tissue Work 
865-4049 
Women's therapy group with]ane Gau, LCSW Release pent-up 
feelmgs and bUlld self-esteem In an atmosphere of support and safety. 
New Group Forming Now. Call for detalls. 774-8633 
Also available for Individual Therapy 
COUNSELING 
• AL1.AREAS· 
,. Bunker Andreasen, M,Ed. 
Richard Lewis MSEd., LPC, NCC 
Individual, Group and Family Counseling 
207.780.8301 
Office: 73 Deering Street, Suite 201, Portland, Maine 
Mail: P.O. Box472,Yumouth,Maine, 04096 
CommUled 10 improving 
the quality oJ your health 
",,~ Coleen flk- \1' 
V Connolry, 








If you are thinking about self-il11p1VVeJ1lell~ hy allY olle of the various henltlr practitiollers foulld ill C~co Bay Weekly's Welllless DinxtOlY. 
If keepillg your busi1less henltlzy is YOllr intL'1l~ then adveltise in the Weekly Welllless DlrectOlY, Call 775-1234. • ' 
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CALL 1-900-370-2041 TO RESPOND TO ANY caw PERSONAL 
(Calis cost 1,49/min, Must be 18 or over, Touch-tone phones only, Casco Bay Week~ 207 -775- 1234) 
GOOD· LOOKING DWM, 42, longing to share 
endless hours 01 hugging, snuggling, and 
soft, warm. tender ~sses with warm, sweet, 
playful, fit , good-looking , lamilY'oriented 
woman. Veoy romantic, tall, f~, easy-going, 
down·to-earth lamily man who enjoys the 
outdoors and children, searching lor one spe· 
clal woamn to share IIle's simple pleasures. 
tl2524 (3123) 
women~men 
ENTHUSIASTIC DWf, 36, enjoys lile's simple 
pleasures: Countoy living, x-c s~ing, garden· 
ing, children, honesty. Seeks man with similar 
qual~ ies, tr2446 (3116) 
TIRED OF HEARtNG HOW COLD IT IS? This 
single mom is looking 10r 4-s835on fun. I am 
warm in winter, cool in summer. blooming In 
spring, colortul ln autumn. You are tall, NIS, 
lun, energetic, tr2320 (312) 
ANOTHER YEAR GONE BY ... and still no one 
special in my lile, Down-Io-earth DWM, 43, 
seeks slim. attractive woman, 32-40, forfriend-
ship/relationship. tl2375 (319) 
ANTI-ESTABLISHMENT,FREE-thinkingSWM, 
28. I question authority whenever possible. 
See~ng SWF, 24·28, who Is veoy sma~ and 
quick thinking. I don't wanlto sound shallow, 
but looks are important, I'm NIS, NID, and just 
a real person. tr2368 (319) 
CAN YOU COME OUT TO PLAY? Successful 
but overwor!<ed prolessional DWM seeks ac· 
complice to share weekend diversions and 
adventures. I'm 28,attractive , 6', lit, hml, NI 
S, amiable, intelligent, enlightened (not P,C,), 
introspective, open, cons iderate. affectionate. 
passionate. You could be S/DF, 20·35, attrac-
tive, lrim, NIS, wortdly, independent. looking 
lor lriendshlp, laughter, and old·tashioned 
romance '90s·style. tr2376 (319) 
A GORGEOUS, dominant woman insists you 
ca ll her, Subm iss ive men reply NOW! 
tl2319 (312) 
ARE YOU A ROMANTIC DEADHEAD? SWF 
looking lor man, 25·35ish, who can be as 
much a -hopeless romantic" as I am, Some· 
one who can appreciate music, dancing. ttre 
arts and can also wear jeans. kick back with a 
beer, and groove to The Dead. tr2466 (3/16) 
GODDESS OF LOVE SHE IS ... my mother. At 
39 .he needs liIe in her heart She likes ice 
skating, cooking in the winter, in ttle summer 
swimming, watksatsunset. She's veoy bubb\ey 
and lun to be with. Won' you be with herthis 
holiday? Cupid's arrow is waiting, 
tr2504 (3123) 
WINOOW SHOPPER! You've seen me around. 
You've thought: "She's good·loo~ng. Prob-
ably around 35. Healthy. Prolesslonal. Easy· 
golng.Athletic. Single? Hmmm ... She can' be 
interested: Well, you were wrong I Now I'll 
make II even easier, tl2449 (3116) 
CARIBBEAN AND EUROPEAN TRAVELER, 
SWM, 49, 5'11 ', t851, handsome, Maste~s 
Degree. integrity. carino. paSSionate. beach. 
scuba, morning person, NIS, exercise. selec-
tive, independent. good sense of humor, opti-
mistic, culturally diverse. adventurous, ethnic 
cuisine. emotionally and financially stable, 
spontaneous. ttleater, music, movies- seeks 
long·lerm relationsh ip w~all , slim, attractive, 
financially Independent woman, 38-45 wlsiml-
lar characteristics in Portland area. Grown 
children OK. CBW Box 273. 
HANDSOME 44 y.O. EXECUTIVE, 6'1 ' , BrlBl, 
would like to meel gorgeous, wealthy lady. 
Must like horses & sandy beaches. Respond 
to CBW Box 269. 
A TTRACTM SWF SEEKS long-term ",Iation-
ship with veoyhandsome man, 26·36. Must be 
financial ly secure and family-oriented, 
tr2486 (3123) 
HEALTH CONSCtOUS, spiritual. educated, at-
tractive lady to share time with a down-to-
earth. old-fashioned gentleman, 35-50, with 
'90s understanding. tr2364 (319) 
HELP COMPLm MY LIFE! Wanted: Intelli-
gent, caring, sen.itive, handsome professiona~ 
30-'10, ready to comm~ to a relation.hlp. I'm 
a happy, bubbly. attractive, intelligent sensi-
tive, 3Oy.o. professional, Do you hold the key 
to unleash myt,..sures? H.o, Iet·s lullilleach 
others desires and voids! tr2366 (319) 
YAH, I'M ALIVE I II you enjoy Jackson Browne, 
you can be the lucky guy to accompany this 
classy, spirited SWF to hi. concert. Please be 
an open· minded SWM, Nt.S with a sense 01 
adventure and an outlook toward theluture. 
tr2363 (319) 
ARE YOU? I AM 37+, educated, successlul. 
romantic, attractive. fit and tun loving. Value 
honesty and communication. looking for 
"quality" and "chemistry" and a best Iriend . 
tl2503 (3123) 
AmNTION, LADIES- Heatthy, rugged man 
seeks down-to-earth woman. Age/size/race 
mean nottllng. You be honest and sincere, 
denim or silk O.K. tr2494 (3123) 
HANDSOME, FIERY, ITALIAN MAN, slim, pow· 
erful, financially secure. Seeking attractive 
woman, 25-35. who craves a strong yet nur-
turing man for love, play, and growth. like me. 
you are: emotionally and mentally stable, seH-
aware. intelligent, accomplished, childless. 
fertile, capable 01 compaSSionate honesty and 
Godlike acceptance. tr2379 (319) ATIRACTIVE, ADVENTUROUS artist, hi~ng 
boots to heels, gardening, good books, x·c 
and skating, seeks male companion, 38-50, 
active, knowledgable. with similar qualities 
and interests, tl2445 (3116) 
ATIRACTlVE, slim, shy F, 27, 5'4', 120/, 
looking lor sincere nice guy who's stable and 
likes dancing, long beach walks and quiet 
dinners. !r2365 (319) 
BEAUTY SEEKS BLUES LOVER- Bold, lull· 
ligured, glamorous blonde, 41 , fantastiC, lun-
loving, seeks very dar!<, intelligent, rugged 
SBM, 30·50, lor exploration Into heart, mind, 
body, sou l. Let's adventure into the Blues! 
tl2367 (319) 
BORN TO BE WILD- Well-bUi ll, attractive DWF 
with desire for1riendship and romance and a 
passion for Harleys seeks SIDM, 35·45, lor 
fun and adventure. Ca ll for detail s. 
tl2448 P116) 
BUONGIORGNO! SWF, 27, prolessional, in-
telligent, independent. who enjoys outdoors, 
boat ing, fishing, hiking, and cultural events, 
plays. musicals, concerts. seeks man with 
similar qualities. tl2488 (3123) 
BUSY ARTtST AND FITNESS PRO seeks ski 
buddy, Nordic/Alpine. Loves to dance too: 
Blues, reggae, etc. Over 40, any race. Vive la 
DINerence! tr2444 (3/16) 
COME SKI WITH ME! Downhill or XC, Attrac-
tive, adventurous SWF, 40, NIS, NID. Let's 
enjoy this cold and snow together, sharing 
some winter fun and quiet times. 
1t2362 (319) 
CREATIVE, CARING WOMAN, heatthy & fit, 
seeks aware, evolving male, 40·50, to share 
music, pance, healthy meals, great books, 
films anb conversations. Be ~ol1owing your 
bliSS." tl2322 (312) 
DARK, SLIM DANCER, 28, 5'8', seeks stable, 
attractive, outdoorsy compan ion, 28·35. Inti-
mate conversation. coziness, good 10od/tlu-
mor. Dance & nightille to keep the cobwebs 
away! Playboys and extreme 'New Age" types 
need not inquire. tl2447 (3/16) 
DENIM & SILK: 41, 5'4', 1201, BrlBr, pretty, 
prolessional. NIS, kids & pets. We can make 
snowpeople or attend a conce~ . Let's do bothl 
tl2323 (3/2) 
DINNER AT BACK BAY GRILL- Brainy, hard-
bodied writerlcollege instructor seeks young, 
cultured, affluent man who can do more s~­
ups than I can lor verbal and nonvernal com-
munication. tr2484 (3123) 
ECLECTIC DWF, 42, TIRED 01 emotionally and 
intellectually wimpy males, seeks secure, eeleo· 
tic, tlonest man for passIonate communica-
tion on many levels. Can you handle it? 
tl2467 (3It 6) 
HIGH PRIESTESS SEEKS MAGIC MAN- Petite, 
38, spiritually aware Goddess searching for 
Karma·conscious. sensitive, awakened soul, 
30-45, lor fun, adventure & creating change. 
Let's celebrate Iile and love together! 
tr2506 (3123) 
I NEED TLC ASAP! R&R lor you & me. I'm 
DWF, 5'4', hardworker. I like countoy music & 
BYOB dance halls, tr2321 (312) 
IVE BEEN FEELING lIKEAHERMIT, but am I? 
Help me lind out. Looking for new lriends and 
interests. Can you help? tr2324 (312) 
KISSED FROG, WANTPRINCE-SWF,20, NIS, 
petite, long brown hair, blue eyes, caring. 
honest, affectionate, bubbly, and love to cuddle. 
En)oy movies, bowling, romantic walks on 
beach and more. Seek SWM, 20-30, N/S. 
mature, sense of humor. Mnest, affectionate 
for friendsh ip. possible long-lasting relation-
ship, tr2483 (3123) 
MID-COAST SF, clear-eyed natural beauty, 37. 
I'm ingenious, energetiC, honest, warm. Need 
partner lor hl~ng, dancing, house-building, 
gardening, Iffe. Walk tall , be expressive. 
tr2318 (312) 
MY HEARfS DESIRE- I'm loo~ng for a man 
55·65. t'm 5'1'. 1401, BrlHz. I'm almost 61 . 
I'm kind, loving and romantiC. tr2485 (3123) 
NOT YOUR ORDINARY FEMALE searching for 
extraordinaoy male. You are strong, gentle, 
supportive, independent, intellectual. and 
emotional. Me: 34. blue-eyed, strawberoy 
blonde. Varied interestsinclude:wingedllurred 
beasts, coystals, magic, crattwork. beaches, 
forests, mountains. lakes. "you're looking for 
.MBarbie-, or a weak woman, you won't like me. 
No cigarenes. tr2507 (3123) 
SEARCH RE-OPENED for gentle, seH-loving 
male human being with strong integrity. At-
tractive, slim, dynamic SF, 40. wants to spend 
time, tatk, and travel w~h you. Be 40-49, 5'10" 
or under, honest, positive and lun. Otherwise, 
don' call! tr2489 (3123) 
SINCERE, CARING LADY would like 10 mee" 
sincere, caring gentleman. 50-60, I have a 
variety 01 interests. Woutd like to share and 
spend time with that special person. Let's get 
togetherl tr2505 (3123) 
SLENDER SEEKER OF SUMMER LOVE solic-
~.warm lriendshipto me" the snowlrom man 
45-55 who loves to expIo", ideas and coves 
and values honesty, sharing, the arts, knowl-
edge, and rich dirt. tr2487 (3123) 
HoW to respold to a personal ad: 
Just call1-9QO-370-2041 any time, 24 hours a day, from arry touch-tone 
phone! Enter the four-<ligit .. number of the ad you wish to respond to, listen 
to the greeting, then leave a response. (An advertiser may not have recorded 
a greeting by the !imeyou call . You may still leave a message on that person's 
line.) The date at the end of the ad is the last day to reply to that ad. You may 
also choose to "browse" through all ads in a specific category (companions 
and others not available to "browsej. Callscost$1.49/min. You must be 18 
crover. 
To respond to a caw Box #, address mail to Casco Bay Weekly, 551A 
Congress St., Portland, ME 041 01 , making sure to print the thre&-digit caw 
Box # clearly in the lower left-hand comer of the envelope. 
HoW to place your personal ad: 
To place a FREE ad with Personal Callt», fill out the coupon and mail or 
FAX rt (J75-1615) to us. Qllaxing, please photocopy the coupon first and then 
tax it The newsprint doesn't reproduce welL) The deadline for placing 
personal ads is Friday at noon_ FREE personals ads are 25 words or less 
Oncluding headline). and run four weeks. Others, Companions, and Lost 
Souls ads are 2-week ads and run at a cost of $1 per word. Personal Callt» 
ads wrth more than 25 words cost 50¢ per addrtional word. We'll send you 
a four-digrt .. number (to appear in your ad) and a security code for exclusive 
access to your responses through an 8OO-line at no costto you. Ads without 
Personal Callolll cost .50 per word plus mail-forwarding or P.O. aoxchsrges. 
caw BoX#s and P.O. Box#s cost $20 pertwo-weekad. Ads may be paid 
for with Visa, MasterCard, local check or cash, 
HOW to use your Persalal call® mallboa: 
pass tillS paper 01' 
to a (fiend 
~TO~ 
RESPOND 
To a Casco Bay Weekly 
Personal Ad, Call 
1-900-370-2041 
Call costs $1.49 per minute. 
Must be 16 or older. Casco Bay Weekly. 
551A Congress St., portland, ME 04101 . 
person 01 the week 
w .. m 
HIV+, TALL, BLACK MAlE, handsome, lean, 
keen, dap down and brown, seeking a woman 
who is caring. understanding, sober, inter-
ested in cooking wtlolesome dishes. music, 
commun icating and quiet times overlooking 
the ocean, tr251 0 (3123) 
I'M SO UGLY IfS A SIN! Veoy diverse DWM, 
40ish, businessman, very active member of 
local tennis club, works out each day, former 
professional skier, actIve camper and hiker. 
motorcycle touring to tine dimng; appreCia-
tion of Mozart. Desire a woman (Ufemate) 
who shares similar Interests . tl2458 (3116) 
INDEPENDENT DWM, YOUNG 45· Me: Nature 
lover. humanist, outdoorsy (tl iking , skiino, 
etc). health conscious. aCllve, simple Irfe liver. 
adventurous. non-materialistic, practical. well-
grounded, open-minded, warm-tlearted, self-
employed artisan/musician. You: Similar, in-
telligent, pelile, iii, 30·50, NIS. n2451l31t 6) 
TO PLACE YOUR OWN 
PERSONAL AD CALL 
775-1234 
SLENDER SEEKER OF SUMMER LOVE 
solicits warm friendship to melt the snow 
from man 45-55 who loves to explore 
ideas and coves and values honesty, 
sharing, the arts, knowledge, and rich dirt. 
'2r2487 (3/23) 
Each week. a Casco Bay Weekly personal ad is chosen as CBW's "Person 
of the Week- and wins 2 free movie rentals from Videoport. 
INTUITIVE. FEELIN G, DWM, 48· I deselVO 
mutuality and so do yo u, Intimacy, honesty, 
amends. humllrty, listening. and vulnerability. 
Want to share love and wisdom! tr2374 (319) 
JOYFUL PAGAN, 45, 5'7', 155', spiritual 
seeker. seeks soulmate, 30-45. wise, sensual. 
alh letic & tnm, to share my Ine of exploring 
nature. spirituality, magic. music, Intimacy, 
passion & laughter. tr2381 (319) 
men(~women 
1 GENTlE, CUDDLING MAN! Interested in 
.haring smiles, friendship and compassion, 
I'm 40ish, 5'10", t 601 and neat (wilh jeans). 
Let'ssM walerand shower together! tl2493 
(3123) 
18 BELOW AND NOWHERE TO GO! I have 
time for you , just no time to find you. I 
occassionally go to bars with people, but not 
to lind people, I am a mix of sawdust and 
seawater. patience and perennials. din roads 
and downtown. If you are also iI mix, but not 
mixed up. let me know. tl2332 (312) 
59 AND FULL OF ENERGY- Sincere, 
hardwor!<ing man with speech impediment 
would like woman companion fordinner. walks, 
movies, late 50s·early 60s. Portland area. 
tr2509 (3123) 
A LOT TO OFFER- SWM, 23, 5'11 ', t651, 
conlident yet shy, Honest, educated, roman-
tic, athletic, great sense 01 humor & much 
more. Seeking woman with similar qualities, 
tr2371 (319) 
A MEMORY FOR THE FUTURE- Where are 
you? OWM, 37, NIS, NID, a bH .hy, Enloys 
movies, music. and books. Klnd . sensitive, 
warm and compaSSionate, loo~ng lor same. 
tr2327 (312) 
ATIRACTIVE SWM with a se nse 01 humor, 
direction, and the environment around me. 
Tall, 30s, never been married, never repro-
duced, looki ng for someone to share a rela-
tionship with, Going once, going twice, sold 
to ... ??? tr2370 (319) 
ATIRACTIVE, CLEAN-CUT, good·naturedguy, 
musician, sensitive. loves theatre, skiing, ad-
ventures, dining . clowning arou nd and 
accassional misbehaviour. Looking lora busty, 
intellectually stimulating lady, 20s·early 30s, 
tr2495 (3123) 
ATIRACTIVE, PLAYFUL SWM, 37, NIS, child· 
less. Veoy open, honest, and supportive 01 
mutual growth and Ireedom. I'm easy to talk 
wittl, romantic. wise. gentle. and a bit mischie-
vous. I love deeply and passionalely while 
respecting indiViduality, Rlska li" le, call! Let's 
talkl tr2500 (3123) 
AVID BOATIER SEEKS SEAFARING LADY lor 
slow cruising and island exploring. If you're 
independent, secure, 32·40. this I, id·back 
DWM, 39, 5'9', t 651, would like to hear Irom 
you. CBW Box 270. tl2465 (3116) 
BESPECTACLED, FRECKLED crank: skeptical 
painler, 2B, NIS etc., self-deprecating, veg-
etarian,a~ snob, but goofy, charming, consci-
entious, seeks slmilarty handicapped wom,n, 
tl2380 (319) 
25-Cbaracter Headllle: includes spaces, be creative! 
CELEBRATE LIFE! SWM, 23, t 601, 6', NID, Nt 
S, playful & loving seeks sensitive, lun-Iovlng, 
open·mlnded woman, 22-32, lorlriendship & 
possible romantic relationship. Please call! 
tl2378 (319) 
COME JOIN ME FOR: MOVies, goll, workouts, 
beach, SWM, 36, NIS, lit, caring, honest, 
sincere. fun, family-oriented, Wants similar 
SWF 10 share Ine, love. tl2456 (3116) 
DARK BROWN SUGAR DADDY- DBM, 46, 
talented, articu late, indoorl ouldoorgentleman 
who's shy but wi ll respond to t!tillation, seek-
Ing woman for friendship/romance. Samples 
availab le. Go ahead , take the plunge, 
tl2454 (3116) 
EASY-GOING SWM, love cookmg, car racing, 
looking lor SWF, Love qUiet dinners & walks 
on the beach please. II inlerested call, tl2457 
(3/16) 
FRIENDSHIP & ROMANCE- DWM, 33, lall, 
easy-going, into sports. board games. looking 
tor SlDWF, 30·40 orso, that's honest, loving , 
caring. Kids o.k .. Let's talk, tr2450 (3116) 
GILBERT SEEKS ANNE- II you are a ~ndred 
spirit you will understand that I cannot guar· 
antee diamond sunbursts and marble halls. 
but I can dream 01 a home with a hearth'fire, 
a cal, a dog, and you. SWM, 32. seeks NIS 
auburn-haired lady, 22·32, lor lile·long friend-
ship. tr2455 (3116) 
KING SEEKS QUEEN· My kmgdom is growing, 
almost complete. Missing mostimpo~antpart: 
someone to share it with. You be 18-35. 
Mnsst, caring, seeki ng long-term commIt-
ment. tl2452 (3116) 
LEAN, ITAliAN MAN with music in his sou l 
and love in his hear1, wanllng warm, slender 
lady lor Iriendshlp and much romance. NIS, 
28·4 t. tl2335 (312) 
LETS LAUGHATTHEWORLD ... Respect, love 
and trusl are gently oNered by thIS stable 
SWM, 22,6 ,2551, who's intelligent, passion-
ale and into the positive Side of life . 
ft2336 (312) 
LIFE IS FOR LIVING! We're: loving , respon-
sible, creative, energetiC, sensuOUS, good-
looking, and In our 40s, 'Time absolves all and 
IIle is swee\. This cou ld be it! Please call. 
tr250t (3123) 
LIFE IS GOOD! Even better with you. Happy, 
heatthy, active, lun-Ioving DWM, 42, seeks 
a"raclive, l it woman. Let's .hare the greJi 
outdoors, music. nature, friendship. personal 
growth, good aMudes, passion, thoughdul· 
ness, love and romance. Brunswick area. 
tr2497 (3123) 
categOry/RateS: 
OODDDDOOOOOOODDOOODODDOOO filE HIEEi ADS o women ... men 
omen ... women 
$1 "'IIIOID, %-IIEE. ADS 
o others 
'oar Ad: first 25-words FREE with Personal Call® 
'. 
o women .. w omen 
o men ... men 
o companions 
o lost souls 
Confidential InfOrmation: 
rNe cannot print your ad witho ut it,) 
phone: - - -
name:---
address: -- -----~--- -~---
city: _ --------------
state: ______ _ ~_ zip: --- ---
First 25 words & headline fRff 
with Personal Call®: _--'== --
add'i words @ 50¢ each: - - ----
Without Personal Call@ 
all words @ 50¢ each: - -----
others, lost souls, or 
Atter you receive your .. number and private security code, you may 
I8COrd your personal introduction. Use your introduction to tell more about 
yourself than your ad does. Give your first name, but DON'T give your last 
/WTl9, phone numberor address. Make sure you askyour callers to leave their 
rwnes, phone numbers and the best times to call them. All introductions are 
l'8\IIewed by CBW and go on line within 24 hours. 
Guidelines: 
Personal ads are availab~for sing~ peop~ seeking relationships, Ads seeking to buy or sell sexual 
services will be refused. No full names, stree1 addresses or phone numbers will be published. Ads 
contai'ling explicit sexual or anatomical language will not be published. We reserve the righ1 to edit, 
refuse or reca1egorize any ad. Advertisers mus1 be over 18 years of age. 
companions @ $1 per word : _____ _ 
CBW Box or P.O. Box (add $20): _ ____ _ 
Total: _ _ __ _ 
L~O~ING FOR WEEKEND MATE- SWM, 34, 
510, 235/, Teddy Bear, N/S, NID, live in 
Maine on weekend •. Loo~ng 10rS/DF 25-35 
. Iim to med. build, who like. to .now'mobil. 
.~, boating, and the outdoors. Let'. ha~ 
.ome good time. together. Come, let'. play 
thIS weekend! tl233B (312) 
MATURE LOVER OF MAINE, DWM, a believer, 
loves all seasons: Seeking pretty. loving. trust· 
I~g, slender, active soulmate. Sailing, skiing, 
hl ~ng, beaches, Sharing & love a must. Age 
33-54. tl2329 (312) 
NICE GUY- Handsome. educated nonprolit 
professional:. serious endurance athlete, 36, 
seeks a"ractlve, compatible lady for intelli-
gent conversation and mutual ministrations to 
mangled slow-twitch libers. tl2491 (3123) 
NO WOMEN FOR 3-5 YEARS ... is what the 
psychic told me. SWM, 33, needs someone to 
change his future , Helpl tr2377 (319) 
ONAMONACRUMPIS! Down to earth, smart, 
successlul In quest to love my joO. Are you 
pretty .. , cool, a smarty ... pants, and have 
mdependent desires? Attractive male, 32. seeks 
woman to belriendand possiblytoleel enough 
heat lor a lire , tr2325 (312) 
ORGAN GRINDER, 32, SEEKS NIS "Prime-
~ate" for ~ome. monkeying around, II you're 
appealing, let S bungle in Ihe jungle and go 
ape! tr2453 (3/16) 
PADDLE, HIKE, LAUGH, LOVE- DWM, 43, 
mentally and ptlysicallyfitoutdoorsman seeks 
SWF,35-45, outdoorswoman. Share a wilder-
ness sunrise. moonlit bay. winter snowfieids, 
summer mountains. Dance to fiddles and gui-
tars. Allow me to light the cand les, pour the 
wine and romance you. tr2508 (3123) 
PHYSICIAN, NEW TO MAINE· DWM, 5t , 5'9' 
160/, values sensi~vity , honesty, aNection: 
seeks slender woman with similar values for 
potential relationsh ip. Kids O,K. 
tr2496 (3123) 
PRINCE CHARMtNG IS AUVE! Thewhitestal-
~ion w~s traded loran import and my weapon 
IS a gUitar, Myarmour ls leather, and kingdom 
not lar. 6', 170/, 28, dar!< hair is me. My 
Princess is S/DF. 22·36, and holds the key, 
tl2369 (319) 
PROFESSIONAL DWM, 29, educated, active. 
healthy, hands.ome, NIS, 5'1 0'. Enjoys sports, 
exerCise, mOVies. romance. children, family. 
Looking for SIDWF, attnctive 25-33 with 
Sim ilar interests, for r·elation·shiP. 
tr2340 (312) 
RASCAlLY ROGUE SEEKS sensuous wanton 
wench to while away the hours WIth. Portland 
propinqUity, please! tr2492 (3123) 
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED- DWM, 38, 
heatthy, clean, pro, built, lonely. needs open-
minded. ,"ractlv!, trim female for lrinedship. 
fun, eXCIting private times. deep lovin'. 
tl2334 (312) 
SEEKING THE elUSIVE BIG BUTI· SWM 36 
5'10", t 70/, fun, Irlsky, iiI. handsome, heaithy: 
",. housebroken, poill ically Incorrect, welHrav-
elled, spontaneous, silly knight wHh no out· 
standing warrants a nd capable 01 heroic deeds, 
seeks adventurous, anraclive, dragon-free 
rrIlIiden with her own opinions, a big bun and 
pretty trim elsewhere, CBW Box 271 . 
tr2498 (3123) 
SENSITIVE, UNAPPRECtATED· Knowthefeel-
ing? CaU me. Women are more mature and 
aware earl ier than men. I know this . Why 
doesn't everyone? tr2326 (312) 
SMARTlST, 42, sincere, playful, enthusiastic, 
qUite presentable, seeks twinklY'eyed female 
counterpart , 30·somethlng. lor Iriendship, 
perhaps more. Enjoys hiking, dancing, tofu, 
fIZZ, tl2373 (319) 
SOUL SHAMAN· Attractive , sensitive mental 
health proless lonal, 5'9", t40/, seeks fit, mys· 
llcal female, late 30s-mld 40S, lor exploring 
Ihe Wi lderness of psyche, spint & earth. 
tl2328 (312) 
SUGAR DADDY- SWM, tall, in shape, .lIm, 
veoycasual, generous, llnanclally.eoure. Seek-
ing attractive, In-shape "foxy ladIy" to .hare 
quiet and veoy exciting times w~h di.cretion, 
tr2502 (3123) 
SWM, 36, 5'8'-I'm alonosome dove English-
man from London who would love to meet an 
American woman . I'm a slim, athletic type of 
guy. tr2518 (3123) 
TALL SWM, 23, LOOKING FOR companion-
stlip wittl someone wtlo's not afraid to be 
herself, Seeking energetic, I~, intelligent NIS 
SWf, 20-25, who knows when to worl< but 
isn't afraid to play, Spontaneity and sen;e 01 
Ilumor, sports and music lover a plus. 
tr2331 (312) 
TO BE BIG BELLY LAUGH: Wisdom self-
actualization aM Aha-Aha! Transcend spiritu-
alrtyand worldlmess; transcend intellact. con· 
cepts , subjectivity, objectivity and ellort. 
Macrobiotic art student, 21. tl2499 (3123) 
WANT GIRL who enjoys occassional travel, 
drtnk, cards, movies, oldies. loving, NIS, and 
especially pot-bellied me.I'm4t , you're 30·45 
& available now. tl2372 (319) 
WANTED: SF interested inUteloliowing: Health, 
fitnes~. adventures (my Irfe ls an adventure!) , 
~mpl ng , motorcyclIng, honesty. family, pas-
Sion, happiness, building a lasting, sharing 
relation~h i p . I'm: NIS. NID, unconventiona l, 
stable, Slncere,39, 6', t801, Capricom. BrunsJ 
Lew. area. tr2339 (312) 
WHERE IS THAT SPECIAL lADY? She's 35· 
45, peme, N/S, sponlaneous, romantic, lover 
of life's litt le pleasures. She enjoys cand!e-
light, silk, and Teddy Bears. St ill searching ! 
Call! tl2333 (312) 
WOMEN, 48-58, LEfS FIND THE FIREI Artist 
SWM, 38, writing screenplay, want's you! Fo; 
rnteli lgent conversations. diner lood 50s 
mus ic, romance, intimacy. Ac'tion! 
tr2337 (312) 
WRITER, HOPELESS ROMANTIC, 27, new to 
Portland, seeks SF, 21 '32, who enjoys an 
occa.ssional movie. simple conversations, '80s 
mUSIC, loves to dance with more ttlan justttle 
body, and who is not alraid to open up, 
tr2490 (3123) 
YOUNG SWM, 26, business owner, emotion· 
ally and financially stable. seeks companion-
ship with a loving sensitive female. 40+, for 
weekend dating. CBWBox272, tl2525 (3123) 
women ... women 
ARE YOU LOOKING to share a pint 01 Ben & 
Jerry's? Looking for a lriend (or possibly 
~ore) , who's stable, sincere, & Slightly off-
~tter . Check me outl tl2342 (312) 
IN THE MIDDLE OF NOWHERE, (Western 
Maine), and looking for a "friend" who enjoys 
x-countoys~ i ng, movies, gullarmusic, laugh-
rng tlard , sunsets, woodf ires . and lite. 
tr2511 (3123) 
LESBIAN SEEKS SL who lives lile lirsthand 
(not accord ing to dogma or gossip), enloys 
hfe WIthout .il l cohol/d ~ug~smoke , is willing 10 
faceoccasslonal conflrctwlthout running away, 
makes reasonable attempts at honest com-
munication, is 40ish-50istl, sings and dances 
at least In private. tr2383 (319) 
PETITE LESBIAN, 37, big heart, quick mind, 
1C0nOClastrct~ndenc ies. Sonetimes shy, seeks 
30+ playfullnend to share conversation, out-
doors, arts, metaphysics, po l~ical demon-
strations, etc. tr2341 (312) 
SEEKING UNCOMPROMtSINGL Ypretty, I,mi-
nine, Intelligent & lun female. Must be seH-
assured in Ihese arsas. Looking for adventure 
understanding & more with suctl a dynamic 
woman. tr2382 (319) 
TELL ME A STORY· Brunswick, Me., looking 
for hard to find friend , craving female conver· 
sation. Fit, attractive, 29, seeks 18·35 same, 
Be that dynamic woman. tr2459 (3/16) 
rea uzzle RI! DOll RlliJill 
WINTER COULD BE COLD, warm, or steamy 
hot. Pretty, petite, lale-20swoman with a new 
awareness 01 the "beauty" 01 women .eeking 
sen.uallriendship with woman that creates 
and promote. exploration beyond usual bound-
aries, Go ahead, pick up the phone and call 
tr2384 (319) , 
men ... men 
ATTRACTIVE, MASCULINE WM, late 20s, ac· 
trve, athletIC, great shape, honest & sincere, 
seeks other masculine, good·looking WM, 
23-31 , forlun times, workouts & friendship 
tr2348 (312) , ' 
BASIC, TRADITIONAl VALUES + GAY; ME. 
GWM, 26, 5'11', 1651, grad, student, own 
person, happy, secure, handsome, varied in-
lerests from sports to plays, seeks similar 
type, Attraction necessaoy but big heart more 
Important. tr2350 (312) 
BUD· LITE, LEATHER, AND '8LM are a lew of 
my lavo,rite th ings, are they yours? 34, 5'5', 
1401 M IS looking forswimmlng and workout 
partner, tl2344 (312) 
CLASSICAL MUSIC BUFF, GWM, 27, 6', BrlBr, 
seeks GWM, 30·40, for fun times, concerts or 
whatever, non-bar type, NIS, NID, NIF. Call 
and let's talk. tl2512 (3123) 
GEMIN I NEEDSALOVER ... lmaginative GWM 
5'11 '. 1601. attractive. romantic. affectionate: 
seeks GM, 25·40, re latlonsh ip·oriented. You 
be slim, tnm, lun and full of li fe . tl2345 (312) 
GWM SEEKS FRIENDS, 18·25. Let's get to· 
gether .to go au! to dinner, movies. and 
accasSional partying. tl2519 (3123) 
GWM SEEKS HONESTY! , 22-38, I'm nice-
looking. slim. love to cuddle and more. I'm 
masculine. sensitive and would rather hike 
than go to moronic bars. tr2521 (3123) 
GWM, 44- Lne in reasonably good order, 
wor!<lng on relatIOnship with God, Seeking 
partner for the journey. tr2522 (3123) 
GWM, NIS, LATE 205, attractive, caring, intel-
ligent, honest, prolessional, 6'3', 2051, NIS, 
wor!<ing out, being spontaneous. Seeking at-
tractive GWM, 28-40, NIS, masculine, caring, 
honest. not afraid of commlttment. 
tl2520 (3123) 
INCURABLE ROMANTIC BEAR, lat .. 405, seeks 
honest, secure m,le, 35-55, lor buddy, maybe 
~ore. NIS, sober, but toleran!. loves music. 
films, outdoors, good food. tl2387 (319) 
LEfS SEE NEW. BEmR WORLD· Classical 
m~s r C.last romantic lover seeks secure, ath-
letiC, 25-45 man for witchcraft searching & 
more to discover, tl2346 (312) 
MAlE SEEKING MAN- GWM, 40, 6'2", 180', 
dark,harr, seeks mature, taU. working, auto-
mobile owner, not living with parents dislikes 
bar scene, individual. tr2343 (312) , 
MASTER, WHERE ARE YOU? Desperately 
seekl.ng ~e.rlous SM to warm up Ihe winter. 
Boy IS 64,30, good looks. trim, educated , 
creallve. Any takers? tr2385 (319) 
MY CAT TELLS ME I HAVE TO get out more 
often, GWM, 37, shy, with cold hands but a 
warm heart. You be 30·40, looking for love or 
a good friend, tl25t7 (3123) 
OUTSIDE THE BAR PORTLAND is tons ollunl 
Let's ~xplore . Prolessional & h,ndsomeGWM, 
25,6 t 65/, BrlBl, newto town and sick olthe 
q~een scene, Rather be outside doing some-
thing? Can you llare your nostrils? When you 
tella joke, win, prize! tr2389 (319) 
REAl LIFE WARRIOR· GWM, 20, 5'6', t301 
muscleman, enjoys sports. movies. books, 
and cuddling. Veoy sens itive person who loves 
animals, seeks large male. EOE, who enjoys 
same Interests, tl25t6 (3123) 
RETIRED WRITER, VERY ACTIVE,seek.home-
lovrng,.clean-cut, preppy, all-American. junior 
executive type, under40. Primaoy objective: A 
house by the sea , further south 
tr246t (3116) . 
Give an a hand' 
King of Hearts ... One Eyed Jacks ... 
Each of the playing cards at the 
rjght bears the likeness of a movie 
star in a film that you can associate 
with a particular number or face 
card. (Larry Fine, for example, is a 
three, for his role as one of the 
Three Stooges.) 
Which five card represent the best 
poker hand? Name the movies, How 
about the losjng hand? 
Winning Hand 
1) ________________ _ 
2) ______________ __ 
3) ________________ _ 
4) ________________ _ 
5) ______________ __ 
Losing Hand 
1) ________________ _ 
2) ________________ _ 
3) ________________ _ 
4) ________________ _ 
5) 
February 17, 1994 
ernie aak BII Ll/lldil Barnl 
_~ .~'. ~ WEll -W~-, 
~ J:f' e ~'.AX- , 
- - 11 It. -' - - ' 
Ye.$ IT is rr v E S~E IS NOT FAKI NG SICK. HAYE 
Yo~ EYER KNOWN GIRLS THAT FAKE Sic k 
ON VA LENTINES . I DovBr NO, SliT SHE' 
35 
g Q.NfST7.,,,,,,,t.t?· £..trI~I\':t 
YES JEANE1TE IS $TII.L. SICk. NO THE , DON 'T 
kNOW ~HAT IS WRONG Wl r H HER. YEs IT 
IS TRVE HEll. MOTHER LEAVES HERALONE 
IN T~E OA'( 'iEs IT IS H u E I BEEN SNEAkiNG 
O"E~, AT L.UNc\\. I SE.EN SNEAKING OVER 
AT LVNCI\ SINCE. A1l,ouND f OU R. oA"-s . 
\N € I'IT To TM E DOQO/1 '1/1-10 SAIO ro Htl( 
i"IOf'\ .r~.~ F-Mdl . TELL 1M; \-low 
CAN You FAKE BARfiNG. SHE BARfED EYEN 
THE TWIN\<-I" I 9RoIolGI'\T Htl<, 'SHE GoT SO 
EMBAP.RASseO TO SARI' IT I N FRONT of.ME. 
rn.L Me Wtto WOVLO FAKE A 8A'Rf IN f~o"'r 
OF SOMEONE ViMo Co u LP TE LL. THE "" tto L 'E 
SCHOOl? W' LL YoV S~ "'YVALENTiWE? 
r HE pOCToR Si' ID THE FAKING IS fjfcAVSE Of 
H ER HA~f L l p SHE IS AsHAME\?, /VIA~8t: II 
SPECIAL OE FoRMED SC HooL W OVLP 810 
BnTEIl. IN A DE'FO ~M[P SCHO'L ~ HARE'LII' 
WOVLP S E " QVEEN. WILL ~oV 8E 11''( 
VA LEN"NE JEANErtl."?RO $ES ARE P-E () 
ANP Vl oLrrs ",,{IE BWE, SVGAR IsswEET 
,AND I KNOW \Iou ARE !'iOr FA~IN6 8f1Rf'N6, 
ON VALEN1Wo s DAIJ TH E RVLE "Yov HAv E 
TO GIVE EVEP.~oN" A VALENTINE, ,TfA""nr 
EXCEPT ~OL4 , MRS, tENNEIN'AL.D fASSEP OUT 
TI1E OIlTO CF VALE'NrrN~ NM'ES AN!) 'jO"tS 
wAs Mi ""NG, I 511 11> WHAT ABDIAT JfANem:? 
SHE sAiD ~OU ARE No LDNGEfl.IN ovR Cl.ASS. 
I ViO'I\JT To ~O"~ D£SK ANO LlfO£D THE TOP vf. 
fT WAS EMPT~. SHE TOOK ~ovRTH'NGS" 
-f4AfF¥ ~i!¥UH§r 
OH JEAWEll'E_ WILL. ~OIA SE' WILLYo~, 
WI\.\. ~OIA B'M:; BfAVT\fvL VALeNTIN.? 
~ ~ (l)l(CU"!> ~ 
SEEKING MATIHEW MODINE- Tall, lanky, 
~ute, earthy, 18-34, No psuedo-sophisticates, 
1m lall. cule, 30-something & a bit eccentric. 
like lun & th6 unusual. tl2388 (319) 
SEEKING ~NTYSOMrnING GWM- Early 
twenties, 57., 1451, good· looking grad-stu· 
d~nt, mascuhne, seeks 1riendshiplrelationstrip 
With an educated, goal-oriented individual, 
who likes to have fun . tl2460 (3116) 
SPONTANEOUS GWM, 23, 6', 190/, likes 
mOVIes, outdoors, and good times. Looking 
lor GWM, 18-30, lor l riendshiplrelationshlp 
and new adventures. tr2463 (3116) 
SWM,SOUTH COASTAlAREA, 38,5'9', 150/, 
BrlBl, handsome, masculine, searching lor 
slmll ~r man. ~8-40, who's into '60s music, 
bowling, dancmg, x·cs~i ng. faithlulness loy, 
atty, tl2386l3l9) , 
WAN.TED: THE ROMANCE 01 Casablanca, the 
pasSion of 9·112 weeks, the power 01 Romeo 
& Juliet. Will settle lor Saturday Night Fever, 
Portland area GWM, 30, wants ~ all! You to 
28-35, masculine, stable, with sense 01 hu· 
mor, See yo In the movies! tr2349 (312) 
V/liEN DUTY CALLS! GWM, 2t, BrlBl, seeks 
mllltary-typeGWM, 18-25, to selVO lellow All-
American male. It's not a job, it's an adven-
turel tl2390 (319) 
WINTER BLUES- Are you lonely, sad & blue? 
Well, l~mtoO!GWM,36, 6'2',2201,BIIBI, sti ll 
search 109 lor you. Call please. Friends wel-
come. tl2347 (312) 
WORK-AHOllC, play-aholic, laugh-ahollc GM, 
35, seeks social playmates. tr2462 (3/16) 
others 
AFFECTION TO SPARE! Intelligent. attractive, 
canng, early 20s couple, N/S, NID seeling 
similar SF, fun, maturely youthful, 18-28, for 
fr iendship, possible long·term intimacy. 
tr2523 (3/3) 
ATIRACTIVE MC seeking fun. Attractive MCs 
seeking couples or BiF lor friendship & fun. 
tl2470 (2124) 
HELPI HELP! Young gay or bl male wantedl 
Ask me whyl tr2464 (2124) 
MWM, 40s, 5'7", 153/, seeks other trim males 
in same situation, tr2469 (2124) 
PHONE FANTASY NEEDED! Female needed, 
25'35, to help MWC lulllll fantasy. Must have 
sexy voice, open-minded, discreet, maybe lead 
to other things? tr2468 (2124) 
lost souls 
DANIEL WITH THE WHALEBONE NECKLACE-
Missed you at the club on Sat. 2112. Maybe I'll 
see you .. . Friday, sayabeu!... II :OO? ·Johnny, 
tl2526 (2123) 
Can you solve the Real Puzzle? Solution to There are "Home Vision Video Verbal 
Volumes" passes for two wjnners 
who will receive their prizes in th~ 
mail. Drawings are done at random. 
Contestants are ineligible to win 
more than one prize in a four-week 
span. Only one entry is allowed per 
person per week. 
Real Puzzle #212 
All entries for this week's puzzle 
must be received by Wednesday, 
February 23'". The solution to this 
week's puzzle will appear in the 
March 3'" jssue of Casco Bay Weekly. 
Send your best guess to: 
Real Puzzle #213 
Casco Bay Weekly 
551 A Congress Street 
Portland, ME 04101 
This week's winners are Brjan 
Delaney and linda Cooper. 
1) all &; sundry 
2) fits &; starts 
3) ever &; anon 
4) goods &; shattels 
5) hither &; yon 
6) fast &; loose 
7) hearts &; flowe" 
8) buck &; wing 
9) dog &; pony 
10) surf &; turf 
11) bait &; switch 
12) carrot &; stick 
13) puts &; calls 
14) scratch &; sniff 
15) sweet &; sour 
16) serve &; volley 
1 7) kiss &; tell 
18) checks &; balances 
19) green eggs &; ham 
20) tar &; feather 
21) assault &; battery 
22) spit &; polish 
23) time &; tide 
24) rack &; pinion 
25) tooth &; nail 
(Oon Rubin's book BRAINSTORMS, WOl r«ently publ/SMd by Harper CoHills.) 
26) beer &; skittles 
27) by &; large 
28) cash &; cafT}' 
29) touch &; go 
30) guns &; butter 
31) country &; western 
32) tea &; sympathy 
33) hammer &; tongs 
34) loaves &; fishes 
35) up &; at 'em 
36) down &; out 
37) cut &; dried 
38) five &; dime 
39) bill &; coo 
40) rank« file 
41) 10« behold 
42) grin &; bear it 
43) bob &; weave 
44) arm &; hammer 
45) wash &; wear 
46) hue &; cry 
47) twist« shout 
48) cloak« dagger 
49) sons &; love" 
50) supply &; demand 
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Zo you're looking at 
a tall, cool bottle of zomething 
you've never heard of before. 
"What is this stuff?" you ask. 
"Is it for me? And what the heck is 
in there, anyway?~' 
Well, it's called Zimit (zeoma). 
And if you're over a zertain age, 
it's for you. As for what's in it, 
well, urn ... oh dear. 
It's a zecret recipe. 
We start out wi 
Finally, we add just a 
zprinkle of th au 
kn gIVes 
Zima its distinctive zparkle. 
Everything's all natural, 
and the taste is very grown-up. 
Frankly, we'd rather not get 
any more zpecific than that. 
These ingredi 
ecret. They come from 
places l' 
Zima zpecial. Zophisticated. 
Zatisfying. 
Our brewing process 
atent 
gger up to the 
bar and say, "Zima, please" 
cold and zmooth. 
And if b chance 
ease keep 
it to yourself. Thankz. 
